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SUM M A RY
The subject of this thesis is that part of nonlinear functional analysis which deals 
with the solvability of semilinear differential equations and the study of spectral theory 
for nonlinear operators.
Chapter one is an introduction to the concepts used through the thesis, including mea­
sures of non compactness, (p,k)~e pi mappings and related properties, Fredholm operators 
of index zero, coincidence-degree theory for semilinear operators, L-k-set contractions, 
A-proper operators and so on.
The work in chapter two is based on the study of [16]. In [16], a spectrum for nonlinear 
operators was introduced by Furi, Martelli and Vignoli. Their spectrum need not contain 
the eigenvalues [9]. We establish a new spectral theory for nonlinear operators which 
contains all eigenvalues as in the linear case. We compare the new spectrum with that 
of [16] and the one of [48] and prove that all three spectra may be empty, which answers 
one of the open questions in [48]. Some applications of the new theory, including the 
generalization of three well known theorems, the study of the solvability of a Cauchy 
problem and a Hammerstein integral equation, are obtained in the last section of this 
chapter.
In chapter three, by generalizing the concept of (0, fc)-epi mappings to that o f (0 ,T, k)- 
epi mappings, we introduce the definition of spectrum for semilinear operators (L ,N ) ,  
where L  is a Fredholm operator of index zero, N  is a nonlinear operator. When L is 
the identity map, this spectrum reduces to the spectrum defined in Chapter 2 . We prove 
that it has similar properties with the spectrum of nonlinear operators. Also in the last 
section, by using this theory, we discuss the solvability of semilinear operator equations 
and extend some existence results.
In chapter four, we obtain some surjectivity results on the mapping AT — 5, where T 
is a homeomorphism and A is a nonlinear map. We generalize one of the results of [12] 
in finite dimensional space to infinite dimensional space, which solves the open question
v
of [12]. We also apply our theorems to the study of a nonlinear Sturm-Liouville problem 
on the half line following the work by Toland [66] and to prove the existence of a solution 
for a second order differential equations which was studied in [29],
Much of the work in this Chapter is joint work with J.R.L. Webb and has been 
published in [21],
Chapter five is related to some recent work by Gupta, Ntouyas, Tsamatos and Laksh- 
mikantham [24]-[30]. They proved existence results for ?7r-point boundary value problems 
for second order ordinary differential equations under nonresonance assumptions and 
they also assume tha t the nonlinear part has a linear growth. We obtain results for these 
boundary value problems in the resonance case. Moreover, our assumptions allow the 
nonlinear part to have nonlinear growth. Some examples show that there exist equations 
to which our theorems can be used but the previous results do not apply.
Much of the work in this Chapter is joint work with J.R.L. Webb and part of this 
chapter will be published in [18], [22], [23].
In chapter six, we study second order ordinary differential equations subject to Dirich- 
let, Neumann, periodic and antiperiodic boundary conditions. We make use of an abstract 
continuation type theorem [56], [57] for semilinear equations involving A-proper mappings 
to obtain approximation solvability results for these boundary value problems. The re­
sults in this chapter generalize the results of [60], [61]. Also we give examples to show 
that our theorems permit the treatm ent of equations to which the results of [4], [32], [57] 
can not be used.
Part of this chapter has been submitted for publication, [19].
Introduction
In view of the importance of the spectral theory for linear operators, it is not surprising 
that various attem pts have been made to define and study the spectrum also for nonlinear 
operators. Clearly, a good definition should preserve as many properties of the spectrum 
for classical bounded linear operators as possible and reduce to the familiar spectrum in 
the case of linear operators. Spectra of nonlinear operators have been defined and studied 
by many authors, in particular, [1], [12], [16]. The spectrum introduced by Furi, Martelli 
and Vignoli has found many interesting applications (see [16]). This spectrum is defined 
by using three extended real numbers a ( /) , tu ( /) ,  d (/) , and the concept of stably-solvable 
operators, (the detailed definitions will be given later). In [16], it was proved that this 
spectrum preserve many properties of the spectrum of linear operators. For example, it is 
closed; the boundary d<r(f) C (TK( f ) (A G crn( f )  if and only if d(X — f )  == 0 or cj(A—/ )  =  0, 
when /  is a bounded linear operator, a^(f)  is the approximate point spectrum of / ) ;  it is 
bounded when /  is quasibounded and a-Lipschitz; it is upper semicontinuous and so on. 
However, in [9], it was indicated that this spectrum does not contain the eigenvalues in 
some cases. In fact, it may be disjoint from the eigenvalues, which is an im portant part 
of the spectrum in the linear case.
In chapter two, a new spectrum for nonlinear operators, which contains all the eigen­
values, as in the linear case, will be introduced. We shall do this by using the three 
real numbers, c j( /) ,m ( /)  and z/(/). We shall prove that this spectrum is compact, and 
upper semicontinuous. It is also contains all bifurcation points and asymptotic bifurca­
tion points. Moreover, the nonlinear resolvent also has properties similar to the linear 
resolvent.
In section 2.2, we obtain some properties for the eigenvalues in the spectrum of a 
positively homogeneous operator. We shall prove that if /  is a positively homogeneous 
operator and A G &(f) (the spectrum of / )  with |A| >  ar(/) , then there exists t 0 G (0,1] 
such tha t A/to is an eigenvalue of /  [Theorem 2.2.8]. This result can be used to discuss 
the existence of solutions for nonlinear operator equations (see section 2.5). Furthermore.
we obtain the result that when /  is odd and positively homogeneous, A G cr(f) with 
|A| > « ( /) ,  then A is an eigenvalue of /  [Theorem 2.2.9]. This theorem is a generalization 
of the results of [48], [70]. In this section, we also obtain the result about the estimation 
of the radius of the spectrum for a positively homogeneous operator. We will give an 
example to show that our estimate is best possible.
In section 2.3, we shall compare our new spectrum with the spectrum introduced by 
Furi, Martelli and Vignoli and the Lipschitz spectrum introduced in [39]. We shall prove 
that our spectrum lies properly between the other two spectra. Then, in section 2.4, a 
counterexample will show that all spectra may be empty, which answers one of the open 
questions of [48].
In the last section of chapter two, we shall discuss applications of the new theory. 
By using this theory, we shall study the solvability of some nonlinear operator equations, 
including a global Cauchy problem, a Hammerstein integral equation and Urysohn opera­
tors. A result on conditions for a compact, positive operator to have a positive eigenvalue 
and eigenvector will also be obtained. In section 10 of [16], three well known theorems: 
the Birkoff-kellogg theorem, the Hopf theorem on spheres and the Borsuk-Ulam theorem, 
were proved by applying their spectral theory. We shall show that our new theory en­
ables us not only to prove, but also to generalize these theorems. We shall also obtain a 
generalization of Theorem 10.1.2 of [16].
The aim of chapter three is to extend the theory in chapter two to semilinear oper­
ators, (L, iV), where L is a linear operator tha t is Fredholm of index zero, and N  is a 
nonlinear operator. To do this, firstly we introduce the L-stably solvable mappings, which 
is a generalization of the stably-solvable operators defined in [16]. We shall show that 
some properties of stably-solvable operators hold true for T-stably solvable mappings, for 
example, the Continuation Principle. Then, in section 3 .2 , we shall extend the notion 
of (0, fc)-epi mappings, which were defined in [65], to (0, L,fc)-epi mappings for semilin­
ear operators. Some properties of the (0, L, /c)-epi mappings, such as existence results, 
normalization property, localization property, homotopy property, will be proved. These 
results generalize the results of [17], [43] and [65],
In section 3.3, we define a (L ,N ) ,  the spectrum of semilinear operators (L, TV). We 
shall prove tha t this spectrum contains all eigenvalues of (L, N ) and it is closed. When 
L is the identity map, this spectrum reduces to the spectrum defined in Chapter 2 .
Section 3.4 is dedicated to the study of the decomposition of the spectrum of (L, N). 
According to the decomposition of the spectrum oymi;( /) , we can decompose <r(T, N ) into 
(L, TV), crm(Ly AT), crw(L, N ) and ov(L, AT). We shall prove that if N  is a continuous L-k- 
set contraction and an odd map, A £ a(L, N ) with |A| > k, then A £ crm(L, A) [Theorem 
3.4.1]. We shall also study the boundary of the spectrum and show that if A is in the 
boundary of the spectrum, then either XL — N  is a surjective map or A £ av(L, N). At the 
end of this section, we shall prove a theorem which gives information about the structure 
of a (L } N)  when A  is a continuous T-compact map defined on an infinite dimensional 
Banach space [Theorem 3.4.6]. The results will be used in section 3.6,
In section 3.5, we shall study eigenvalues of (L, N)  when N  is an asymptotically linear 
operator or a positively homogeneous operator.
In the last section of this chapter, we obtain some applications of this theory. By 
applying this theory, we can extend some existence results for semilinear operator equa­
tions. A different condition for the existence of a solution of the equation XL — T  = 0 can 
be obtained from that given in [31]. Also, Theorem 2.2 of [46] on the existence results of 
Leray-Schauder type can be generalized by using this theory.
The authors of [12] gave theorems for operators of the form XT — S  of Fredholm 
alternative type under the assumptions that T  is an odd (AT, L, a)-homeomorphism and 
S  : X  —y Y  is an odd compact (completely continuous) operator. Furthermore, they 
showed the existence of a solution of the nonlinear operator equation
AT{x) -  S{x) = f  (0.1)
for each /  £ Y  provided A ^  0 if T  is an odd tx-homogeneous and S  is an odd fr-strongly 
quasihomogeneous with a > b. In the case a < b they proved the same assertion in finite 
dimensional spaces but said it was unsolved in the infinite-dimensional case.
In chapter 4, we shall obtain some surjectivity results on the mapping XT — S  under 
weaker conditions. Our assumptions do not assume that S  is an odd map. We employ 
different methods which allow us to answer some of their open questions. By introducing 
the concept of a-stably solvable operator and proving the Continuation Principle for this 
kind of map, we can obtain a result which generalizes the result of existence of a solution 
of (0.1) in case a < b to the infinite-dimensional case. These results seem not to be able 
to be proven by their methods.
In section 4.2, we give some examples of ordinary differential equations for which the 
existence of a solution can be obtained by applying the theorems. It is possible to give 
simple examples tha t show that our results are real extensions of the earlier ones, but we 
prefer to give more substantial applications. We shall discuss a nonlinear Sturm-Liouville 
problem on the half line following the work by Toland [66]. He studied eigenvalues and 
asymptotic bifurcation points whereas we obtain surjectivity when A is not one of these 
eigenvalues.
We also discuss existence of solutions to a three point boundaiy value problem recently 
studied by Gupta, Ntouyas and Tsamatos [29]. The boundary conditions are of the type 
.t(0) =  0 ,a;(l) =  ax(rj). Those authors assume that a  < I /77 but we suppose only that 
a  /  1/?/. We obtain a different criterion for existence which improves on Theorem 4 of 
[29] in some cases but is less good in others.
Chapter 5 follows the recent work done by Gupta, Ntouyas, Tsamatos and Laksh- 
mikantham [24]-[30]. They studied the so-called nonlocal boundary value problems, which 
were studied also by Il’in and Moiseev [37] and S.A. Marano [47].
Let /  : [0 ,1] x E 2 —> E  be a function satisfying Caratheodory’s conditions and e : 
[0,1] —> E  be a function in L1(0,1), cii £ E  with all of the a[s having the same sign, 
& £ (0) I)?  ^ =  C 2, ...,m  — 2, 0 < £1 < £2 < ••• < 2 < 1- Consider the following second
order ordinary differential equation:
x"(t) = f ( t ,x ( t ) ,x ' ( t ) )  +  e(t) t £ (0 , 1), (0 .2)
with one of the following boundary value conditions:
m —2
a'(0) =  0, 3(1) =  Y , (0-3)
i= 1
m—2
3(0) =  0, 3(1) =  Y  “.•*(&)• (0-4)
i=1
It is known tha t the problem of the existence of a solution for these boundary-value 
problems can be studied respectively via the existence of a solution for equation (0 .2) 
subject to one of the following three-point boundary-value conditions (see [29], [30]):
a/(0) =  0, ®(1) =  a® (77), (0-5)
®(0) =  0 , ®(1) =  ax (77), (0 .6)
where a  £ E  and 97 £ (0,1) are given.
In [30], the existence results for the BVP (0.2), (0.5) with the condition a  /  1 were 
proved and in [29], results for the BVP (0 .2), (0 .6) were obtained when arj < 1. These 
assumptions ensure that the linear part L is invertible. They assume also that the non­
linear part /  has a linear growth. The method they used is Leray-Schauder Continuation 
theorem and W irtinger type inequalities.
In section 5.1, we also assume that /  has a linear growth. We shall prove the existence 
results for BVP (0.2), (0.5) with the condition a  — 1 and (0 .2), (0 .6) with the condition 
a = 1/r}. In these cases, L is noninvertible, the so-called resonance case. The Leray-
Schauder degree theory can not be used. Our results make use of the coincidence degree
theory of Mawhin [46].
In section 5.2, we shall obtain two uniqueness results for these kind of boundary value 
problems.
In section 5.3, we shall prove existence results for BVP (0.2), (0.5) and BVP (0.2), 
(0.6) which allow /  to have nonlinear growth. We do this by imposing a decomposition 
condition for /  and by showing that the growth of certain nonlinear terms is not restricted 
provided they satisfy a sign condition. We obtain appropriate a priori bounds and apply 
degree theory. Moreover, by using the coincidence degree theory of Mawhin, we also able
to give existence results when the linear operator L is non-invertible and /  has nonlinear 
growth. This allows us to treat the BVP (0.2), (0.5) with a  =  1, and the BVP (0.2), 
(0 .6) with a  =  ~ without the restriction that /  has a linear growth.
We shall give examples of equations which can be treated by our results but the results 
of [24], [25], [29], [30], [61] cannot be applied.
In section 5.4, we shall prove existence results for BVP (0 .2), (0.5) with \a\ <  1 and 
/  has a different nonlinear growth with that in section 5.3. As a special case, we allow /  
to have quadratic growth. Moreover, as a corollary of our theorem, we obtain a result on 
the Neumann boundary value problem which generalizes one of the results of [57]. We 
also prove a similar result for the m-point BVP (0 .2), (0.3) when | Ya Lf 2 ai\ <  1 •
For our results in this chapter, it is important that all the ads have the same sign and 
our result for the m-point BVP makes use of the estimates obtained in the proof for the 
three point BVP. Gupta [27] has considered a different m-point boundary value problem 
where the ads do not have the same sign and this technique cannot be used.
Finally in chapter 6 , we shall establish some new existence results on the solvability 
of the following second order ODE’s of the form
x" =  f ( t , x , x ' )  (0.7)
subject to one of the following boundary conditions:
.t(0) =  x (l)  = 0, (0.8)
s'(0) =  ad(l) -  0, (0.9)
*(0) =  s ( l) ,  s'(0) -  s '( l) ,  (0.10)
3(0) -  -a :( l) , ad(0) =  - a '( l ) .  (0.11)
The solvability of (0.7) subject to various boundary conditions has been extensively stud­
ied by many authors([4], [32], [54]-[62], [64]). In a recent paper [4], a decomposition 
condition for /  is imposed to ensure the solvability of (0.7) with the boundary condition 
(0.8). The theorems of [4] were proved by using the transversal!ty theorem.
In section 6.1, by applying the abstract continuation type theorem of W.V. Petryshyn 
on A-proper mappings, we obtain approximation solvability results for BVP (0.7), (0.8).
xii
These results include the result of [4], Then, in section 6 .2, under the assumption that /  
can be suitably decomposed, some feebly a-solvability results for (0 .7) with the boundary 
conditions (0.9-0.11) are obtained.
Applying our theorems to the following BVPs, which were studied respectively in [60] 
and [61]:
x " +  d(x )x> +  f{ t ,  x, x \  x") =  y(i), ®(0) =  3 (1), 3;(0) =  a:'(l), (0.12)
and
(p(t)x') + f { t , x , x ' , x ") = y(t), x'{0) = w'(T) = 0, (0.13)
we can show that certain assumptions made in [60] and [61] are redundant. Our results 
are therefore substantial generalizations of the results in [60], [61]. Some examples will 
show that our theorems permit the treatm ent of equations to which the results of [4], 
[32], [57] do not apply.
C hapter 1
Prelim inaries
In this chapter, we collect some of the notions and definitions tha t we shall often use 
in this thesis. We shall recall some known results without proof, but the references are 
given.
1.1 G en e ra litie s
The symbol K  will stand either for the field of complex numbers C or for the field of real 
numbers R.
The capital letters E, F> X  and V, unless otherwise stated, will be used to denote 
Banach spaces over C or R. Spheres, open and closed balls centered at the origin and 
with radius r  > 0 are denoted by
S r =  {x G E  : ||3 1| =  r}, 0 r =  {x  G E  : ||.t|| < r}, B r = {3 G E : ||z|| <  r},
respectively.
Given a map /  : E  —» F  we denote the image of /  by im ( /)  and the kernel of /  by 
ker(jf) which is the set of all x G E  such that f ( x )  =  0. A continuous map /  : E  — Y F  is 
said to be quasibounded if there exist two constants A, B > 0 such tha t ||/(^ ) || <  A||3|| +  P  
for all x G E. If /  is quasibounded, then it sends bounded sets into bounded sets and
m  =  lim su p M M < + 0 O .
j|a:||-~foo H ^H  
1
| / |  is called the quasinorm of / .  A continuous map /  : E  —> F  is called asymptotically 
linear if there exists a bounded linear operator T  : E  —>■ F  such that | /  — T\ =  0. T  is 
called the asymptotic derivative of / .  /  is said to be positively homogeneous if for any 
x £ E  and t > 0 ,
f ( t x )  = t f (x) .
Following [16], we call /  stably-solvable if and only if given any compact map h : E  —> F  
(that is, a continuous map such that h(Ll) is relatively compact whenever Ll C E  is 
bounded) with zero quasinorm, there is at least one element x of E  such that f ( x )  = h(x). 
Note that if /  is stably-solvable, it is clearly surjective. If /  is linear, it is stably-solvable 
if and only if it is surjective.
The following Continuation Principle for stably-solvable maps was proved in [16].
T heorem  1.1.1. Let f  : E  -> F be stably-solvable and h : E  x [0,1] —» F  be compact 
and such that h{x, 0) =  0 for all x £ E. Let
S  = {a; £ E  : f ( x )  = h(x, t )  for some t £ [0,1]}.
7 /7 (5 ) is bounded then the equation
f ( x )  = h(x , l )
has a solution,
In chapter 4, we shall generalize the concept of stably-solvable map to tha t of a-stably- 
solvable map and prove that for a-stably-solvable maps, the Continuation Principle holds 
true.
We also recall tha t /  is called a strong surjection if the equation f ( x )  =  h(x) has a
solution for every continuous map h : E  —>• F  with h{E)  compact.
Let /  : E  —*■ F  be a continuous map. A £ C is said to be an eigenvalue of /  if
there exists x £ £7, x ^  0 such that /(;x) =  Xx. Suppose that /(0 ) =  0, A is said to
be a bifurcation point of /  if there exist sequences An, xn ^  0 such that f ( x n) =  Xnx n,
2
Xn —y A, x n 0 as n oo. A is called an asymptotic bifurcation point of /  if there exist 
sequences An and x n ^  0 such that f ( x n) = \ nx n, An A, ||rcn|| —»• oo as n —^ oo.
1.2 T h e  m easu re  of noncom pactness  a n d  defin itions
D efin itio n  1.2.1. Let AT be a metric space and 0  C X  a bounded subset. The measure
of noncompactness of fi, a(f2), is defined by (see [7])
a(O) =  inf{d > 0 : 0  can be covered by a finite number
of subsets of X  of diameter at most d}.
2. A C B  implies a(A ) <  ck(jB);
3. ck(A) =  ck(A);
4. a(A  U B) — m ax{a(A), a(B )} .
Furthermore, if A" is a normed space, then
5. a(AA) =  |A|a(A), A G K;
6. a(co(A)) ~  a(A ), where co(A) denotes the convex hull of A;
7. |ct(A) — o (5 ) | <  a(A  +  B ) <  T &(B).
For the proof of these facts we refer to [7] , [42] or [48].
The concept of an a-Lipschitz mapping is of importance in this thesis. It is defined 
by the following (see [7]).
This notion of measure of noncompactness was introduced by Kuratowski [40]. 
Let A and B  be bounded subsets of a metric space X .  Then
1. a(A) ~  0 if and only if A is compact, where A denotes the closure of A;
3
D efin ition  1.2.2. Let LI C E  and f  : LI —$■ E  continuous. /  will be called a-Lipschitz 
if a ( f ( B) )  < ka( B)  for some k > 0 and all bounded B  C LI. If k < 1, /  is called a 
strict a-contraction or k-set contraction. /  is said to be a condensing mapping if for each 
noncompact bounded subset B  of H, a( f ( B) )  < a(B).
In the sequel, we shall use the following lemma for the measure of noncompactness.
L em m a 1.2.3. ([66], lemma 4.8) Let f  be a real-valued function defined on the Banach 
space E , which is bounded on bounded subsets of E. For u E E, define F  : E  —^ E by 
Fu  =  f (u)u.  I f  LI is a bounded subset of E, then
a(F(Ll)) < la(Ll)
where
I =  sup |/(u ) |.
■uefi
We recall tha t a continuous mapping /  : E —> F  is called proper if for every compact 
subset K  of F , f ~ 1(K)  is compact. The concept of k-proper mappings was defined in 
[65]. Let k > 0 . A mapping /  from a subset 0  of E  to F , written /  : O —> F , is said to 
be fc-proper if /  is continuous and
« ( / " 1(5')) <k a ( S )
for each bounded set S  C F . By the property of the measure of noncompactness, if /  is 
/j-proper for some k > 0 , then /  is proper.
Given a continuous map /  from a subset D{f )  of E  to F . The three real numbers 
a(f ) , co( f )  and <£(/), which were used in [16] to define the spectrum, are defined by the 
following:
ck(/) =  inf{/c > 0 : a ( /( f i) )  < ka(Ll) for every bounded LI C _D(/)}, 
co(f) = sup{fc >  0 : ot(f(Ll)) > ka(Ll) for every bounded C F ( /)} ,  
d ( f )  =  liminf
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Let / , g : E  —> E  be continuous. The main properties of a (/),< n (/) and d(f ) ,  which
were proved in [16], are contained in the following.
P rop osition  1.2.4. 1. ai(A/ )  = |A |a (/); A E K.
2. |a( f )  -  a (^ )| <  a ( f  + g) < a ( f )  +  a(g).
3. a ( f ) =  0 i f  and only if  f  is compact.
4. I f  dim(E) =  +00  and /  zs compact, then a(A — / )  =  |A|.
P rop osition  1.2.5. 1. w(A/) =  |A|cj(/), A E K.
2- w (/M $r) < w(/fiO <  a(f)io(g).
3. I f to( f )  > 0, then f  is proper on bounded closed sets. I f  moreover, d( f )  > 0, then f  
is proper.
4 . I f d i m( E)  = +00  then u ( f )  < a( f ) ,  and co(f) = Too if  dim(E) <  + 00 .
5. u ( f )  -  u(g) < co{f + g ) <  w (/) +  a(g).
6. |to(f )  -ca (p )| < a ( f  — g).
7. I f  f  is a homeomorphism and to(f) > 0, then a ( f ~ l )co(f) =  1 .
8. I f  dim E  =  00 and f  is compact, then ca(A — / )  =  |A|.
P rop osition  1.2.6. 1. 0 <  d(f )  < | / | .
2. d(Xf)  =  |A |d (/); A E K.
3. d( f )  -  |p| < d( f  +  g) < d( f )  +  \g\.
4. |d (/)  — d(g)\ < \ f - g \ .
5. I f  f  is a homeomorphism with quasibounded inverse, then d{f )  = | / -1 |-1 .
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1.3 S p e c tra  for n o n lin ea r o p e ra to rs
In this section, we recall the different spectra for nonlinear operators. In chapter 2, we 
shall compare the spectrum we introduce in section 2.1 with these. In the following, E  
is a Banach space and f  : E  —¥ E  is a continuous (nonlinear) operator. a (/),n> (/) and 
d(f )  are as in section 1.2 .
The following definition was given in [16].
D efin itio n  1.3.1. /  is said to be regular if it is stably-solvable and d( f )  and co(f) are 
both positive. Let
Pfmv(f)  — {A E <C, A — /  is regular}, 
be the resolvent set of /  and let crjmv(f )  =  C\p/mv{f )  be the FMV-spectrum of / .
The following result was proved in [16].
T h e o re m  1.3,2. Let r ( f ) = sup{|A| : A E ff/mv(/)}  and q(f )  = raax {a (/), |/ |} .  Then 
r ( f )  < q{f).
According to [16], crfmv{f) can be decomposed into the following two parts.
an( f )  = {A E K : d(A —■ / )  =  0 or <n(A — / )  =  0}, 
cr5( / )  — {A E K : A — /  is not stably-solvable}.
They proved that ov (/) is closed and the boundary of the spectrum d<jjmv( f )  is contained 
in crn(f) .  More precisely, 0v(/) can be regarded as the union of the following two sets
o U / )  =  {A E K  : w(A — / )  =  0} and £ ( / )  =  (A E K  : d(X -  f )  -  0}.
In Chapter 3, we will discuss the corresponding decomposition of the spectrum for semi­
linear operators.
The following proposition gives information about the structure of crfmv( f )  when /  is 
a compact map.
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P roposition  1.3.3. ([16], p.272) Let f  : E  —¥ E be a compact map defined on an infinite 
dimensional Banach space E. Then
1. aw( f )  = 0, therefore aw( f )  -  {0} U £ ( / ) ;
2. f ( E )  yl E.  In particular, 0 E crs(f );
3. 0 ^ 2 ( / )  implies that the connected component of K \  £ ( / )  containing zero lies 
entirely in crs(f). In particular, 0 is an interior point of crs(f);
4- I f  moreover f  is positively homogeneous, then
S ( /)  \  {0} =  {A E ; Xx =  f ( x )  for some x 0}.
In [39], a spectrum for Lipschitz continuous operators was introduced by Kachurovskij.
D efin ition  1.3,4. Let Lip(E)  be the space of all Lipschitz mappings. For A E Lip(E ), 
the Lipschitz constant
||A||,ip :=  sup
x ^ y  | j  &
is finite. Then the Lip-spectrum for A  is defined by
<tup(A) = {A : (A — A)-1 does not exists or (A — A)-1 ^ Lip(E)}.
Definition 1.3.4 implies that A £ crnp(A) only in case (A — A) is bijective.
Many properties for <J/t-p(A) can be found in [48], An open question in [48] is whether 
crup(A) is nonempty. In section 2.4, we shall give an answer to this question by giving an 
example where anp(A) is empty.
For a continuous linear operator, the two spectra above coincide with the usual def­
inition of the spectrum. If /  is nonlinear, <Tfmv(f )  may be disjoint from eigenvalues of 
/ ,  which can not happen in the linear case. The spectrum oq;p(A) contains all the eigen­
values of A and is compact. However, it may be empty (see the example in section 2.4). 
The spectrum we will introduce in Chapter 2, which applies to all continuous nonlinear 
operators, is compact, upper semicontinuous and contains all eigenvalues. However, it 
too may be empty.
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1*4 (p,/c)-epi m app ings
The notion of p-epi mappings was introduced by Furi, Martelli and Vignoli [17] as follows:
D efin ition  1.4.1. If E  and F  are normed linear spaces, 17 C E  is a bounded open set 
and p E F  then a continuous mapping /  : 17 —> F  with f ( x )  p for any x E 517 is called 
p-epi if for each compact mapping h : 17 —> F with h = 0 on 517, the equation
f ( x )  = h ( x ) + p
has a solution in 17.
Then, in [65], this concept was generalized to (p, &)-epi mapping by allowing the 
mapping h to be a &-set contraction rather then just a compact mapping and requiring 
E  and F  to be Banach spaces. Thus the class of (p, k)-epi mappings is smaller than that 
of p-epi mappings.
In the following, 17 is an open bounded subset of E.
D efin ition  1.4.2. A continuous mapping /  : 17 —» F  is said to be p-admissible (p E F) 
if f i x )  p for x E 517.
D efin ition  1.4.3. A O-admissible mapping /  : 17 -4 F  is said to be (0, &)-epi if for each 
fc-set contraction h : 17 -4 F  with h{x) =  0 on 517 the equation f {x)  — h{x) has a solution 
in 17. Similarly, a p-admissible mapping /  : 17 —> F  is said to be (p, k)-epi if the mapping 
f  — p defined by
{ f  - p ) { x )  =  f [x)  - p ,  x €  17,
is (0,&)-epi.
(p, &)-epi mappings also were defined in the whole space in [65]. Let /  : E —> F  be 
a continuous mapping of E  into F.  For p E  f 1, /  is said to be p-admissible if / ~ 1(p) is 
a bounded subset of E. f  is said to be (p, fc)-epi if /  is (p, fc)-epi on the closure of every
bounded open set H D / _1(p), that is, the restriction of /  to Cl, is (p, &)-epi for each 
bounded open subset Cl containing f ~ 1(p).
It was proved in [65] that the (p,k)-epi mappings, similarly to the p-epi mappings, 
have ‘existence’, ‘boundary dependence’, ‘normalization’, ‘localization’ and ‘homotopy’ 
properties similar to those of topological degree theory.
P roperty  1.4.4. (Existence propertyj
I f  f  \ Cl F  is a (p, k)-epi mapping, then the equation f ( x )  =  p has a solution in O.
P roperty  1.4.5. (Normalization property)
The inclusion mapping i : Cl —>• E  is (p, k)-epi for  & £ [0,1) if  and only if  p 6 Cl.
P roperty  1.4.6. (Localization property)
I f  f  : Cl —> F is (0,/c)-epi and f ~ 1(0) is contained in an open set Cl\ C Cl, then f
restricted to Qi is also (0,&)-epi.
P roperty  1.4.7. (Homotopy property)
Let f  : Cl -4 F  be (0,/c)-epi and h : [0,1] x Cl F  be an a-set contraction with
0 < a  <  k < 1 such that h(0, x ) =  0 for all x £ Cl. Further let
f ( x )  +  h(t ,x)  ^  0
for all x £ dCl and for all t £ [0,1]. Then f ( x )  +  h( l , x)  : Cl F is (0, A; — o^-epi.
P roperty  1.4.8. (Boundary dependence property)
Let f  : —»• F  be (0, fc)-epi and g : Cl -» F be an a-set contraction with 0 <  a < k < 1
and g =  0 on dCl. Then ( /  +  g) : 0  F is (0, k — o:)-epi.
The following theorem will be used in the sequel.
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T heorem  1.4.9. [65] Let f  : Cl F be continuous, injective and ki-proper. Then f(Cl) 
is open if  and only i f  f  is (p,k)-epi for each p €E f(Cl) and each nonnegative k satisfying 
the condition k ik  < 1.
The theory of (p, k)-epi mappings is based on elementary tools such as the Schauder 
fixed point theorem, Urysohn’s Lemma, etc. (p, &)-epi mappings may act between dif­
ferent spaces. Degree theories are often used to establish the existence of solutions of 
nonlinear problems. However in applications, such as to differential and functional differ­
ential equations, to apply degree theory it is often necessary to reformulate the problems 
as nonlinear self mappings acting on some space, whereas the theory of (p, k)-epi maps 
may applied directly.
In chapter 2, we shall use (0,A;)-epi mapping theory to establish some spectral theory 
for nonlinear operators. In chapter 3, to study the spectral theory for semilinear opera­
tors, we shall generalize the (0,/c)-epi mappings to (0, L, k)-epi mappings for semilinear 
operators, where L is Fredholm of index zero.
1.5 C o inc idence  degree  th e o ry
Let L : dom(L) C E  —> F  be a linear operator. Recall that L is called Fredholm of index 
zero if the following conditions hold:
1. im(L) is closed in F.
2. ker(L) and the cokernel of L, F j  im(L), are finite dimensional and with equal di­
mension.
Now suppose that L : dom(L) C E  —» F  is a closed Fredholm operator of index 
zero, assume that ker(L) ^  {0} and dom(L) is dense in E. Let E — ker(L )0_£a, 
F = F o 0 im (L ) and P : E  ker(L), Q : F  —> F0 be the respective projections. 
Also let Lp  denote the invertible operator L restricted to dom(L) 0  E\ into im(L), write 
Kp  =  L p-1 , Kpq  =  Kp ( I  — Q), and let n  : F  —> F /  im(L) be the quotient map, and let 
A : F / i m( L)  —> ker(L) be the linear isomorphism (see [31]).
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Let fl be an open bounded subset of E  such that dom(L) fl fl ^  0 and N  : ff —)■ F  be 
a nonlinear mapping.
Definition 1.5.1. N  will be said to be L-compact if
1. U N  : H —»• coker(L) is continuous and UN(Q)  bounded.
2 . K p qN  : fl —^ E  is compact.
N  is said to be a L-k-sei contraction if
1. U N  : H coker(L) is continuous and UN(Q.) bounded.
2. Kpq N  : fi —> E  is a &-set contraction.
Let L and be as above and assume that fc < 1 and that
(L -7 Y )(d o m (L )n a n ).
Then M& = P  T (All T K p q )N  is a /c-set contraction and hence the degree
d [ / - M A,n ,  o]
is defined. The following definition can be found in [31].
Definition 1.5.2. The coincidence degree d[(L, Ar),H] of L and N  in fl is the integer
d[{L,N),Q] =  d [ / - M A,n,0],
where the right hand number is the degree for k-set contractive perturbations of the 
identity [52].
The coincidence degree for (L, N)  when N  is L-compact was introduced by J. Mawhin 
in 1972 [44] and systematic expositions were given in [31] and [45].
The results for the existence of a solution for the second order ordinary differential 
equations in chapter 5 will be obtained by applying the following useful continuation 
theorem of coincidence degree theory, which was first proved in [44].
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T h e o re m  1.5,3. (see [46], p.84)
Let L be Fredholm of index zero and let N  be L-compact on Cl. Assume that the 
following conditions are satisfied.
1. Lx  +  XNx  ^  0 for each ( t ,  A) £ [(/)(£) \  ker L) D <90] x (0,1).
2. N x  £ im(L) for each x £ ker(L) fl dCl.
S. deg(QA^|kerI/, n  fl ker(L),0) ^  0, where Q : F  —»■ Fa is a continuous projection as 
above.
Then the equation Lx  T N x  =  0 has at least one solution in D(L) fl Cl.
We shall also, by applying the spectral theory for semilinear operators in chapter 3, 
obtain a generalization of the following existence theorem of Leray-Schauder type [46].
T h e o re m  1.5.4. Let F  ~  L -\- N  ruith N  : Cl F  L-compact, let A  : E  —^ F  be a linear 
L-compact mapping and z £ (L +  A)(dom(L) Pi Cl) satisfy the following conditions:
1. ker(L +  A) =  {0}.
2. Lx  +  ( 1  — A) ( A t  —  z) +  XNx  0 for each x £ dom(L) f l  dCl and each X £ (0,1). 
Then equation Lx  +  N x  =  0 has at least one solution in dom(L) fl Cl.
1.6 A -p ro p e r  m aps
The notion of an A-proper mapping was introduced by W.V. Petryshyn in 1967. The 
basic theory of A-proper maps has been given in [58] and in [59]. One of the main purposes 
of the book [59] is to use the topological degree for densely defined A-proper operators 
in the systematic study of the solvability or approximation solvability of the semilinear 
equation
Lx — N x  — y, x £ y £ F,
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where L : dom(L) C E  —» F  is a Fredholm mapping of index i(L) >  0, ./V is a nonlinear 
mapping such that L — N  or T\ = L — XN : 0, C E  —> F  is A-proper for each A £ (0,1] 
with respect to a suitable approximation scheme.
In chapter 5, we shall use the following abstract continuation type theorem [56], 
[57] for semilinear equations involving A-proper mappings, to obtain the approximation 
solvability results for the second order ODEs subject to Dirichlet, Neumann, periodic and 
antiperiodic boundary conditions.
Firstly we recall the definition of the A-proper mappings [57].
Definition 1.6.1. If {En} C E  and {Fn} C F  are sequences of finite dimensional 
oriented spaces and Qn : F  —> Fn is a linear projection for each n £ then the 
scheme V — {E n, Fn,Q n} is said to be admissible for maps from E  to F  provided that 
dim FA =  dimFh for each n, dist(,r, En) =  inf{ |jm — uH# : v £ En} 0 as n — oo for
each x in E , and Qny —> y for each y in F. For a given map T  : D C E F  the equation
T x  = y (1.1)
is said to he feebly approximation-solvable (a-solvable) relative to V if there exists Ny £ 1R+ 
such that the finite dimensional equation
Tn(x) ~  Qny , (* £ Dn = D fl En,Q ny £ Fn,T n — QnT \Dn), (1.2)
has a solution x n £ Dn for each n > Ny such that x n —> x £ D in E  and T x  — y.
Definition 1.6.2. T  is said to be /1-proper relative to F if Tn : Dn C En —> Fn is 
continuous for each n £ 1R+ and if {a;n .|a;n . £ Dnj] is any bounded sequence in E  such 
that Tnj(x n ) —> g for some g in F , then there is a subsequence of {^nj} an(f x € D
such tha t x nk —> x in E  and T x  =  g.
It is known that for (1.1) to be a-solvable relative to a given T the operator T  has 
essentially to be A-proper relative to V [54].
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Now let L : E —Y F  be a Fredholm operator of index zero. It was shown [55] that 
an admissible scheme T l (depending on L) can be constructed such tha t L is A-proper 
relative to IT. Indeed, suppose that E  =  k e r(L )0 iA , F  =  F o 0 im (L ). Let Q be the 
projection of F  onto Fq. There is a compact map C : E  —> Fo such tha t K  = L — C  is a 
homeomorphism of E  onto F  and choosing C E  such that Fn = K (E n) for n £ Z +, 
then, it can be shown that IT =  {E11, Fn, Qn} is admissible and L is A-proper relative to 
IT. In the following, we shall assume that there exists a continuous bilinear form [-, *] on 
F  x E  mapping (y ,x )  into [y,^] such that y £ im (L) if and only if [y,x] = 0 for every 
x £ ker(L).
T heorem  1.6.3. [56][57] Let L be a Fredholm operator of index zero and N  : E  —>• F be 
a nonlinear map , Suppose there exists a bounded open set G C E  with 0 £ G such that
1. L — XN : G —> F  is A-proper relative to Vl for each X £ [0,1] with N(G)  bounded;
2. Lx XNx — Xy for x £ dG and X £ (0,1].
3. Q N x  — Qy ^  0 for x £ dG  0  ker(L).
4- Either [Q N x  — Qy> re] >  0 or [QNx  — Qy , a] < 0 for x £ dG  fl ker(L).
Then the equation
Lx — N x  = y
is feebly a-solvable relative to IT and in particular it has a solution x £ G.
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C hapter 2 
A new spectral theory for nonlinear
operators and its applications
The spectral theory for nonlinear operators has been extensively studied, see for example 
[1], [12], [16]. Different attem pts have been made to define the spectra for nonlinear 
operators. In particular, the spectrum introduced by Furi, Martelli and Vignoh has found 
many interesting applications, see [16]. However, it was indicated in [9] that this spectrum 
may be disjoint from the eigenvalues in some cases. The main aim of this chapter is to 
give a new definition for the spectrum of nonlinear operators, which is closed and contains 
all the eigenvalues as in the case of linear operators. A counterexample proves that the 
spectrum may be empty, which answers one of the open questions in [48].
As the last part of this chapter, the applications of the new theory will be discussed. 
This theory enables us to generalize three well known theorems: the Birkoff-Kellogg 
theorem, the Hopf theorem on spheres and the Borsuk-Ulam theorem. Existence of 
non-trivial solutions for a global Cauchy problem, Hammerstein integral equations and 
a Urysohn operator are obtained by using this theory. Also, we shall apply this theory 
to obtain a generalization of a theorem in [16] and then discuss bifurcation points and 
asymptotic bifurcation points for a Urysohn operator.
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2.1 A new  defin ition  of th e  sp e c tru m  for con tinuous 
o p e ra to rs
Throughout the following, if is a Banach space, /  : E  —> E  is a continuous nonlinear 
operator. and d(f )  are as in section 1.2. Let
m ( f )  =  sup{& > 0 : ||/(£ )|j > A;jfa;|| for all 2 G £}.
If for every x ^  0 , f ( x )  ^  0, let
^r( / 5 0) =  inf{k > 0, there exists a fc-set contraction g : B r —>• E,  with
g = 0 on d B r s.t. f ( x )  — g(x) has no solutions in B r},
where B r =  {2 G E  : ||.t|| < r} and d B r denotes the boundary of B r. Let is(f) =
inf{z/,.(/, 0), r  >  0}. We will call v( f )  the measure of solvability of /  at 0 [65]. Notice
that, v{f )  > 0 if and only if there exists e > 0, such that f i x )  is (0,e)-epi on every B r 
with r > 0. We begin with the following definition.
Definition 2.1.1. Suppose that /  : E  —>- E  is a continuous map, then /  is said to be 
regular if
U j ( f ) >  0, m ( / ) >  0, v ( f ) >  0.
For each A G C, if XI — f  is regular, A is said to be in the resolvent set of / .  Let p(f )  
denote the resolvent set of / ,  then the spectrum of /  is defined as follows:
cr(f) =  {A G C : XI — f  is not regular } =  C \p (/) .
We will see tha t all regular maps are onto.
Proposition 2.1.2. I f  f  is a regular map, then f  is surjective.
Proof: Since /  is regular, m( f )  > 0 and | | / ( 2 )|| >  m (/)||a;||. Thus 11/ '(2 ) 1 —> 00 as 
||a:|| —Y 00 . Also we have i/( /)  >  0 , so there exists e > 0 such that / ( 2 ) is (0 ,e)-epi on 
every B r with r > 0. By Corollary 3.2 [65], /  is a surjective map. □
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The following theorem characterizes regular maps among continuous linear operators.
T h e o re m  2.1 .3 . Suppose that E  is a normed linear space, f  : E  —$■ E  is a continuous 
linear operator. Then f  is regular i f  and only if f  is a linear homeomorphism,
Proof: Assume that /  is regular. By Proposition 2.1.2, /  is surjective. Also, we have 
that | | / ( 2 )|| >  m ( / ) | |2 || with m( f )  >  0 , so /  is one to one and | | / —1 (2 ) || <  ( l /m ( / ) ) | |2'||. 
Thus / _1 is a continuous operator, /  is a linear homeomorphism.
Conversely, suppose that /  is a linear homeomorphism. Then f ~ l is a bounded linear 
operator and for every x G E  ,
n/wii >
This ensures that
Let 0 < e < 1 / | | / - 11|, then /  is (0, e)-epi on every B r with r > 0 [65]. Hence //( /)  > e > 0 
and /  is regular. □
Rem ark 2.1.4. By Theorem 2.1.3, we know that for a linear operator / ,  the spectrum 
of /  in Definition 2 .1.1 is the same as the usual spectrum of / .
It is well known in linear spectral theory that a ( /)  is a closed set and p{f)  is an 
open set. The following theorem shows that this property holds true for the spectrum of 
nonlinear maps given by Definition 2.1.1.
T heorem  2.1.5. For every continuous map f } p{f)  is an open set and a ( / )  is closed.
Proof: Suppose tha t A G p (/) , then
w(AJ -  / )  > 0 , m(AJ -  / )  > 0. 
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XI — f  is (0,e)-epi on every B r with ?’ > 0 for some e > 0. Now let
51 =  lu(XI -  / ) / 2, S2 =  m(XI  -  / ) / 2, d3 =  e/2
and £ =  min{$i, ^2, d3}. Assume that ji G C, |/£ — A| < h. We shall prove that f.i G />(/)■ 
By Proposition 1.2.5, we have
w(A/ -  /)(Aiy _  / )  _  W(A/  _  / ) | < a (M/  -  A/) =  -  A| <
2
so that
For every x G
\\px -  /( .t) || >  ||As -  f ( x )|| -  |p -  A|||a;|| >  m (A^  ^ ||a;||,
so
t i-  ^  m ( A /  “  / )/) >    .
Furthermore, let h : [0,1] x E —> E  be defined by h(t , x)  =  t(/.i — A)/. Then h is a 
Qu — A)-set contraction. Let
S  = {re G E  : As — /(a:) +  i(/i — A)® =  0 for some t G (0,1]}.
Then for every x G 5,
IIAa? -  /(rc)|| =  ||i(A* ~  A)a?|| >  m(XI  -  /)||:c||.
Hence
|/i -  A|||.t || > m (A /- /) | |® ||.
Thus x =  0 and S' =  {0}. By Property 1.4.7, j i l  — f  is (0,e — \fi — A|)-epi on B r. Then
v(j.d - / ) > e -  |/4 -  A| > |  > 0.
Therefore, jj. G p(/)- □
We recall that for a bounded linear operator, its spectrum is always bounded. The 
following theorem generalizes this result to the nonlinear case.
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T h e o re m  2.1 .6 . Let f  : E E be a continuous map. Assume that a ( f )  < oo and 
there exists a constant M  > 0 such that ||/(A’)!| < M||.r|| for every x G E. Then cr(f) is 
bounded.
Proof: Let A G C with |A| > max{M, a ( /)} , we shall prove that A G p(f)-  
Firstly, by Proposition 1.2.5 we have
w ( \ I  —/ ) >  |A| - « ( / ) >  0.
Also, for every x G -E, the inequality
ll(A /- / ) ( * ) «  > ( |A |- J 1 0 l |s | |
implies that m(AJ — / )  >  0. Now let e > 0 be such that oc(f) +  e < |A|, we shall show 
that XI — f  is (0 ,e)-epi on every B r with r  > 0.
Suppose h is an a-lipschitz map with constant e, and h(x) = 0 for x G d B r. Let
f h(x) for ||a:|| < r, 
hi(x)  =  <
[ 0 for ||®|| > r.
hi is continuous on E , For any bounded subset A  C E,
a(hi (A))  =  a ( h ! ( A n B r))
= a(h(A  fl B r))
< go;(A H B r) < £<a(A).
Hence hi is also an a-Lipschitz map with constant e. Let
5  =  | , ; a _ fM  =  ^ ) i t € [ 0 ) 1 ] J .
For every x with ||®|| > r we have hi(x)  =  0 and
l|A (*_ t ^ r ) 1 -  |A| w  _ - (|A| ~ M)INI > °-
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This implies that S  C B r. Since hi /X is an e/|A|-set contraction, e/|A| < 1, and hi (x) /X = 
0 on d B ry the fact tha t I  is (0,£)-epi ensures that the equation
. _  hi(x)
X ~  A
has a solution in B r. Thus S  7  ^ 0, S  fl d B r =  0. Next we have
5 c [ 0 l l l M  + M 2 .
A A
Therefore,
or(S) <  T a( f ( S) )  + j t « W S ) )  <  H tO + £ ce(5).
Hence S  is compact because a ( f )  +  £ < |A| and S  is closed. Let (f>(x) be the Urysohn’s 
function such that
1 for x E S,
and let
4>(x) =
0 for ||n;II > r,
/ \ Lf \ f ( x ) hi{x ) g(x) = </>(*)- + 1  +A A
Then g is an (<u(/) +  £)/|A|-set contraction, g(x) = 0 on the boundary of B r . Hence 
x =  g(x)  has a solution xo E Hr . Then £0 6  5  so 4>(x0) ~  1 and hi ( x0) =  h(x’o). Thus £o 
is a solution of the equation
f {x)  h(x)
A _  A ’
This ensures that XI — f  is (0,e)-epi on Br: so we have t/( /)  >  e > 0, A/ — /  is regular, 
and A is in the resolvent set of / .  □
R e m a rk  2.1.7. For nonlinear map /  with /(0 ) =  0, we define the norm of /  by
l l / l l  = i n f { f c > 0 :  | | / ( . t ) | |  < & | | s | | } .
Then the radius of the spectrum of /
ra( f )  = sup{|A| : A E <r(/)} < m ax{a(/), ||/ ||} .
If /(0 ) 0, then for any A E C, either XI—f  is not surjective, or there exists x E E, x 7  ^ 0,
such tha t Arc — f ( x )  =  0, and A is an eigenvalue of / .  By the following theorem, in both
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cases, A 6 &(/).  Thus o'(f) =  C. Hence in what follows, unless otherwise stated, we shall 
assume that /(0 ) =  0.
T heorem  2.1.8. All eigenvalues of f  are in the spectrum of f .
Proof: If there exists x £ E  x ^  0 such that f ( x )  — Xx, then m(XI  — f )  = 0, so A £ cr(f).
□
Notice tha t, the above simple theorem represents the big difference between o,f mv( f ) 
and Definition 2.1.1. According to their definition, the spectrum may be disjoint with its 
eigenvalues [9], but it is well known that for a linear operator, one of the im portant parts 
of its spectrum is the point spectrum, the eigenvalues.
The following Lemma enables us to prove the upper semicontinuity of the spectrum.
L em m a 2.1.9. Let A  C K (K =  C or R) be compact with A  fl cr(f) = 0. Then 
there exists e > 0 such that for g £ A and g : E E s a continuous mapping with 
11/ ~  9 II < e i a ( f  ~  o) < it follows that g ^  cr(g), where
11/ ~  g\\ =  inf{A: >  0 : \ \f(x) -  tf(s)ll < k\\x\\, x £ E}.
Proof: For every A £ A, we have
uj(XI  — / )  > 0, m(A/ — / )  > 0, and i/(A/  — / )  > 0.
Thus XI — f  is (0,£o)-epi for some 60 >  0 on every B r. By the proof of Theorem 2.1.5, 
there exists S\ > 0 such that for every A' with |A' — A| < 8x,
/x/r rx oj(XI — / )  / w _ m(XI  — f )
oj(X I  -  f )  > K 2 m(X I  -  f )  > - X - — ± L i
and A ' I  — f  is (0,£o/2)-epi on B r. Let
0 < e\ < mm{oj (XI  — / ) / 2 , m(XI  — /) /2 ,  £0/ 2} ,
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and assume that \\g — f\\ < £\, a(g — f )  < e,\- Then
- g ) >  -  / )  -  « ( /  - 1/) > o,
and
||(A '/ -  5 )(r) || >  IIV* -  /(x ) || -  ||/(x )  -  5 (r)|| > ( m(A/2~ J) -  e h  ll.rH.
Hence m(X' I  — g) > 0. Furthermore, for every £ £ (0,1], x ^  0,
\\\'x -  f ( x )  +  t ( f ( x)  -  £(s))|| > \\X'x -  f ( x ) || -  || f ( x )  -  g(x)\\ > 0.
By the Continuation Principle for (0, &)-epi mappings [43], A ' I  — g is (0,?’o)-epi for any 
r0 > 0 with
. /w(A I  -  f )  £0 fJ. ^r0 < mm <------------  a ( f  -  g), - -  a [ f  -  g) > .
This implies that v(X' I  ~  g) > 0, so A1 £ p(g)-
The above discussion implies that Ua<=aO(A, 5a) A A, where 0 ( A ,  5a) =  { A '  £ K  : |A; — 
A| < 5a}. Since A is a compact set, there exist a finite collection such tha t U"= 1 0 ( A i ,  5a,) D 
A.  Let e =  min{£A1, £a2, • ■ *)£a„}} an^ suppose that
I\g ~  /II < e, a(g ~  f )  < £•
Then for g £ A, if g £ 0(A*, 5a4), i £ {1, • • *,n}, we have
\ \g~ f\\ < £ a a ( g - f )  < S\ i .
so g £ a(g). □
The following theorem whose proof follows that of Theorem 8.3.2 [16] concerns the 
upper semicontinuity of the spectrum. For the convenience of the reader, we give its proof 
here.
T heorem  2.1.10. Let p(E)  =  { /  : a ( / )  < Too, there exists M  > 0, such that
M ||.t|| for all x £ E}. The multivalued map a : p(E)  —$■ K which assigns 
each f  to its spectrum <?(/), is upper semicontinuous (with compact values).
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Proof: Let U D cr(/) be an open set. Take r >  m ax{a(/), II/ID +  F B r = {g  £ K, |^ | <  r} 
and let M  =  B r\ U , then M  is compact and M  0<r(/) =  0. By Lemma 2.1.9, there exists 
0 < £ < 1, such that for g : E  —» E  with \\f — g\\ < s, c t ( f - g )  <  e, one has ML\a(g)  =  0. 
Moreover,
<  « ( /)  +  <*(# -  / )  < a ( / )  +  e < a( f )  + 1 < r,
IMI < ll/ll + llfl -  /II < ll/I! + e < ll/ll + 1 < r.
By Remark 2.1.7, cr(g) C hence cr(g) C B r\ M  C U. □
Proposition 2.1.11. All bifurcation points and asymptotic bifurcation points of f  are 
in the spectrum of f .
Proof: Assume that A is a bifurcation point of / ,  then m(XI  — / )  =  0. For otherwise
there would be sequences An £ K  and x n £ E  such that Xn -> A, x n /  0, ||a?n|| —)■ 0 and
f ( x n) ~  Xnx n. Then we would have
||Aarn ~  Ana;„|| =  ||A.Tn -  f ( x n)\\ >  m(XI  -  /) ||a ;n ||.
This gives |A — An | > m( XI  — / )  > 0, a contradiction. Hence A £ <r(/).
Similarly, if A is an asymptotic bifurcation point of / ,  we obtain A £ cr(f). □
The following properties of the spectrum are easily checked.
Proposition 2.1.12. Let f  : E E be a continuous operator. Then for  A £ K,
(1) cr(Xf) =  Acr(/), cr(0) =  0, cr(I) = 1, a(XI) = A.
( 8 ) a ( \ I  + f )  = A+ * ( /) .
We close this section with the following proposition devoted to the the study of the 
nonlinear resolvent.
Proposition  2.1.13. Assume that A  \ E  E is a continuous mapping and Xyg £ p(A).  
Let
Ra{A )  =  ( A  -  A / ) - 1 , Ra (h) = ( A -  A t / ) ” 1 
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be the multivalued maps. Then
R A{X)x C R a {i*){I +  (A -  y ) R A(X))x,  .? g E.
I f  {.iI — A is injective, then
R a (X)x = R A(fJi)(I +  (A -  fjL)RA(X))xt x e  E.
Proof: Let y E R a (X)x , so that (A — XI)y — x. Then we can write Ay — yy  =  x-\-(X — y)y,  
so that
y E { A -  +  ( A -  y)y)  C (A -  y l ) ~ l {x +  (A -  y )R A( X)x).
This implies that
R a {X)x C R a {{*){I T  (A -  y ) R A(X))x .
Now, suppose that y l  — A  is injective. For y E R a {A)a, we have
x +  (A — y)y = (A -  XI)y +  (A -  y)y  
=  (A — y l ) y  
E (A — (.11) Ra  (A) x .
Hence
x +  (A — p, )Ra (X)x C (A — i.iI ) R a (X)x ,
This ensures that
(A -  y l ) ~ l {l  +  (A ~  y ) R A{X))x C R a {X)x.
Then
R a (p )(I  +  (A -  y ) R A(X))x c  R A(X)x.
We have completed the proof. □
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2.2 P o s itiv e ly  hom ogeneous o p e ra to rs
Firstly, in this section, we shall prove a result on the spectrum of a positively homogeneous 
operator according to the definition of crfmv(j).  Then, according to our new definition, 
some special properties of the spectrum of a positively homogeneous operator will be 
obtained.
To prove Theorem 2.2.3, we need the following lemma.
L em m a  2.2.1. Let E , F  be Banach spaces and T  : E  — F be a (0, /ci)-epi, S  : E  —> F  
be a k2~set contraction. Suppose that A ^  0, jA|&i > k%. Let
V  — G E  : AT(x)  — t S ( z ), for some t G (0,1]}.
Then the following alternative holds:
Either XT — S  is (0, |A|fci — &2)-epi or V  is unbounded.
Proof: Let /j(/,, x ) : [0,1] x E  —> F  be defined by h( t , z )  — —tS(x) .  For every subset Ii  of
[0,1] and bounded subset of we have
a{h( h  x H)) < a(c0(5(H) U {0})) =  a{S{Q,))
<  k 2 C t ( L l )  <  /c 2 Q :( /i X f i ) .
Thus a(h) < k2. Also, h(0,«) =  0 for all x G E.  So, if V  is bounded, by Property 1.4.7,
XT +  h( 1, a:) =  AT — S  is (0, |A|fci — fc2)-epi. □
C o ro lla ry  2.2.2. I f  f  is a k-set contraction and |A| > k. Then for any 1 > ki > k/\X\,  
either V  = {a; : Xx =  t f ( x )  for some t G (0,1]} is un bounded or I —f / X  is (0, k± — fc/|A|)- 
epi.
Proof: By Lemma 2.2.1 and the fact that for any k j |A| < k\ < 1, I  : E —Y E  is (0, fci)-epi.
□
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In [16], the authors gave a decomposition for the spectrum crjmv(f) .  They defined the 
sets
a J f )  =  [ A € K  : d(XI  -  / )  =  lim inf P -1' p / l - Ill =  o l ,
[  |p'||-S-co |[ X  || J
M / )  =  {A € K : w( A/ - / )  =  0},
a$(f)  =  {A E K : XI — f  is not stably-solvable }.
The following theorem enables us to determine the relation between the eigenvalues and 
for positively homogeneous operators. This result can be used to discuss the 
existence of a solution for some nonlinear operator equations (see section 2.5).
Theorem  2.2.3. Let f  : E  —» E  be a positively homogeneous operator.
1. I f  X is an eigenvalue of f , then X E Cd{f) C o'fmv(f);
2. I f  f  is a-Lipschitz with constant k, |A| > k and also X E o'dif), then X is an 
eigenvalue of f  ;
3. I f  f  is a-Lipschitz with constant k, |Aj > k and X E  o'jmv(f), then there exists 
t0 E  ( 0 , 1 ]  such that X/to is an eigenvalue of f .
Proof: (1) Since /  is positively homogeneous, for every eigenvalue A of /  there exists 
x E E t ||a,'|| =  1 such tha t f ( x )  =  Xx. Let yn = n x , then
l l v . l l
Hence A E cr<i{f)-
(2) The condition A E <Td{f) ensures that there exists a sequence {*n}S2=i C E  with
Since |A| > k y we obtain that a  (UJJLi p^jj) =  0- This implies there exists a subsequence 
pTjj -2 £o (k —$■ oo) and A.t0 =  f ( x 0). Since xq /  0, A is an eigenvalue of / .
(3) The assumption that /  is cn-Lipschitz implies a( f )  < k. If |A| >  fc, then
w(AI  -  f )  > co(XI) -  a( f )  > 0.
So, A ^ CTuj(f). In the case that A E &d{f) , by (2) A is an eigenvalue of / ,  so to — 1. Now 
assume that A c^K/), thus d(XI  — / )  > 0. Let
V  =  {.t : A.t =  t f ( x)  for some t E (0,1]}.
If V  is unbounded let {a;n} E V  with ||a:n|| -2 oo, and t n E (0,1] be such that
Xxn — tnf ( x n).
Then
N .Q « )  N 10-1 TP, iN ) H Q ,» )  •
Hence a  f p r )  =  0. So there exists a subsequence p ” j| -2 &’o as k -2 oo and
||®o|| — I- II follows that Xxo =  tof{xo) for some t0 E (0,1], so X/to is an eigenvalue of / .
In the case V  is bounded, by Corollary 2.2.2, XI  — /  is (0, \X\ki — &)-epi for every 
1 > ki > At/|A|. d(XI  — / )  > 0 ensures that ||(AI  — /)(a0ll —^ oo as ||ar|| -2 oo. By 
Corollary 3.2 of [65], for a compact operator h : E  -2 E  with bounded support, the 
equation XI — f  = h has a solution. Then by Proposition 5.1.1 of [16], XI — f  is stably- 
solvable. Thus A ^  crjmv(f).  This contradiction completes the proof. □
In the following, we shall prove some properties of positively homogeneous (0,A)-epi 
mappings from a Banach space E  to a Banach space F,  which will be used later.
Proposition 2.2.4. Suppose that f  : E  -2 F  is a positively homogeneous mapping and 
f  is (0,e)-epi on B r for some e > 0, r > 0. Then f  is (0,e)-epi on every B r  with R  > 0.
Proof: Since /  is positively homogeneous and /  is (0,e)-epi on f?r , f ( x )  /  0 for all x /  0. 
Thus /  is 0-admissible on B r .  Assume that h : E  —> F  is an e-set contraction with
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h(x) = 0 for x G QBr . Let
hl {x)  =  L h g , )  .
Then for every bounded set A  C E  ,
Ra(hx(A))  =
5 i £ a { v A
= ea(A).
Hence hi is an e-set contraction too. Furthermore, hx(x) =  0 for x G dB r. Thus the 
equation
f(x) = L h
has at least one solution xq G E  and ||.t0|| < r. Then ( R/ r ) x0 G B r  is a solution of the 
equation f ( x )  — h(x).  □
Rem ark 2.2.5, Proposition 2.2.4 and Property 1.4,6 show that a positively homoge­
neous mapping /  is (0,e)-epi on LL , where D / -1(0) an(  ^ a bounded set of E y if
and only if /  is (0,e)-epi on the closure of all bounded open sets H D / _1(0). This is not 
true if /  is not positively homogeneous as the following example shows. Let /  : R —y E. 
be the function f ( x )  — x 2 — 1, and let fii =  (—2, —1/2) U ( l/2 ,2). Then /  is (0, fc)-epi for
every k > 0 on fix. But /  is not 0-epi on (—?r,n) for n > 2.
Proposition 2.2,6. Suppose f  : E  —> F is positively homogeneous, co(f )  > 0 and f  is 
(0,e)-epi on B r with r > 0. Then for every p G F } there exists R  > 0 such that f  is 
(p,£i)-epi on B r  for some ex > 0.
Proof: For p G F, let g(x) = f ( x )  — p. Then a(g — f )  =  0. Let
S  =  {a; : f ( x )  +  t (g(x) -  f ( x) )  = f ( x )  -  tp = 0 for some t G (0,1]}.
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We shall show that S  is bounded. Assume there exists a sequence C S  with
||a;n|| —> oo as n —► oo. Let t n 6 (0,1] such that f ( x n) — tnp. Then
f  r xn \  r tnp 
J Ti u ~  7i iT “ d as > oo.
OO ' T X ,
So we have the following:
Since w (/) > 0, we have a  (iXLi jpf^) =  0- This implies that that there exists a subse­
quence | j~ j |  %o and ||a,'o|| =  r. Thus
= /(* « )  =  ° ’k^°° \ | |® n j |/
This contradicts the fact /  is 0-admissible on B r.
Now, let R  > 0 be such that S  C B r . Then 8 B r  fl S — 0. By Proposition 2.2.4, f  is 
(0,e)-epi on B r.  So, the Continuation Principle of (0,fc)-epi maps [43] ensures that g(x)
is at least (0,£i)-epi for 0 < £i < to(f) and S\ < e. Thus /  is (p, £i)-epi on B r . □
The following proposition characterizes regular maps among positively homogeneous 
operators.
Proposition  2.2.7. Suppose that f  is positively homogeneous. Then f  is regular ij and 
only if
1. L0(f) > 0.
2. There exists s > 0 such that f  is (0,e)-epi on B\.
Proof: Clearly, we only need to prove that if /  satisfies 1 and 2, then /  is regular.
Suppose to(f) > 0 and there exists e >  0 such that /  is (0}e)-epi on B\.  By Proposition 
2.2.4, /  is (0,e)-epi on every B r with r > 0. So v( f )  > 0. Now assume that m( f )  =  0. 
Then there exists a sequence € E , x n ^  0 such that j|/(^v)|| < This
Hence a  (UJJLi p£j[) =  ^his implies i^as a subsequence j |^ j j  —> ®o» ||a?o|| — 1?
and f ( x o) =  0. This is a contradiction with f  is (0,e)-epi on B\.  So ??i ( f )  > 0, hence /  
is regular. □
It is known that for a linear operator / ,  if A € &{/) and fAJ > a ( / ) ,  then A is an 
eigenvalue of /  [70]. We shall give an example later to show that for nonlinear operators, 
this property is not true. But if /  is positively homogeneous, we have the following result 
on eigenvalues in the spectrum. This theorem can be used to obtain existence results for 
some nonlinear operator equations as in examples which will be given later.
T h e o re m  2 .2 .8 . Let f  : E  —> E  be a positively homogeneous operator and A £ cr(f) 
with j A | > ct(/). Then there exists t0 £ (0,1] such that A/to is an eigenvalue of f .
Proof: By the assumption |A| > £*(/), we have w(A/  — / )  > |A| — ot(f) > 0. Let
S  =  {x £ E  : ||:t'|| =  1, Xx — t f ( x)  = 0 for some t £ (0,1]}.
If S' =  0, then by Property 1.4.7, /  — //A  is (0, r — a (/)/|A |)-ep i on B± for every 1 > r > 
o:/]A|, since //A  is a a (/)/|A |-se t contraction. It follows that XI  — /  is (0,r|A| — a(f))~ 
epi on Bi.  By Proposition 2.2.7, we know that XI  — /  is regular, so A £ /?(/). This 
contradiction ensures that 5 ^ 0 .  Thus there exists t0 £ (0,1] and xq £ E  with ||ai0|| =  1, 
such that A.t0 — t0f (xo)  =  0, so A/t0 is an eigenvalue of / .  □
The following result, which generalizes theorems of [48], [70], shows tha t for an odd and 
positively homogeneous mapping, the result on eigenvalues of a linear operator remains 
valid.
T heorem  2.2.9. Suppose f  : E  —> E  is odd and positively homogeneous, X £ a( f )  with 
j A | >  « ( / ) .  Then X is an eigenvalue of f .
Proof: Assume that m( XI  — / )  > 0. Then there exists m  > 0 such that
||(A/  — f)x\\  > m ||£|| for all x £ E.
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Since /  is odd, by Theorem 9.4 of [7],
deg(I  -  p  Ou  0) ^  0.
This ensures that for every ki satisfying 0 <  a(/)/|A { < k\ < 1, ( /  — //A ) is (0, ki — 
a '(/)/|A |)-epi ([65] Theorem 2.8). So, XI — f  is (0, |A|A:i — a(/))-ep i on B\.  Also we 
know that to(XI — f )  >  |A| — oc(f) > 0. Thus, A £ /?(/)■ This contradiction shows that 
m( XI  — f )  = 0. Therefore there exists a sequence € E  such that
||A.rn -  f ( x n) || < —||a:n||.
n
Hence,
Moreover, we have
||A. Xn. — f  [ ..Xn  || < — -> 0 , as n -> oo. 
iFnll VFnlly n
This implies a  \^f\\) ~  0- So {jpy3]]"} i^as a convergenl subsequence. Suppose that
11^11 —y xq. Then f ( x 0) =  A.t0 and ||.r0|| =  1, so A is an eigenvalue of / .  □
The following result follows directly from Theorem 2.2.9, which generalizes the result 
in the spectral theory for linear compact operators.
C o ro lla ry  2 .2.10. Sitppose that f  is a compact, odd and homogeneous operator. Then 
for X £ <t(/), */ A y  0, A is an eigenvalue of f .
In the following , ra( f )  denotes the radius of its spectrum. It is known that for a 
continuous linear operator / ,  ra( f )  — lim ^co H/71!!". The following theorem gives an 
estimate for the radius of the spectrum of positively homogeneous maps.
T h e o re m  2.2.11. Let E  be a Banach space over 1R and f  : E  E  be a positively 
homogeneous operator with
a ( f )  <  oo, lirnmf \\fn\\" < oo.
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I f
X > max I Q'( f ), lim inf II f nII« 1 ,
^  n - $  o o  ....................  J
then X G p{f)- I f  also ||&i|[ =  ||.t2|| implies ||/(^ i) || =  ||/(a:2)||, then
(2 .1 )
Proof; Suppose
A > m ax{ « ( / ) , l i m i n f | | / l i } .
Let
V  = {a; : Xx — t f ( x )  =  0 for some t 6  (0 ,1]}.
We claim that V = {0}. Indeed, otherwise assume xq G V  and xq ^  0. Let t0 € (0,1] be
lim infn^oo | | / n ||». Now, XI — f  = X( /  — f / X)  and f / X  is an a (/)/|A |-se t contrac­
tion. So, by Property 1.4.7, I  — f / X  is (0 , r  — <a(/)/|A|)-epi on B\  for every r satisfying 
a ( /) / |A | < r < 1. Thus XI — / i s  (0, r\X\ — a(/))-ep i on B\.  Furthermore, u  (XI — f )  > 0 . 
Proposition 2.2.7 implies that A G p{f)-
In the case tha t ||a;i|| =  ||a;2|| implies ||/(® i)|| =  | | / ( ^ 2)||, (2 .2) is also true for A < 0. 
So by the same proof as above, we obtain that if
such that
Aa,’o — tof(xo) — 0.
Then
Also
(2 .2)
So we have
i i / 2 i i  >  >  | A | 2 .
to
By induction, we obtain ll/^ll" > |A|. This contradicts the assumption that A >
|A| >  max | ck( /) ,  lirninf | | / n | | " j  , 
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then A G p{f)- Therefore we have (2.1). □
The following example shows that the estimate in Theorem 2.2.11 is best possible.
E x am p le  2 .2.12. Let /  : E  —> E  be defined by / ( x) = x +  a||a;||e, where e G E  and 
||e|| =  1, a is a positive number. Then 1 +  a is an eigenvalue of / ,  hence, 1 -f a G cr(f). 
Also, \ \ fn\\ =  (1 +  a)n, so we have lim infn_j.00 11 j | ^  =  1 + a. If let f ( x ) — a||a,’||e, then 
/  is positively homogeneous and even, a is an eigenvalue of /  and | | / ” || =  an. Hence 
lim inf | | / n ||" =  a and ra( f )  =  a.
It was proved in [9] that if / ,  g : E  -> E  are continuous map and /  — g =  h, with h 
compact and quasinorm |/i| =  0, then a f mv( f )  =  o-jmv{g). W ith the new definition of the 
spectrum, we have the following properties. Firstly, we prove a lemma, which is essential 
for the proof of Theorem 2.2.14.
Lem m a 2.2.13. Suppose f , g  : E  —^ E are positively homogeneous. Suppose also that 
to(f) > 0 , /  — g = h , and h is compact, h(E)  is bounded, Then v( f )  > 0 if  and only if 
u{g) > 0.
Proof: Assume that z/(/) > 0. For 0 < s < v ( /) , /  is (0 ,s)-epi on B\. Let hi ( t , x)  =  
—th(x).  Then h\ : [0,1] x E  —y E  is a compact map and /q(0 ,.t) =  0. Let
S  =  {.t G E , f ( x )  — th(x)  =  0, for somef G (0,1]}.
Assume that there exists x n G S  with ||an|i —> oo as n —Y oo. Then
r f  A h(xn)
f  Ti— if =  nli— if 0 as 7 W  00 ’\ \ M \ J  F n ||
letting un — then
W( / M u !£=iun) < aU®=1 f ( u n).
Since to(f) > 0, we have a  (w„) =  0. Hence, there exists unk —> rc0, /(®o) =  0- This
contradicts /  is (0,£)-epi on B\.  So, S  is bounded. By Property 1.4.7, g is (0,£i)-epi on
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B i for every 0 < £i < £. Hence, u(g) > 0. Since
u{g) > co{f) ~  a(h) = io(f) > 0,
by the same argument it can be proved that if v(g) > 0 , then u( f )  > 0  □
The following Theorem follows easily from Proposition 2.2.7 and Lemma 2.2.13.
T h e o re m  2.2.14. Suppose f  and g are positively homogeneous operators and f  — g = h, 
h is a compact map with h (E ) is bounded. Then cr(f) — a(g).
We close this section with the following proposition.
P ro p o s it io n  2 .2 .15. Lei f  : E  —> E  be positively homogeneous and g : E  —^ E  be a 
continuous map. Assume that f  — g = h and h is compact with \h\ =  0. Then A is an 
eigenvalue of f  if  A E cr(f)\cr(g) .
Proof: Firstly, we have that to ( \I  — g) > 0 since A E p{g)> Therefore
lo(XI  — / )  =  lo(XI  — f )  4- ct(h) >  to(XI — f  +  h) = lo(XI  — g) > 0.
Now, assume that m( XI  — / )  > 0. Then there exists m  > 0, such that
||(AI  — f ) x || >  ?7211a;11 for all x E E.
Let
S  = { x e E :  Xx -  f ( x)  +  h(x) -  th(x)  =  0 , f e  (0 ,1]}.
Then S  is bounded. Otherwise there would exist x n E S , with ||.Tn|| Let t n E (0,1]
be such that
Xxn -  f ( x n) -F (1 -  t n)h(xn) = 0.
Then
Xxn f  (cc-n,)
This contradicts the assumption m( XI  — f )  > 0 . By Property 1.4.7, XI —f  is (0,e)-epi on 
every B r with 7’ > 0 since XI — f  +  h = XI — g is (0 ,£)-epi on it. So we obtain A £ p(f)-  
This contradiction implies that m( XI  — / )  =  0. Therefore, there exists xn £ E  such that
2.3 C o m p ariso n  of sp e c tra
In this section, we shall compare definitions for the spectrum. Some examples will show 
differences.
We begin with an example concerning eigenvalues and the spectrum crjmv(f).
Exam ple 2.3.1. Let /  : R —> R be the function f ( x)  = x3. Then o-fmv( f )  = 0 (see [16]) 
and we will show that cr(f) =  {0} U {eigenvalues of /} . In fact, for every A £ (0,oo), we 
have f (X?)  =  AA .^ Thus A is an eigenvalue of / ,  so (0, oo) C cr(f). Next, 0 £ cr( /)  since 
m( f )  = 0. Furthermore, let A £ (—oo,0) , then
\Xx — f (x) \  — |A.t — .t3| > — A|m| for x £ R.
Hence m( XI  — f )  > —X >  0. Also, lo(XI  — / )  > 0 and (XI — f ) x  =  Xx — x3 is (0,e)-epi 
for e > 0. This implies that v(XI  — / )  > 0. Therefore, (—oo,0) =  p( f )  and a( f )  =  
{0} U {eigenvalues of /} .
T h e o re m  2.3.2. Suppose f  : E  E is continuous and f ( 0) 0. Let E( f )  be the set
of all eigenvalues of f . Then pjmv(f )  C E( f )  and puv(f )  C E( f ) .
Proof: Assume that A £ pfmv(f )  or A £ pup( f ), then XI -  f  is surjective. Suppose 
(XI — f ) x  =  0, then a: ^  0, A is an eigenvalue of / .  □
1
n
Also we have
So a  (lIJJLi p^j[) — °* Let j j ^ j  ®o, then ||a0|| =  1 and Arc0 -  /(®o) =  0 . □
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Rem ark 2.3.3. Let E( f )  denote the set of all eigenvalues of /  . Theorem 2.3.2 implies 
that for a continuous map /  with /(0 ) ^  0 , we have the following
c-( / )W m » (/)  C E( f ) ,  cr(f)\<r„p( f )  C E( f ) .
E xam ple 2.3.4. Let 7  be the cn-Lipschitz retraction of the closed unit ball B 1 of a 
Banach space E  onto its boundary [13]. Define /  : E —> E  by
'y(x) for x E B\
m  =
[ x for x (jz B x
Then | / |  =  1. So <Tfmv{f)  is bounded [16]. But cr(/) =  C since / ( 0) /  0.
The following simple example shows the difference between the spectrum for linear
operators and that for nonlinear maps.
Exam ple 2.3.5. Let f  : E  —> E  be defined by f ( x)  = ]jm112e, where e E E  and ||ej{ =  1. 
Then /  is obviously a compact map and cr(f) — C. In fact, for any A E C with A /  0, A 
is an eigenvalue of / ,  since
/ ( Ae) — || Ae 112e =  AAe.
The following is an interesting result of the theory.
T heorem  2.3.6. Suppose that f  : E  -7 E is a continuous operator and / ( 0) =  0. Then
( J t i p ( f )  D cr(/) D  G j  711V (/)•
Proof: We shall prove that pup( f )  C p( f )  C pjmv{f)-
(a) Assume that A E p(f ) .  Then co(\I -  / )  > 0 and m ( \ I  — / )  >  0. Hence there
exists m  > 0 such that
||(XI — /)(&')II ^  ?™|M| for all x E E.
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This ensures that
d ( \ I  -  / )  =  lim inf >  ra >  0 .
v N I-+00 he ~
Moreover, v(XI  — / )  > 0 implies that there exists e > 0 such that XI — f  is (0,e)-epi
on B r with r > 0. So XI  — /  is stably-solvable [16]. Hence A £ pjmv(f )  and therefore
p( f )  C pf mv (/)•
(b) Suppose that A £ pup(f)., then XI — f  is one to one, onto, and ( A I  — / ) -1 is a
Lipschitz map. Let L > 0 be the Lipschitz constant, thus for y i , y2 € E,
| | ( A /  -  . / T V  -  (XI -  f ) ~ l y2\\ < L\\yi -  y21|.
This implies that
]|(AI  -  f ) x i -  (XI -  f ) x 21| > i- ||£ i -  ^21| for x u x 2 £ E.  (2.3)
Let x 2 — 0, we have
\\(XI -  /)® i|| >  “ l|x’i|| for all x 1 € E.
Lf
Hence m( XI  — / )  >  0. Also, by (2.3), lo(XI  — f )  > l / L  > 0.
Let r > 0 and Or = {a: : ||.t|| < 71}. AI  — f  : Or E  is continuous, injective and 
1/L-proper [65]. Furthermore (XI — f ) O r is open because (XI — / ) -1 is continuous. By 
our assumption (XI  — /)(0 ) =  0. By theorem 2.3 of [65], XI — f  is (0 , A;)-epi on B r for 
each nonnegative k satisfying the condition k < L. Hence v(XI  — / )  > 0, A £ p( f )  and
Piip(f) C p(f ) .  □
The following shows that <rup( f ) <J(/) crfmv(f).
E x a m p le  2.3.7. Let ifj : R -£ R be defined by
ip(x) = <
x for x < 1,
1 for 1 < x < 2 ,
x — 1 for x > 2.
Let /  =  I  — ip. Then for x £ R we have
(1/ 2)||* || <  ||* (*)|| <  211x 1
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Thus |j/(&)!l — ^lliTil- Also, cu(I — f )  > 0 for /  is a compact map. I  — f  is (0,s)~epi for 
e > 0 on every [—?2, ?^ ]. Hence A =  1 G p(f)-
Obviously, /  — /  =  ij) is not one to one, so 1 G o'iip(f)- Thus <r(f) ^  crnv( f ).
Example 2.3.1 shows that a ( /)  r. Cfmv(f)-
The following two results characterize the spectrum for positively homogeneous maps 
and maps tha t are derivable at 0 respectively.
T heorem  2.3 .8 . Suppose that f  is positively homogeneous and A G c(f ) \o' fmv( f ) -  Then 
one of the following cases occur:
1. XI — f  is not injective.
2. (AI  — / ) -1 is not continuous.
Proof: Suppose that A G cr(f) \  crfmv( f ) and XI — f  is injective. We shall show that 
(AI  — / ) -1 is not continuous. Firstly A ^ ensures that oj(XI  — / )  > 0 and XI — f
is surjective. Also XI — f  is injective implies that Xx — f ( x )  0 for x ^  0 since /(0 ) =  0. 
Hence XI — f  is co(XI — / ) - proper [65]. Assume (AI  — / ) -1 is continuous, then XI — f  
maps every open ball Or to an open set. It follows that XI — f  is (0,&)-epi for each 
nonnegative k satisfying k < 1/ lo(XI — / ) .  By Proposition 2.2.7, we have A G cr(f). This 
contradiction shows tha t (XI — / ) -1 is not continuous. □
As the last result in this section, we have the following:
T heorem  2.3.9. Let f  : E E be derivable at 0 with derivative T  and X G cr(f) \  
o~fmv(f)- Then one of the following cases occur:
1. X is an eigenvalue of f .
2. XI — f  is not injective.
3. (XI — f ) ~ l is not continuous.
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4 . X £ cr (T) .
Proof: Let A £ cr(/) \  •> then XI — f  is onto and tu(XI — / )  >  0. Now suppose
that m(XI  — f )  =  0. It follows that for each n £ N, there exists x n £ E  satisfying
\\^x n ~  /(^n )|| < ( l /n ) | |z n ||.
Assume that there exists a subsequence of with ||^nfc|| oo as k —Y oo.
Then
d(XI - f ) =  lim inf JItLZ-ZidJI =  0.
M -*» ||x||
This contradicts A £ p(f ) .  So, {||£nj|}JJLi is bounded and
w(A /  -  f ) a  ( \JZi*n) < a  ( U “  ,(A /  -  f ) x n) =  0.
This implies { a ^ } ^  has a convergent subsequence. Suppose x n —> To as (n oo). If
.To 7^  0 , A is an eigenvalue of / .  In the case t 0 — 0 , we have
||A.Tn T x n f?Tn|| 1
------------------—  ---------------- < ------- ► U.
iFnll n
Thus A £ o-(T) since —y 0.V J I Fn||
In the case m(XI  — / )  > 0, assume that XI — f  is injective , by the same argument as 
that in the proof of Theorem 2.3.8, (XI — / ) -1 is not continuous. □
2.4 N o n em p tin ess  o f S p ec tra
A well known result in the spectral theory for linear operators is tha t the spectrum of a 
continuous linear operator, which is defined on a complex Banach space, is not empty. 
In the nonlinear case, for the spectrum o /mv( /) ,  this property does not hold (see the 
counterexample in [16]). An open question in [48] is the following: does this nonemptiness 
property hold for the spectrum <jnp( f ) l  In this section, we shall give an example which 
answers this question in the negative.
Firstly, we have the following simple theorem.
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T heorem  2.4.1. Let f  : E  —> E be a continuous map. cr(f) ^  0 provided that f  satisfies 
one of the following conditions:
1. / ( 0) ^ 0 .
2. f  is compact and E  is an infinite dimensional Banach space.
S. a ( f ) < d ( f ) .
Proof: It is easily seen that 1 follows from Remark 2.1.7 and the other two cases are
direct corollaries of Theorem 2.3.6 and Theorem 8.2.1, Proposition 8 .2.2 of [16]. □
Q uestion 4.1 [48]: Suppose that E  is a Banach space over the complex field C and 
that A  G Lip(E).  Is the spectrum of A, aup(A),  nonempty?
In the following, an operator /  is given which satisfies
< K / )  =  V l i p i f )  =  V f m v U )  =  0 .
E xam ple 2.4.2. Let /  : C2 —> C2 be defined by
f ( x , y )  = (Im s), (x,y) G € 2.
Then /  is a continuous map and /  G Lip(C2) since
IIf ( x , y )  - / ( u , u ) | |  =  ||(x,y)  -  (u ,u)||, (x, i j ) , (u,v)  G C2.
For every A G C with A ^  0 , we consider the map XI — f  : C2 —> C2.
(1) XI  — /  is one to one.
Suppose that (XI — f ) ( x i , y i )  =  (XI -  f ) ( x 2, y2)-, then
|A|2(.Ti -  .t2) =  X ( y { -  yf). (2.4)
Also Ayi — zTT =  Xy2 — ixd-, so
i(.T2 -  a.’i) =  X ( y l -  yf). (2.5)
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From (2.4) and (2.5) we get that |A|2( x — x 2) = ~ i ( x i — ®2)> thus aq =  x 2,yi  =  3/2-
(2) A/ — /  is surjective.
For every (x,y)  G C2, let
Then by calculation, we see that (A/ — f ) ( u , v )  = (x,y).  Hence XI  — f  is onto.
g =  (XI  — / ) _1 is a Lipschitz map with constant r(|A| +  1).
In the case A =  0, j/(^ ) | =  |x|. Also, /  is one to one, onto with | / ml(.T)| =  js|. By the 
argument above, for every A G C, A is in pup(f).  Thus, <rup( f )  =  0. By Theorem 2.3.6, 
° { f )  =  criip(f) = Vfmv(f)  =  0-
R e m a rk  2.4.3. In [49], the authors showed that (?Up(f) is always nonempty in the one- 
dimensional case and asked whether this is also true in higher dimensions. In [1] (which 
was seen after this part of the work had been completed), the authors gave a negative 
answer to this question by using Example 2.4.2. We found example 2.4.2 in [33] where it 
was used to show another fact.
Xx +  y iXy — x
( 3 ) ( A / - / ) " 1 € Lip(C2). 
Let g = (XI — / ) -1 , then
Suppose (®i,t/i) G C2, (x2, y2) G C2, let x = xi  -  x 2, y = yx -  j/2, then
2|a .t +  f I2 + 1 —
1
Let r — I ,1. . I > 0. Since 1 |AL+i 1
|Axy  +  Xyx +  Xixy -  iAarj/| < 2|A|(|o:|2 +  |y |2),
we have
If(^’i,J/i) - g ( x i , y 2 ) \ 2 < ?’2(|A| +  l ) 2(|^ |2 +  \ij\2).
So,
W ^i>2/i) - ^ 2}2/2)! < r(\X\ +  l)|(a:i,yx) -  (x2, y2)\.
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We close this section with the following result regarding operators which are asymp­
totically linear or derivable at 0 .
P ro p o s itio n  2 .4 .4 . Let f  : E  —^ E be continuous and f  — T  +  R } where T  is a linear 
operator and R  satisfies one of the following conditions:
1- 0 (15 ||*|| -4 0.ib’ll 1 1
^ImI^ -> 0 as ||*|| —>• oo. lb'll 11 1
Then A G cr(f) provided A is an eigenvalue of T .
Proof: Let *o £ E  and *0 ^  0 be such that T( x  o) =  A*0. For with r  >  0 we have
| |A r* 0 -  / ( ^ o ) | |  =  | | i2 ( r * 0)| | .
So, in case (1), letting ?’ —y 0 and in case (2) letting r oo, we have
||Ar*0 — / ( r * 0)|| ^
' 0'
This implies that m( XI  — / )  =  0. Hence A G o'(f). □
2.5 A p p lica tio n s
In this section, firstly by applying the spectral theory, we shall study the solvability of 
some nonlinear operator equations. Some existence results will be obtained. Then three 
well known theorems will be generalized by using the theory. At the end of this section, we 
shall study bifurcation points and asymptotic bifurcation points of a Urysohn Operator.
We shall use the classical space C [0 ,1] with the norm ||®|| =  max*e[0)i] |®(£)|- We recall 
tha t a cone K  in a Banach space E  is a closed subset of E  such that
(1) *, y G iF, a, b > 0 imply ax +  by G K\
(2) * G K  and — * G K  imply * =  0.
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A cone K  is said to be normal if there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that
||« + 2/11 > tIMI
for every x , y  6  AT. A cone defines a relation <  by means of x <  y if and only if y~~x £ K  
and an order preserving operator T  : E  E  is then defined by the condition 0 < x 
implies 0 <  Tx.
E x am p le  2.5.1. We look for a non-trivial solution of the following global Cauchy prob­
lem depending on a parameter
x \ t )  =  \ ^ x * ( t )  + x 2{l - t ) ,  a:(0) =  0, t e  [0,1], (2.6)
Changing the problem into an integral equation we study the existence of an eigenvalue 
and eigenvector of the operator
T x ( t ) ~  J  yjx2(s) -j- t 2(1 — s) ds. (2.7)
It is easily verified that T  : C[0 , 1] —^ (7[0,1] is positively homogeneous, order preserving, 
and \\Tx\\ <  x/2|[^ II*
Now we shall prove that (tl  — T  is not surjective for every 0 < fi < l / y/2  and
so [0 ,l/\/2 ] C &{T). Assume it is surjective, then there exists Xq £ C [0 ,1] such that
(.ix0 — T x 0 =  (i. For every t  £ [0,1],
fJL(xo(t) — 1) =  T x 0(t) > 0 = £ >  .T0 ( t )  > 1 .
So for each natural number n, T nx 0 > T n 1. On the other hand,
T x 0 < //.To, so T nx 0 <  (inx 0.
Hence
y nx Q > T nx 0 > T n( 1).
This implies that
(y/2)nnnx 0 > {V2)nT n(l) > 0.
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Also we know that K  =  {^(i) £ <C7[0,1] : x(t) > 0} is a normal cone in (7[0,1] and 
(V2)” jin 0 as n —> oo. Thus we obtain that (y/2)nT n( l ) —> 0 (71 —)■ 00). This 
contradicts !Tn(l) > ( l / y/2)nt. So, / / /  — T is not onto.
Assume that for some — l /y/2 < /.i <  0, y l  — T  is onto. Then for each y £ C [0 ,1], 
there exists x £ C [0 ,1], such that /.ix — T x  = y. Hence (—j.t)(—x) — T ( —x)  =  y. So, —y — T  
is onto. This is a contradiction since l / y /2 > - f i  > 0.
By the above argument, [—1/\/2 , l/ \ /2 ]  C u(T') since the spectrum of T  is closed. 
Also, we know that T  is a compact map [43], so ct(T) =  0. By Theorem 2.2.8, there exist 
Mi > l / \ / 2  and /z2 < —l / y / 2  such that jii and are eigenvalues of T.  Moreover, by 
Theorem 2.2.11, we obtain that l / y / 2  < \yi\ < lim infn_>oo ||Tn||1/fn. Therefore, problem 
(2.6) has at least two non-trivial solutions.
R e m a rk  2.5.2. It was known that for the above operator T, ( l / v /2 )ln (l +  y/2) is the
only positive eigenvalue of T  (see [43]). So, for each A £ [—1 /\/2 , l /y /2 \ , A is not an
eigenvalue of T. This shows that Theorem 2.2.9 is not true for positively homogeneous 
maps. It is well known that it is true for linear operators.
E x am p le  2.5.3. The following Hammerstein integral equation
Ku(s)  = [  k ( s , t ) f ( t , u ( i ) ) d t , (2.8)
J 0
where k(s, t )  is continuous in the closed square {0 < s < 1,0 < t <  1} and /  is a 
continuous map of [ 0 , l ] x l - > K  which satisfies the condition |/ ( f ,u ) | <  a +  b\u\ with 
a >  0, b >  0, has been studied in [48]. Some existence results on the the equation
\ u(s )  = Ku(s)  = f  k(s , t ) f ( t ) i i ( t ) )dt  (2.9)
J O
were obtained there. Let M  =  maX(Si£) |/c(s, t)|. We shall show (2.9) has at least one 
solution u ( t )  £ C [0 ,1] provided that |A| > Mb.
Proof: It is easy to see that K  : (7[0,1] —> C[0,1] is a compact map, since for every 
bounded set A  C C7[0,1], K A  is equicontinuous and for every { £ [0,1], (KA)(£) is
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relatively compact. Now, let A G 1  with | A j > Mb. We know that to(XI — K)  > 0.
Assume that m( XI  — K)  > 0, then there exists m  > 0 such that
||Au — ATj|| > m ||u|| for u G C [0,1],
Let
S  =  {u G C [0 ,1] : Xu — t K u  =  0, t G [0,1]}.
Then for u G S  we have ||u|| <  M a /(|A| — Mb ), so, S  is bounded. This implies that
XI — K  is (0,e)-epi on every B r with r > 0 and 0 < e < |A|, so u{XI — K)  > 0. Hence,
A G p(K)-  It follows that Xu — K u  has a solution.
In the case that m( XI  — K)  ~  0, there exist un G £[0,1] such that
\\Xun -  K u n\\ < ( l /n ) ||u n ||.
So
IA1||un || -  Ma -  Mb\\un\\ < (l/n ) ||« „ ||.
This ensures that is bounded since | A j > Mb. Thus
||Aun — A un|| —y 0 , [n —> oo).
Furthermore
co(XI -  AT)a(U“  !«„) <  a((XI  -  K)  U~ , un).
So, has a convergent subsequence. Let unk —» u0 (k —> oo), then Au0 =  K u 0i
thus uo is a solution of (2.9).
In the case a = 0, |/(£ ,u )j <  b\u\, we have ||ATj|| <  Mfe||ii|| for each u G £[0,1]. For
A G C with |A| > M 6, by Remark 2.1.7, A G p (/) , so, XI — K  is surjective. Thus, for each
v G £[0,1], there exists u G C [0 ,1] satisfying
Xu(s) — (Ku) ( s ) =  w(s).
□
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E x am p le  2.5.4. Suppose the Urysohn operator A  is defined by
(Ay?)(i) — f  g(t> s,(p(s)) ds for alH G H and <p 6 A2, (2.10)
where C  R is bounded. The following conditions on the kernel g was assumed in [48]:
1. |t/(£ s, re) j < /?,.(£ s) for ( t , s , x)  G O2 x IK with jm| < r and there is M r > 0 such 
that
f  (3r(t, s ) ds < M r for all t G H;
JQ.
2 . |gr(i,s,a;) — g{r, 5,®)| < 7r (£,T, s) for (r, $,#) in fi2 x I  with |rc| <  r and
lim J  7r(t)T, s) ds = 0 uniformly for r  G H;
3. There exists a measurable function ip : H2 —X [0, 00) such that
|g(£ s, x)\ < ^ ( A  s)(l +  | . t | )  for all (i, s, a;) G H 2 x IK
and
M =  f  f  (ip(t,s))2 dsdt  < 00.JnJsi
We shall prove that (Acp)(t) =  </?(£) has a solution if 2M 1/2 < 1.
Proof: It was proved in [48] that, under the above assumptions, A is a compact operator 
from L2 into L2 and ||A</?||2 < 2M 1/f2(l +  IMH)1^ 2*
(a) Suppose that for every n G N+, there exist ipn G L 2 such that ||y?n — A<pn|| < 
( l /n ) ||^ „ ||.  Then H^nll^Li is a bounded set. Otherwise
(l /n jl lv ’nll >  ll^nii -  l l^ n ll  >  IIV^ H “  2M l/2( 1 +  ||^n||2)1/2
implies that
1 -  2 M 1/2 (  — ----- h i )  < -■
l l K I I 2 )
Letting n —  ^ oo, we would have 2M 1/2 >  1, a contradiction. Thus ||y>n — A<pn|| —X 0. 
So {y>n}£Li has a convergent subsequence since A is a compact map. Let cpnk —X ip0 G 
L2 (& —> oo), then cp0 =  and ip0 is a solution of the equation.
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(b) Suppose there exists m > 0 such that ||(I — A)c/?|| > m||y>||. Let
S  — -[(/? E  L 2 : ip — tA<p> — 0, t (E [0,!]}•
For each <p 6  S, we have
SO,
Thus S  is bounded. It follows that I  — A  is (0,e)-epi for 0 <  5 <  1. Hence I  — A  is
positive eigenvalue and eigenvector.
T h e o re m  2.5.5. Suppose E is a Banach space and K  is a cone of E. For r > 0, let
inf^[ja.||=1)a.ex j ||/( .t) || > 0. Then there exist r > 0 and .Tq £ ^  ll^ ’ojl =  1 such 
that / ( xq) = rxQ.
S. Assume that F  : K r —> K  is compact and inf{jjF(a:)|| : ||.t|| =  r} > 0. Then F  has
a positive eigenvalue with the eigenvector xo £ 9 K r.
Proof: (1) Since K  is a cone of E^ K  is a closed, convex subset of E.  By the Dugundj
extension theorem, there exists an extension / i  with f \ (E)  C K  and with f \  compact
regular. 1 E p(A)  and I  — A  is surjective. Hence, the equation A<p — <p has a solution in
L2.
The following theorem gives a condition for a compact, positive operator to have a
K r — K  Pi B r, d K r — F K  : \\x\\ — r}.
1. Assume that f  : K  —>• K  is a positively homogeneous; compact operator and
map [7]. Let F  : E —> K  be defined by
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Then F  : E  —y A is a positively homogeneous and compact operator. Also, F|/£ — f. 
Suppose cr(F) fl E + =  0 and u E K,  u 0. Since (1 jn)  G p{F)> (1 / n ) I  — F  is onto, and 
there exist {a?7i}^=i € K  satisfying the following:
(1 j  n j x n F  ( x n j — a.
Then, F ( x n) G K  implies that x n G K.  So F( x n) — f ( x n). Thus
(1 / n ) x n -  f ( x n) =  u. (2 .11)
Assume that {||®n||^Li} is unbounded and ||a;nJ | —> oo (k -» oo). Then,
i xnk _ f f j 2^ \ = « ^ 0 { k ^ oo^
n uc
Thus /  ( |^T^ jT )^ —>• 0- This contradicts inf{x.e/q|.q|=1} ||/(.t)|| > 0. So we obtain that 
{||.Tn||^ =1} is bounded. Next, (2.11) implies that
0 < « <  (l/u)rcn —y 0 (n —y oo).
Thus u = 0. This contradiction shows that a -(F )f]E + ^  0. Let n  > 0 and rq G cr(F). 
By Theorem 2.2.8, there exists r > r± such that r is an eigenvalue of F.  Let Xq E E  with 
||.To|| =  1 be such that F ( x 0) = rx0. Then xq G K  since r > 0 and F ( x 0) E K.  Thus 
f ( x  0) =  F( x 0) = rx0.
(2) Let F  : K  —y K  be defined as follows:
F(x) II® 11^  (||x||) ^°r X ^
0 for x — 0 .
F  is a compact and positively homogeneous map since F  is a compact map [43]. Fur­
thermore,
..mf \ \ (F ) ( x ) \ \  =  inf ||F(a-)ll > 0.
\\x\\=l  | | a ; | | = r
So, by (1), there exists x'  G K  with \\x'\\ =  1 and A > 0 such that F(x' )  =  Xx' . Thus
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Let #0 =  t x '  then .?o G K  and ||ao|| =  r. Also F( x 0) = (X/r)x0. □
The following well known Birkoff-Kellogg theorem was proved in [16] by applying their 
spectral theory.
T h e o re m  2 .5 .6 . (Birkoff-Kellogg Theorem) Let E  be an infinite dimensional Banach 
space and S  = {x E E  \ ||.t|| =  1}. Let /  : S  —y E  be continuous and compact such that 
f ( S )  is bounded away from zero ( in f^ s  ||/(a;)|| > 0). Then /  has a positive eigenvalue.
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 2.5.6.
T h e o re m  2 .5 .7 . Let E  be an infinite dimensional Banach space and let f  : S  —>• E  be 
continuous and bounded. Assume that in f^ s  ||/(^ ) || > <*(/). Then for every complex 
number X with X 0 there exists r > 0 such that rX is an eigenvalue of f . In particular} 
f  has a positive and a negative eigenvalue.
Proof: Let /  : E  —y E  be the positively homogeneous operator which is defined as follows:
I M I / ( ® / I M I )  i f  a  ~f~ 0
0 if x =  0 .
f ( x ) =  <
Then we have
d( f )  =  I j m i n f M  =  inf ||/(rc)||, | / |  =  limsup =  sup ||/(a:)||,
||*||->oo 11 m 11 N |-+ oo  I F  II
and ce(f) — &{f) (see [43]). Let B ( f )  be the set of all asymptotic bifurcation points of 
/ .  By Theorem 11.1.1 of [16], there exists p > 0 such that p G B( f ) .  Let {pn}^Li and 
{xn}^Li G E  be sequences such that pn —y p> j|^n|| G  oo as n G  oo and f ( x n) =  pnxn- 
Then we have
| | ( ^ / - / ) . T n|| _  ||/.fa;n —/,in.Tn|| n , rj— --------—------- n— rj —y U, as n —y oo.
i F n l l  IF n l l
This implies that d(pl  — f )  =  0. So, by Theorem 2.3.6, p E Vfmv( f )  C er(f). Assume 
that p <  « ( / ) ,  then p < d ( /) , since by our assumption, ca.(f) =  « ( / )  < d(f ) .  So,
d{pl  ~  f )  >  d(f )  -  p >  0 .
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This contradicts d{pl  — f )  =  0. Thus we have p > a( f ) .  By Theorem 2.2.8, there exists 
to E (0,1] such that p / t 0 is an eigenvalue of / .  Let x0 E E  with ||.To|| =  1 be such that 
f ( x 0) = {p/ t0)xo. Then f ( x 0) = rx0y where r = p / t 0.
For every complex number A with |A| =  1, writing A =  eJ(?, we have
inf ||A/(.?)|| >  a ( f )  = a(Xf ) .3? fc
By the above argument, there exists r > a ( f )  and a;0 E E  with xq ^  0 such that 
A /( t0) =  v x q . Thus /(.To) =  (rA)rco- In the case |A| 1, let A: =  A/|A|. By the same
argument, there exists r  > 0 such that r \  is an eigenvalue of / .  □
The following example showrs that there exist mappings /  to which Theorem 2.5.6 
does not apply but Theorem 2.5.7 can be used.
E x a m p le  2.5.8. Let Bi ~  {x E E  : | | t | |  < 1} and g : E  —»■ B\  be the radial retraction 
of E  onto the unit ball, that is
9(x) =
x-/||ie|| if ||.-c|l > 1,
x  ifO <  Ha'll <  1.
Since g(£L) C co(OUO), g is a 1-set contraction [7]. Let y E E  with \\y\\ > 2 and /  : S  —> E  
be defined by
f ( x )  = y + g(t ) ,  x E E.
Then,
m  II /0 ) l l  =  IIy  + s M I l  >  IMI -  sup ll<?0)ll =  llyll - 1 >  i-zc^ zS
Next,
<*(/) =  «(y + g) =  a(g) =  1.
So, infa-gs | | / ( t ) ] |  >  a( f ) .  Furthermore, we have
snp | | / ( t ) | |  = sup ||y T g(x)\\ < ||y|| +  1.
IHl=i IMI=i
Hence, /  satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.5.7. So, for every z  E C , there exists 
A > 1 such tha t Az is an eigenvalue of / .
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Theorem 2.5.7 enables us to give the following generalization of theorem 10.1.2 of [16].
T h e o re m  2.5 .9 . Let S  be the unit sphere in an infinite dimensional Banach space E  
and let f  : S  — S  be a continuous strict set contraction. Then every A G IK, | A j =  1, is 
an eigenvalue of f . In particular, f  has a fixed point and an antipodal point.
Proof: Since ct(/) < 1, we have
inf | | / 0 ) | |  =  1 > a( f ) ,  sup \\f(S)\\ < +oo.
x£S
By Theorem 2.5.7, for every complex number |A| =  1, there exists a  > 0, such that aX is 
an eigenvalue of / .  Thus there exists x \  G S  such that f ( x \ )  =  a \ x \ .  Since ||/(^ a) || =  1, 
\a\\ =  a = 1, so A is an eigenvalue of / .
In particular, for A — 1, there exists x G S', such that f ( x )  =  x. For A =  —1, there 
exists x G S', such tha t f ( x )  = —x. □
In the following, let ]Rn be the 77,-dimensional space and S n =  {.t G R n+1 : \\x\\ =  1}. 
The Hopf theorem on spheres is as follows [16]:
T h e o re m  2.5,10. Let f  : S 2n R 2n+1 be continuous. Assume ( f ( x ) , x )  — 0 for all 
x G S 2n} where {*, •) is the Euclidean inner product on E 2n+1. Then, f  vanishes at some 
point x G S 2n.
The new theory enables us to give a generalization of Theorem 2.5.10. Firstly, we 
need the following lemma. We shall let E* denote the dual space of E  and J  : E  —¥ E* 
the duality mapping, that is, for x G E,
J { x )  =  K  e E* : *•(*) =  ll^ll2 =
We recall tha t for a linear operator A  in a Hilbert space, the numerical range of A  is the 
set of values of ( Ax , x )  for all x with ||a:|| =  1 [67]. It is known that the numerical range 
of A  is a convex set. If we let V( A)  be the numerical range of A, then cr(A) C V(A) .
For a nonlinear operator / ,  we have the following.
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L em m a 2.5.11. Suppose f  : E  —> E is a continuous operator. Let
y ( / )  =  { ^ n F ^ }  u  {0}’ * 6 E X  G J(-x ) '
Then A E coV( f )  provided that A E a( f )  and |A| > a( f ) .
( Where co denote the closed convex hull.)
Proof: We shall prove that |A| > a( f )  and dist(A,coV( f ) )  >  0 implies that A E p(f)-  
If |A| > cx(f) and dist(A, coV (/)) > 0 , then
0 < d = dist(A, coV (/))
( / ( a : ) , ® * ) ,< |A - idl2
X(x,x*)  -  (f (x) , x*)  
|(Am — f (x) ,  x*)\
ill'll2
\ \ Xx- f ( x ) \ \<
So, ||Am — /(a:)|| ^  d\\x\\. This implies that m(XI  — / )  > 0. Also, lo(XI  — f )  >  0 since 
l-M > « (/)•  Let
M  =  {a: E E : Xx ~~ t f ( x )  — 0, t E [0,1]}.
For every x E M, suppose there exists t E [0,1] with t -=f 0, such tha t Xx — t f ( x) .  Then
( f (x) , x*)  =  ((A/t)a;,a;*) =  A
I U . H 2 I U I I 2 + '
Hence,
, rF7Tl« n  
A = 1 iuii2 e  coVv>-
This contradicts our assumption d =  dist(A,coV{f ) )  > 0. Thus, M  — {0}. By Corollary 
2.2.2, XI — f  is (0 ,e)-epi for some e > 0, thus v(XI — f )  > 0, hence XI — f  is regular. 
This shows that
{A : |A| > a ( /)}  n< r(/) C coV{f ) .
□
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 2.5.10.
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T h e o re m  2.5.12. 1. Let f  : S n —» R n+1 be continuous. Assume ( f ( x ) , x )  =  0 for all
x E S n, where {■,•) is the Euclidean inner product on M.n+1. Then, f  vanishes at 
some point x E S n provided either n is an even number or f ( S n) is contained in a 
proper sub space ofM.n+1.
2. Let E  be an infinite dimensional Banach space and f  : S  —^ E be a continuous 
compact mapping. Assume that ( f (x) , x*)  = 0 for all x* E Jx ,  x E S.  Then 
inf-res ||/(®)|| =  0 .
Proof: (1) Let
, f lM I/W IN I)  if x ^  0 ,
/ 0*0 =  \
[0 if m — 0 .
Then for every x E R n+1 with x ^  0,
(/(m),m) ^  ||m||</(m/||m||),m/||mi|> ^  0 .
So, V ( f )  = {0}. Also, a ( f )  =  0 since R n+1 is finite dimensional. By Lemma 2.5.11, we 
have cr{f) C {0}.
(a) Assume that n is even. Let B ( f )  denote the set of all asymptotic bifurcation points 
of / ,  then by theorem 11.1.3 of [16], B ( f )  ^  0. By Proposition 2.1.11, B ( f )  C <?{/)• 
Hence, 0 E B( f ) .  Suppose that {®n}£Li C R n+1 and Xn E K  satisfy ||.Tn|| -> oo , A„ —»■ 0 
as n —» oo and Xnx n — f ( x n). Then
Moreover, {j]Jjj|} _ Las a convergent subsequence p ^ || —>■ xo (& —>■ oo). Thus ||m0|| =  1 
and f ( x 0) =  f ( x 0) -  0 .
(b) In the case tha t f { S n) is contained in a proper subspace of K.n+1, /  : R 714"1 —y R n+1 
cannot be surjective. So, 0 E Also, we know that w (/) =  oo since R n+1 is finite
dimensional. Firstly, if d( f )  =  0, it follows that there exists {®n.}£Li £ R n+1 with 
||a;„|| =  1 such tha t
f ( x n) = f ( x n) 0 (n oo).
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So, f ( x o) =  0 for some xq E R n+1 and ||a:o|| =  1. Secondly, if d( f )  > 0, then 0 E K\crn ( f )  
and 1 cr(/)- By Theorem 11.1.2 of [16], we have B( f ) {J  crw( /)  separates 1 from 0. So,
B ( f )  {Jcujif) 7^  0- This implies that B ( f )  ^  0 since crw( /)  =  0. By the same argument
with that in (a), there exists a,’o E S n such that f ( x o) — 0.
(2) Suppose E  is an infinite dimensional Banach space. Let /  be as in (1), then 
V ( f )  = {0}. By Theorem 8 .2.1 of [16], £ ( / )  ^  0 (see section 1.3 for the definition of 
£ ( / ) ) .  Again applying Lemma 2.5.11, we have
£ ( /)  c <?{]) c  V{f ) .
So, 0 E £ ( / ) .  Thus there exist x n E E  with ||^n|| — 1 such that f ( x n) = f{%n) 0.
Hence inf E 1 /  M11 “  0 • n
In the following example, we shall use the spectral theory to study bifurcation points 
and asymptotic bifurcation points for a Urysohn Operator.
E x am p le  2 .5 .13. Let 0  denote a closed bounded set in a finite-dimensional space and
for simplicity, we shall assume that measO =  1. Let k : O — R be continuous. We
consider the compact operator A  : R x (7(0) -> (7(0) defined by
A{p,  x)(t) = p f  k ( s , t ) f ( x ( s ) ) ds } (2 .12)
Jn
where /  : R —> R is continuous.
We make the following hypotheses:
1. k(s, t )  > 0 for (s, t )  E 0  x 0  and M  =  max*Gn / k( s , t )ds  > 0;
2- f {x)  >  0 and /(0 ) > 1/M ;
3- /(&’) >  0 and inf^x) f ( x )  =  d >  0;
4. f ( x )  > 0, infi^o f {x )  ~  d > 0 and sup^o  |/(m)| =  D <  oo.
Suppose (1) and (2) are satisfied or (1) and (3) are satisfied, then, 0 is a bifurcation
point for the equation A( p, x )  =  x. If (1) and (4) are satisfied, then, oo is an asymptotic
bifurcation point of A( p, x )  = x.
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(Recall tha t oo is called an asymptotic bifurcation point of A(/i, re) =  x if there exist 
pn and x n € E , x n ^  0 such that A({.in, x n) = x n, pn —»■ oo and ||a;„|| —> oo as n —Y oo).
Proof: (a) Suppose that A:(s,t) and /  satisfy (1) and (2). For every r >  0, define 
A r : C(O) -> (7(0) by
INI f K s , t ) f  ds if x /  0 ,
(Arai)(t) =  < Ja V 11*11 /  (2.13)
0 if s.' — 0 .
A r is a positively homogeneous, compact operator. Suppose 1 E p{Ar). Then, I  — A r is 
surjective, so there exists x E (7(0) such that x — A rx — 1. Obviously, ||a;|| ^  0. Also, 
since f ( x )  > 0 , &(i) > 1 and
0 <  ||x'|| k{s , t ) f  j  ds < ®W-
Hence
i k ( a ' t ) f { TM ) d a < W  ( 2 '14)
Since /(0 ) > 1/M  , there exists S > 0 such that ]m| < 5 implies f ( x )  > 1/M . Let rn >  0, 
rn -> 0, and assume rn < S. Then /  so that
maxten [  k ( s i t ) f  ( r n -^ — 7 ) ds > -77 max [  k(s, t )ds = 1.Jn K 5 V  I K | |  J ~ M  ten Ja K J
This contradicts (2.14). Hence 1 E cr(A,.n). By Theorem 2.2.8, there exists An >  1 such 
that Xn an eigenvalue of A,-n. Suppose that Arna:„ =  Xnx n and xn ^  0. We have
z  i k{s,t]f irn nil!) ds~r - n j — -kr,
Let yn =  r nj t h e n
also, ||yn|| —} 0 and rn/ Xn -)• 0 as n -> oo. Thus 0 is a bifurcation point for the equation 
A(/.t, x) = x.
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(b) Suppose k(s, t )  and /  satisfy conditions (1) and (3). Let K  =  C+fO) be the cone 
of non-negative functions. For r > 0, let A r : C+(Ll) —>■ C+(0) be defined as in (a). 
Assume x E C +(0), and j)m|j =  1. Then
||Ar.*c|| =  max / k( s i t ) f ( rx( s ) )ds  > of max / k(s , t )ds  — d M  > 0. ten Jq ten Jq
So, inf^a:G/i'j||a.||_i]. ||Ara:|| > 0. By Theorem 2.5.5, there exist A,. > 0 and x r E C*+(0) with
||®r || =  1 such that ( Arx)(t)  =  Xrx r(t). Therefore,
— f  k ( s , t ) f ( r x r(s)) ds =  x r(t).
\ y  J £2
Moveover
A,. =  max j  k ( s , t ) f ( r x r(s))ds > dM.
Let yr = r x r, then ||yr [| =  r  and
T" /  k ( s , i ) f ( r x r(s))ds = yr(t). (2.15)Ar Jn
Let r —> 0, we obtain 0 is a bifurcation point of A(f i ,x) — x.
(c) Assume conditions (1) and (4) are satisfied. Let A,, and yr{t) be as in the proof of
(b). Then from (2.15),
A,. =  max f  k ( s , t ) f ( r x r(s))ds <  MD.
Let r  —» oo, it follows r j Ar —¥ oo. Hence, \\yr\\ =  r —V oo. Thus oo is an asymptotic 
bifurcation point of A ( p i x) = x. □
The following theorem was given in [16] (see Theorem 10.1.4). Here, we shall give a 
different proof by using our theory.
T h e o re m  2.5.14. Let E  be an infinite dimensional Banach space and let f  : S  —> S  be 
continuous and compact. Then f  cannot be odd.
Proof: Assume /  is odd. Let
Then /  is an odd and positively homogeneous compact operator [43]. So, by Theorem 
2.2.9, A G <t-(/)\{0} implies that A is an eigenvalue of / .  On the other hand, 0 is an 
interior point of o'(f) [16]. So, for 6 > 0 , there exists 0 < A < A, such that A is an 
eigenvalue of f .  Thus there exists x ^  0 such that
This contradicts /  : S S.  Hence, /  cannot be odd. □
The following Borsuk-Ulam Theorem was proved in [16] by applying their theory.
T h e o re m  2.5 .15. Let <f : S  —» E be a compact vector field such that <f>(S) is contained 
in a proper closed subspace F of E. Then there exists x G S  such that 4>(x) — </)(—x).
We conclude this chapter with a generalization of the above theorem, which also was 
studied by Edmunds and Webb [8] and others, see [8] for references.
T h e o re m  2.5.16. Let g : S  —»• E  be condensing and suppose (I  — g)(S) is contained in a 
proper subspace F  of E. Then there exists a point x G S  such that ( I —g)(x) ~  ( / —g)(—x).
Proof: (1) First suppose g is an odd k-set contraction, so that a(g) < 1.
Let : E  —> E  be defined by if(x) =  x — g(x ), where
g{x) =  I  I M S (H ) ’ * ^  0
\  0, X  = 0.
We claim that ip is not surjective. For suppose yo G E \  F  and there exists Xo G E  such 
that
*0 -  | |s o | | t f ( j p \ ) =  Vo, 
So
that is
| s o | | ( / - 0 ) ( 7 p \ )  =  yo- s 0
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Since ( /  — flr)(«'Co/||®o||) £ F , we get y0 G F , a contradiction. Thus 1 G cr(F)* Also 
ck((7) =  a(cjf) < 1 and <7 is a positively homogeneous odd operator. By Theorem 2.2.9, 1 
is an eigenvalue of g, so there exists Xq G E,  Xq ^  0, such that
Since g is odd,
so -  ||so |b( ip^ii) =  0 . 
so
(2) Next suppose g is an odd condensing map. Let 0 < kn <  1, kn —> 1 (n —> oo) 
and define hn : S  —^ E  by hn{x) = kng(x ), so that a{hn) < 1. We show that for all large 
enough n, (I  — hn)(S)  is contained in F.  Let y0 G E \ F .  For any fc} there exist n(k) > k 
and x n G S  such that
(7 ^n)(sji) =  Any o*
Since {|A„|} is bounded, it has a convergent subsequence. For simplicity we write a( xn) 
in place of a  (U^Li s n)- Then, Q’(Any0) =  0 . From
Xn d(xn) — (f kn^g(xn) Xnyo
we obtain a(Tn — g(xn)) =  0. If a (x n) ^  0, then
a(sn) <  « (s„  -  g{xn)) +  a(g(xn)) < a ( xn),
a contradiction. Hence a( xn) =  0, so {.Tn} has a convergent subsequence, say x nk —>
To, To £ S.  By the above we have
so -  g(xo) =  A0y0-
If A0 =  0, .To -  g(x0) =  0, (-To) -  g(—x 0) =  - t 0 +  g(xQ) =  0, so that
(I - g ) ( x 0) =  (I  -  g ) ( ~T0)
If A0 ^  0, yo =  ( t 0 — g(T0))/A0 G F , a contradiction with y0 G E \ F .
So for all large enough n, (I  — hn)(S)  is contained in a proper subspace of E.  By (1),
there exists x n G S  such that
(I  — hn)(xn) =  (7 — hn)(—s n), where n > N.
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Therefore,
2Tn kn f/( Xn).
If x n ^  0,
2tt(^n) 5: ^((^n 1 )Sr('^ -’n) +  (1 &n)^ /( ’^n) T 2<y(Tn))
< 2a(>(Tn))
<C 2ck(t?1),
a contradiction. Hence a ( x n) = 0 and so x n lias a convergent subsequence, say x nk —> t 0 
w ith | | t 0 || =  1. Thus 2x0 = g(x0) — g(—x0), th a t is ( /  -  g)(x0) =  ( /  -  g)(—t 0).
(3) Finally, if g is not odd, let g\ — (g ( x ) — g(—x ) ) / 2, gi is odd and condensing. Also 
( /  „  9l )(S)  is contained in F.  By (2), there exist .To E S  such th a t
so -  gi(xa) = -%o -  ^ i(-^o ).
Hence
{I -  g)(to) =  (I  - g ) ( - T0).
□
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C hapter 3
Spectral theory for sem ilinear 
operators and its applications
Let E  and F  be two Banach spaces. In this chapter, L : dom(L) C E  F  will denote 
a closed Fredholm operator of index zero with ker(L) ^  {0} and dom(L) dense in E.  
N  : fl —f F  will be a continuous nonlinear map, where Q C E  is an open bounded set and 
dom(L) fl fl 7  ^ 0. We shall introduce the spectrum for the semilinear operator L — N,  and 
prove that it has the similar properties with that of the spectrum of nonlinear operators. 
Also, we shall give some applications of the theory.
3.1 L -s tab ly  solvable m app ings
In the following, subspaces Ei,Fo  and maps P, Q, Lp, Kp, Apg, II, A will be as defined 
in section 1.5. We will generalize the stably-solvable mapping for nonlinear operators to 
the L-stably solvable mapping for semilinear operators. Firstly, we give a definition and 
then we will prove two lemmas which we will make use of in the sequel. We also suppose 
tha t N  : E ^  F.
D efin itio n  3.1.1. For A 6 € , let / a ( L ,  N)  : E  —> E  be defined by
/ a ( L ,  N)(x)  = A (I  -  P)x  -  (An + K PQ) N x t 
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and let E(L, N)  denote the set
A 6  C : lim inf = 0\  .
In the following, we will use f \  for f \ (L,  N ) when there is no confusion.
L em m a  3.1.2. Let h : F /im (P ) —> F0 be the natural linear isomorphism and let J  - 
AA"1. Then A ll4-Kpq - F  -> dom(L) is a linear isomorphism and L j - J P  '• dom(P) F  
is invertible with (L +  J P )-1 =  All +  Kpq.
/ Proof: Obviously, J  : ker(L) —> F0 is an isomorphism.
For x G dom(P), suppose that (L +  J P) x  ~  0. Then Lx — —J P x  G To, so J P x  =  
Lx — 0, x G ker(L) and then J P x  = J x  = 0. This implies that x = 0. Hence L -f J P  is 
invertible on dom(L).
Now, let y G F  and suppose (An +  Kpq)y  = 0. Then
A ny =  - K P{I -  Q)y  G dom(P) 0  E x.
This implies that A ny =  0 and ( /  — Q)y =  0. Thus y G im(L) ft To, so that y = 0. 
Therefore, A n +  Kpq  is one to one. For every y G P , we have
(L +  J P )(A n  +  Kpq)y  =  JP A n y  + ( /  -  Q)y = hUy  -  Qy  +  y = y.
Hence L +  J P  is onto. Also, for every a; G dom(L), we have
(An +  K p q ){L +  J P) x  =  K P(I  -  Q)Lx  +  A n JP® = (I  -  P) x  +  J ^ h U J P x  =  x.
Hence, A n +  Kpq  is the (bounded) inverse of F +  J P .  □
L e m m a  3.1.3. Let y G F and A G C. Then
1. A Lx — N x  = y if and only if f \ ( x)  =  (An + Kpq)y.
2. XL — N  : dom(F) —» F is onto if and only if f \  : E  dom(P) is onto.
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Proof: Let y E F , then
A Lx — N x  — y 4=^ A Lx — Q( Nx  +  y) -f (I  — Q){Nx  -f- y) 
<=> XLx = (I  -  Q) (Nx  +  y), Q( Nx  +  y) =  0 
4=^ XKpLx  ~  K p ( I  — Q)(Nx  T y), n(Ahr +  y) =  0 
4= ^  A(/ — P ) t  = Kp q ( Nx  +  y), An(ALc + y) =  0 
4=> A(/ -  P)x  = (An + Kpq) ( Nx  + y) 
/a(®) =  (An +  Kpq)y.
Suppose XL — N  is onto. For every x E dom(F), by Lemma 3.1.2, x — (A n -j- Kpq) y  for 
some y E F . Let t 0 E dom(F) be such that ALx 0 — N x 0 — y. Then by 1,
f \ ( xo) = (An + K Pq)y = x .
Hence, j \  : E  —> dom(F) is onto.
On the other hand, suppose f \  : E  dom(F) is onto. Then for every y E F , 
(An +  Kpq) y  E dom(F). There exists t 0 E E  such that fx{x o) = (An -f Kpq) y . Thus 
.To E dom(F) and X L x q  — N x q  = y. Hence XL — N  is onto. O
The following concept is a generalization of stably-solvable operators which were in­
troduced in [16].
D efin itio n  3.1.4. XL — N  is said to be F-stably solvable if the equation
XLx -  N x  -  h(x)  (3.1)
has a solution x E dom(F) for every continuous bounded F-compact map (see Definition 
1.5.1) h : E  —y F  with quasinorm \h\ = 0.
XL — N  is called a F-strong surjection if equation (3.1) has a solution x E dom(F) for 
every continuous map h : E  —* F  with h{E)  bounded and Kpqh( E)  compact.
It is clear that when L is the identity, F-stably solvable operators coincides with 
the usual stably solvable operators of [16] and F-strong surjection is the same as strong 
surjection.
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In the following, we will let H  = L +  JP-  Then AH +  Kpq — H 1. The following 
theorem is a generalization of Proposition 5/1.1 of [16].
T h e o re m  3 .1 .5 . Suppose that A ^ 2(L , Af). The following conditions are equivalent.
1. XLx — N x  — h(x) has a solution x £ dom(L) for every bounded continuous L- 
compact map h : E  —» F with bounded support.
2. XL — N  is an L-strong surjection.
3. XL — N  is L-stably solvable.
Proof: (3)=/ (2) (1) is obvious.
(1) => (2) Suppose h : E  F  is a continuous map with h(E)  bounded and K p q h ( E ) 
compact. Then h is L-compact. Let 0 <  an < 1 be continuous with
an(x) = <
1 if ||.t || < n,
0 if ||a:|| > 2n.
There exist x n £ E  such that
AL(ajn) N[ xn} =  o'n(<xn h^(^ xnj.
If is unbounded, A ^ £(L , N)  implies that limTl_!.00 |!/A(^’n)|| — oo- By Lemma 3.1.3,
lim |crn(a;n)|||iA“ 1A(a;n)|| oo.n—^ oo
This contradicts h(E)  is bounded. So, there exists M  > 0 such that ||a;n|| < M  for all n. 
For n >  M , crn(a;n) =  1, XL(xn) — N ( x n) =  h(xn). Thus XL — N i s  an L-strong surjection.
(1) =4> (3) Suppose h : E  —> F  is a continuous, bounded L-compact map with |A| =  0. 
Let be defined as above. Then o-n(x)h(x)  is a bounded L-compact map, also with
bounded support. The equation
XLx — N x  = an(x)h(x)
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has a solution x n £ dom(L). Assume that {a’n} is unbounded. Again by Lemma 3.1.3, 
IIA W II | i _  / _  ^  ii rr—ill IIM i^OII , n
i w r  i n 11- 1 h w r - * 0-
This contradicts A (fc E(L, AT). As in the proof of (1) => (2), for n sufficiently large, 
o'n(^n) — 1- Thus (AL — N )(x n) — h(xn). Hence, XL — N  is L-stably solvable. □
We need the following Lemma to prove the Continuation Principle for L-stably solv­
able maps.
L em m a  3.1.6. Let Br ™ {.t £ F  : ||a|| < r} ; ty be the radial retraction, 7r : F  —^ B r. 
Let h : E  —^ F be a continuous L-compact map. Then, nh : E  —> F is L-compact.
Proof: Clearly, n?r/r is bounded and continuous. Assume that Q is a bounded subset of 
E. Then
7rh(fl) C co(0 U h(Q)). 
So KpQirh(£l) C co K p q(0 U A(f2)) since K pq is linear. Then
a(KPQirh(n)) < a(KFQh(Q)) =  0 .
Thus, Kpgirh is a compact map. So, 7rh is L-compact. □
Theorem  3.1.7. ('Continuation Principle for L-stably solvable maps,).
Let XL — N  : E  F  be a L-stably solvable map and h : E  X [0,1] F be a continuous
L-compact map such that h(x,0) = 0 for every x £ E. Let
S  =  {a; £ E : XLx — N x  =  h(x, t)  for some t £ [0,1]}.
I f  (XL — N)(S)  is bounded, then the equation XLx — N x  — h(x,  1) has a solution.
Proof: Suppose r > 0 is such that (XL — N)(S)  is contained in the interior of B r. Let 
ip : F  —> [0,1] be continuous and such that <p(y) — 1 if y £ (AL — N ) ( S ), (p(y) =  0 for all
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\\y\\ > r. Let ix : F —> B r be the radial retraction. Then we have
Also, by Lemma 3.1.6, ixh is a L-compact map. So, the equation
XLx -  N x  =  7rh(x, <p(\L -  N){x)) (3.2)
has a solution .t0. If ||AL(a;o) — Af(:co)|| > r, then by (3.2), we obtain XL(x0) — N ( x 0) =  0. 
So ||AL(o;o) ~  N ( x 0)\\ < r. This implies that ||7rb(.To, ^(AL — Ar)(cco))|| < r. Hence,
nh(xo,ip(\L — N )( xq)) = h(x0,<p(\L -  N )(x 0)),
epi mapping for semilinear operators. We will show that properties of (0, L)-epi mappings
spectrum for semilinear operators.
D efin itio n  3.2.1. Let L : E  D dom(L) —» F  be a closed Fredholm operator of index 
zero. Let f) C E  be a bounded open set and N  : 0  F  be a continuous map. Suppose 
0 ^ (L — iV)(dom(L) O Lfi). We say that L — N  is a (0, L, fc)-epi mapping in dom(L) fl O 
if for every continuous bounded map h : Ll —>■ F  such that
1. h is a L-k-set contraction;
so that
XLx0 -  N x 0 = h(x0iip(\L -  N ) (x 0)).
Thus rr0 £ S  and ip(\L — N )(x 0) = 1, and then XLxq — N xq — b(.To, 1). □
3.2 (0, L, A;)-epi m app ings
In this section, we will generalize (0, fe)-epi mappings for nonlinear operators to (0, L , k)
hold true for (0,L,/c)-epi mappings. Later, the results will be used in the study of the
2. h(x) = 0 for x € <9H,
the equation Lx  — N x  = h(x) has at least one solution in dom(L) fl Q.
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The following property is clear.
P r o p e r ty  3.2.2. (Existence result)
Suppose L — N  is (0,L,/c)-epi for some k > 0. Then the equation Lx — N x  = 0 has 
a solution in dom(L) fl fl.
P r o p e r ty  3.2.3. (Normalization property)
Suppose that L is invertible and N  is a continuous L-k-set contraction with k < 1, 
(L — N)(dom(L)  fl dfl) ^  0. / / 0  G 12, then L — N  is (0, L, &i)-epi for every ki with 
k T k\ < 1.
Proof: Let h : PL —^ F  be a L-Aq-set contraction with k\ +  k < 1. Suppose that h is 
continuous and bounded with h(x) e  0 on dfl. ker(L) =  {0} implies tha t All =  0, Q = 0 
and P = 0. Hence L~l : F —> dom(L) is a bounded linear operator and L~l (N  +  h) : 
fl —> E  is a { h  +  k)-set contraction. Define hi : E  —» E  by
hi(x) = <
L l {Nx  +  h(x)) x £ dom(L) fl fit,
0 x dom(L) H fl.
Then hi is a (hi +  fc)-set contraction and /ii(dom(L) fl O) is bounded. Now, let
M  — sup{||fii(.T)|| : x £ dom(L) fl fit} and B = {x £ E : | |t | |  <  M }.
Then hi : B  —Y B  is a (ki +  k )~set contraction and ki -f k < 1. So hi has a fixed point 
xq £ B . Assume that xq $ dom(L) Pi fl. Then hi(x0) = 0, thus xq — 0. This contradicts 
0 £ fl.  So
xq £ dom(L) fl f l  and hi(x0) = L~1(N x0 +  h(x0)) =  To-
Hence
L x q  — N x o = h(xo).
If .To € dom(L) fl df l ,  then h(x0) = 0 and L x 0 — N x 0 0, this is a contradiction. Hence 
To £ dom(L) D f l  and L — N  is (0, L, &i)-epi on dom(L) n f i .  □
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P ro p e r ty  3 .2 .4 . (Localization property)
I f  L — N  : dom(L) fl 0  —y F  is (0, L, fc)-epi and (L — A^’)" 1(0) C dom(L) n Ox, where 
fli C O  is an open set. Then L — N  restricted to dom(L) fl Hi is a (0, L , k)-ep\ map.
Proof: Let h : Ox —> F  be a L-k-set contraction with h(x) =  0 on 50x. Define hi : E  —y F  
to be the following L-k-set contraction
hi(x)
h(x) x £ Ox,
0 x ^ Ox.
Let Ii2 =  ^i|n- Ttien ^2 Ls a L-k-set contraction with /^(a) ™ 0 on 50 . So
Lx — N x  — Ii2(x)
has a solution .To £ dom(L) fl 0 . Since (L — N )~ l {$) C dom(L) fl Oi, a;0 G dom(L) fl Ox. 
Hence L — N  is a (0, L, fc)-epi map on dom(L) 0  Ox. □
P r o p e r ty  3 .2 .5 . (Tlomotopy property)
Let L — N  : dom(L) f l  O —> F be (0, L, fc)-epi and h ; [0,1] x O —>■ F be a continuous 
L-ki-set contraction, 0 < k\ < k < 1 and h(0,x) — 0 for all x £ O. Furthermore, let 
Lx — N x  -j- h(t, x) 0 for all x £ dom (i) fl 5 0  and all t £ [0,1]. Then Lx — N x  +  h( 1, x) : 
dom(L) H O —y F is (0, L,h  — &x)-epi.
Proof: Let g : O —> F  be a continuous L-(k — &x)-set contraction with g(x) e  0 on 50. 
Let
S  = {a: £ dom(L) fl O, Lx — N x  — g(x) — h( t , x), for some t £ [0,1]}.
Then S  is bounded. We will prove that S  is closed. Suppose tha t x n £ S, x n —> £0 (n —> 
00). Let tn £ [0,1] satisfy
L x n N x n — g(xnJ h(tn, x n).
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{ tn} has a convergent subsequence tnk —> t0. Since N ,g ,h  are continuous operators, we 
have
=  N {x nii) T  g(xHk) h{tnk ) x nk) -»■ N ( x q) +  g(xQ) -  h(t0, a;0), {rik -*> oo).
L is a closed operator implies that To £ dom(L) and
N ( x q) +  g(xo) -  h(t0ix o) =  L(aj0).
Hence .To £ 5  and S  is closed. Since g is a L-k~set contraction, there exists x ‘ £ dom (L)nft 
such that
Lx'  -  iW  =  £ ( t ' )>
so x'  £ S' and S  is not empty. Moreover S  D dom(L) fl dfl = 0 implies tha t S  fl dfl = 0. 
By UrysohiTs Lemma, there exists continuous function 0 < cf) < 1 , such that
11 x £ S\
4>(x) =  {
[o xedn.
Let
h(x) =  g(x) -  t ) , t ) ,  x  £  f t ,
then h is a L-k-set contraction, also h(x) = 0 on dfl. Thus the equation
Lx — N x  ~  h(x)
has a solution x" £ dom(L) fl ft. However, x" £ S, <j>(x,r) = 1, so
L{x") -  N{x") +  h{l,x")  =  g{x"), x n £ dom(L) n  ft.
Hence Lx  — N x  + h(l ,  x) is (0, L, k — &i)-epi. □
3.3 R eg u la r  m aps an d  th e  sp e c tru m  of sem ilinear op ­
e ra to rs
In this section, we will introduce the spectrum for semilinear operators L — N  by first 
defining regular maps. In the following, cr>, m  and v are as defined in Chapters 1 and 2.
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D efin itio n  3.3.1. For A G C, the operator XL — N  is said to be regular if > 0,
m(fx)  > 0 and v ( f \ )  > 0. The resolvent set of (L ,N )  is defined by
p(L, N)  = {A G C : XL — N  is regular}.
The spectrum is the set cr(L, N)  =  C \  p(L, N).
Relative to the measure of solvability of /  at 0, v( f ) ,  which was defined in Chapter 2, 
we have the following definition.
D efin itio n  3.3.2. Let 7’ >  0 and
l^ Lr (XL ~  N,  0) =  inf{fc > 0 : there exists a L-k-set contraction g : B r —> F, with 
g = 0 on d B r s.t. f ( x )  — g(x) has no solutions in B r H dom(L)}.
Let
vL(XL -  N)  =  mf{vLr(XL -  N,Q),r > 0}.
We will call vl(XL — N ) the measure of solvability of XL — N  at 0.
It is clear that ul(XL — N) > 0 if and only if there exists e > 0, such that XL — N  is
(0, L, £)-epi on dom(L) fl B r for every r  > 0. Now, we establish some properties of regular
mappings.
P ro p o s itio n  3.3.3. I f  XL — N  is regular, then u(XL — N) > 0; m(XL — N)  > 0 and 
vi,(XL — N) > 0. Suppose that L is a bounded linear operator, then XL — N  is regular if  
and only if  the above conditions are satisfied.
Proof: Firstly, we have
u ( f x) = u>(KP(XL) -  K P(I  -  Q)N).
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By Proposition 1.2.5,
lo( K p )l>(XL ~ N ) <  to(fx) < a (K P)to(XL -  N).
Since a(Kp)  <  ||Ap|| <  + 00 , if ^ ( /a )  > 0, then oj(XL — N)  > 0 .  If L is bounded, then 
dom(P) =  E , u(K p )  > 0. Hence oj(XL — N)  > 0 implies co(fx) > 0.
Next, fx = H ~l (XH(I  -  P) -  N)  and H (I  -  P) — L, (recall H  =  L +  J P ) .  So,
\ \H ~\XL -  iV > || =  \\fx(x)\\ > m ( / A)|M |.
Since JT-1 is bounded,
| | i f _1(AP -  N)x\\ < || j r _1||||(AL -  N)x\\.
Hence
\\{XL -  N)x]\ > EfE\\x\\.
Thus m(fx)  > 0 implies m(AL — N)  > 0. When L is bounded, we have
l | f f | | | | A ( * ) l l  >  l l ( A £  -  N)x\\ > m{XL -  A O I k l l -
So, 777.(XL — N) > 0 implies that m(fx) > 0.
Now suppose v ( f \ )  > 0. Thus there exists £ > 0 such that fx  is (0,e)-epi on every B r 
with r > 0. Let h : B r —> F  be a bounded continuous L-e-set contraction with h(x) =  0 
on 8 B r. Then (A n +  Kpq)h  : B r E  is a continuous operator.
o;((An T Kpq)h)  =  a(Kpqh)  <  e,
(An +  Kpq)h(x) = 0 on d B r. By the definition of e-epi map, the equation
fx(x) = (AH + K Pq)h(x)  
has a solution .t0 G B r , ||.To|| < r. So
A( /  -  P)x0 =  (A n +  I{pQ)(h{xo) + N(xo)) =  H-\h(x0) + N(x0)).
Thus XLx0 — N xq = h(x0). Since JT-1 : F  —)■ dom(P), we have
X(I — P ) xq G H ^ F  C dom(L),
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so Xq G dom(L) fl {.t : ||.t|| <  r} . We obtain that XL — N  is (0, L,e)-epi on dom(L) fl B r , 
thus yp(XL — N)  > 0. Suppose that L is bounded and there exists e > 0 such that XL — N  
is (0,L,e)~epi on dom(A) fl Br. Let h : B r —¥ F  be a continuous map with a(h)  < e and 
h(x)  =  0 on d B r. Then a H ~ l Hh < e. So IIh is a L-e-set contraction. By the definition, 
the equation
XLx -  N x  =  Hh(x)
has a solution x 0 G dom(L) fl Or =  Or. By Lemma 3.1.3, f x ( x 0) =  h(x0). Hence f \  is 
(0,e)-epi on B r. We have completed the proof of the Proposition. □
P ro p o s itio n  3 .3 .4 . Let X G C, A ^ £(L , N) and i/p(AL — N) > 0. Then XL — N  is 
onto.
Proof: Let y G F, h(x , t)  = —ty and
S  — {rc G dom(X) fl F , XLx — N x  = t y , for some t G [0,1]}.
Then S  is bounded. Otherwise there exist xn G 5, ||arn|| —> oo. Let tn G [0,1] be such 
that
XLxn N x n — tny.
By Lemma 3.1.3, we have
A(7 -  P )xn -  (An +  K PQ)N (x n) = tn(AU +  K PQ)y.
Then
||A(7 -  P)xn -  (An +  K p q m x J W  _  ||i„(An + K PQ)y\\---------------------  — ---------------------- — - - — u {n —>■ oo;.
I K I I  | F n | |
This contradicts A £ H(L, N).  Let R  > 0 be such that S  C Bp. Then
XLx — N x  — t y ^  0 for x G dom(L) fl 8 B r .
By Property 3.2.5, XL — N  — y is (0, L,e)-epi for some e > 0 on dom(L) fl Bp.  By the
existence result, there exist xq G dom(L) PI Bp  such that XLxo — Nxq = y. Thus XL — N
is onto. □
By Proposition 3.3.4 and Proposition 3.3.3, we obtain the following result.
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T h e o re m  3,3.5, Assume that A E /?(L, N), then XL — N  is onto.
T h e o re m  3.3.6. All eigenvalues o f ( L , N )  are in the spectrum of (L ,N ) .
Proof: Suppose there exists 0 ^  .To E dom(P) such that XLx0 — ALt0 — 0. Then by
Lemma 3.1.3, f \(xo) — 0- Hence m ( f \ )  = 0 and A E a (L ,N ) .  □
Now, we will prove that the spectrum of semilinear operators is closed.
T h e o re m  3.3.7. p (L ,N )  is an open set and cr(L^N) is closed.
Proof: Suppose A i  E p(L ,N) .  Let A 2 be such that
|A2 -  Ai| < mm{u)(fxl )i v'(fxi ) i m ( f Xl)/\ \I -  P\\}.
Then fx2 = f x l +  (A2 -  Al) ( /  -  P). So,
w (/a2) > w (/a J  -  «((A2 -  Ax)(7 -  P)) =  tu(/Al) -  |A2 -  Ax| > 0.
Also, we have
| | / U * ) | |  >  ||A,(*)II -  |Aa -  \ i \ W ( I  -  7 )x | |  >  ( m ( /Al) -  |A2 -  >,111(7 -  7)11)11x11.
Thus m ( f \ 2) > 0 . Let h(t, x) — i(A2 — Ai)(7 •— P ) t ,  t E [0,1]. Then
cx(h) < ) A 2 — A i )  < 
and h(0, x) =  0 for all x E E. If fxi{$) -f t(A 2 — A i ) ( 7  — P ) t  =  0, then
^ ( / A 1 ) | | ^ l l < i l / A 1 W I I < | A 2 - A 1 i | | 7 - P | | | | T | | .
Hence t  =  0. Since f \ x is (0,e)-epi 011 every ball for some e > 0, by Property 1.4.7, f \ 2 
is (0,£ — a(h))-epi on it. Thus v { f \ 2) >  05 A2L — 77 is regular, so, A2 E p(L t N).  □ 
In the following, we shall study some properties of regular mappings.
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P ro p o s itio n  3 .3 .8 . Let XL — N  : dom(L) —^ F be a regular map, g : E  —> F be a L-k-set 
contraction with k < is(fx)}. Assume that there exists constant 0 < I < m ( f \ )
such that
||(An + A>q)#(t)|| < /||t || for all x E E.
Then XL — N  +  g is regular.
Proof: It is easy to see that f \ { L , N  — g) =  fx +  H  lg. So,
^(/a(A , N  - g ) ) >  to(fx) -  a(H ~lg) > to(fx) -  k >  0.
Next, we have
||/x (X ,A T -0 )(a:)|| >  (m (/A) - /)||a;||, 
thus m ( f x ( L , N  — g))  > 0. Let h(t ,x)  = t(AII +  KpQ)g(x). Then
a(h) < a(Kpqg) < i'(Za).
If fx(x)  +  h(t, x) =  0, we have
m ( A ) I M I  <  | [ / a ( * ) I I  =  I W A n  +  K Pg)g{x)\\ <  /||x ||.
By our assumption, x =  0. Thus
S  =  { t  E E  : fx{&) +  t(A n +  KpQ)g(x) =  0 for some t E [0,1]}
is bounded. Let k < e < za(/a), by Property 1.4.7, fx{L, N  — g) is (0, (e — a:(iLpQ<7)))-epi 
on every ball. Thus, v(fx (L,  N  — g)) > 0. We have proved that AL — N  -f g is regular.
□
In [31], the concept of regular map for L — N , when N  is also linear, was defined. The 
following theorem shows that regular maps according to Definition 3.3.1 for L — N  when 
N  is linear is exactly same as the definition given in [31].
T h e o re m  3,3.9, Suppose N  is a linear operator. Then XL — N  is regular if  and only if 
XL — N  has a continuous inverse.
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Proof: If XL — N  is regular, it is one to one, onto ancl there exists m  > 0 such that 
||(AL — N){x)\\ >  ?7i||®||, So (AL — N)~ l is a continuous operator.
On the other hand, assume that XL — N  has a continuous inverse. If there exists 
&’o G E  such that / a ( ® o )  =  05 then by Lemma 3.1.3, XLx0 — N x 0 =  0. Thus x 0 ~  0, so 
that f \  is one to one.
Let x f G E  and y0 =  Hx'.  Since AL — N  is onto, there exists ®0 G dom(L) such that 
XLxq — N x o =  yo. This implies that f \(xo) = H~lyo — x ' . Hence, f x ’. E - ^ E  is onto. 
Since f \  is continuous, f f 1 is also continuous. By Proposition 3.2.1 of [16], w(/a) > 0- 
Let m l > 0 be such that | | / ^ 1(^)ll — f°r every x G E. Then ||/a (^)|| > (1/7727)||rc||.
Thus m ( f \ )  > 0.
Furthermore, for every bounded subset S  C F,  let A  =  f f 1(S), then A is a bounded 
subset of E.
u( fx )a (A )  < a ( f x(A)) a ( / A_1(5 ))  < ( l /u ( fx ) )a (S ) .
Hence fx  : Or —> F  is continuous, injective and l/<u(/A)-proper (where Or =  {x G E  : 
||a:|| <  r}). Since f f l is continuous, fx{Or) is an open set. By Theorem 2.3 of [65], fx 
is (0, fc)-epi for 0 < k < w (/). Hence i / ( / a )  > 0. By the above arguments, AL — N  is 
regular. □
C o ro lla ry  3 .3.10. I f  N  is a linear operator and L-\-N is regular, then L-\-N is (0, L ,e)- 
epi for all £ < <u(/).
R e m a rk  3 .3 .11. From the above theorem, we obtain that if N  is a linear operator, 
A G p(L, N)  if and only if A is a regular value for (L, N ), as defined in [31].
P ro p o s itio n  3 .3 .12. Let fiL — N  : E  —A F be regular and h : E  —>• F  be a mapping such 
that there exists r > 0, h is a L-k-set contraction on B r and ||/i(®)|| <  /||.t|| (/ > 0) for  
all x G B r. Then there exists £ > 0 such that the equation
pLx  — N x  = X h(x)
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has a solution n'o G E  for all A G C with |A| < e.
Proof: Let n : E  —> B r be the radial retraction of E  onto B r. Let g(x ) =  hir(x). Then 
for A G C, we have
a ((A n  +  K pq) \g )  =  |A|a((AII +  Kpq)h7r) < |A|fco:(7r) < \X\k.
For x G E)
||(An + /iTp£2 )A5(x)|| = WH-'lhirWW
<  | A | | | f f - 1 | | | | / i 7 r ( . - c ) | |
/|A||jiL_1||||a;|| j|a’|| <  r
<
/[AllliL-1!!?’ ||z || >  r
< /lAIHff-'lllkll-
Let e > 0 be such tha t
ek < mixi{a;(/A(), zy(/M)}, e /||iJ_1 H < d  < m (gL  -  N).
Then for A € €  with |A| < e,
a (H ~ l Xg) <  m i n { c i / ( / M)},
and
liAT- 1 Ajg(a )^|| <  £ / ||i f_1||||a;|| <
By proposition 3.3.8, gL ~  N  — Xg is regular. So, there exists x’o G E  such that
gL x  o — Nxo = Xg(xo) = Xhir(xo)-
Moreover we have
m (gL  — AT)||a*o|| <  \\gLxo — iVT'oll <  \X\lr,
Thus,
Ir sir
-  m ( i i L -  iv f  < m(pL -  N)  < T'
This implies 7r(a:o) — x 0, so that g L x 0 — N x 0 =  Ah(xQ), □
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3.4 T h e  deco m p o sitio n  of th e  sp e c tru m
In this section, we shall discuss the decomposition of the spectrum. As in the earlier case 
(see section 1.3), we shall use following symbols:
as{Li N) = { \ : i s { f x) = 0}t (3.3)
Vm(L,N)  =  {A : m(fx )  =  0}, (3.4)
oru(L, N)  =  {A ; u,(fx) = 0}, (3.5)
<Tr (L ,N )  = crm( L ,N ) U o „ ( L ,N ) .  (3.6)
T h e o re m  3.4.1. Suppose that N  is a continuous L-k-set contraction, N  is an odd map­
ping, A E cr(L, N) with |A| > k. Then A E crm(L ,N) .
Proof: Firstly we have that
Lo(fx) > \ \ \ - a { H - 1N) = \ \ \ - k > 0 .
Assume that m ( f \ )  > 0. Then for every x E E,  ||/a(*)|| >  m (/A)ll*ll- Let r  > 0 and 
B r — {a; : | | t || < r}. Suppose g : B r —Y E  is an e-set contraction with e < |A| — k and 
g(x) e  0 on d B r. We shall prove that f \ ( x )  =  g(x) has a solution xq E B r \  d B r. Let
h{x) = Px  +  ( l / A ) ( A n  +  K pq) N x +  #(*)/ A.
Then
<*(h) Si (L/1 A)) (A: + at(ff)) <  (1/| A|)(fc +  e) < 1.
Hence h is a fci-set contraction with k\ < 1. For x E d B r , (I  — h)(x) — (1 /A )/a(t) ^  0.
Also h\dBr is odd. So, d(I — h, Or, 0) ^  0. Then there exists t 0 E B r \  d B r such that
.To =  P xq +  ( l / A ) ( A n  +  K pq ) N x0 +  g( t 0)/A.
Therefore f \  is (0,e)-epi on B r. By the definition, A E p(L ,N) .  This contradicts A E
cr(L, N ). So, we must have m ( f \ )  =  0. □
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P ro p o s itio n  3.4.2. Bifurcation points and asymptotic bifurcation points o f ( L , N )  are 
in am(L ,N ) .
Proof: Suppose A is a bifurcation point or an asymptotic bifurcation point of (L, Ar). 
Then there exists (Xn->xn) G M X E  such that An A, ||rc„|| -> 0 or ||®n|| —>■ oo and 
AnL x n — N x n = 0. Then
A„ ( /  -  P )xn -  (An + K PQ) N x n =  0.
Hence
A( /  -  P ) x n -  (An +  K PQ) N x n _  (A — An) ( /  -  P ) x n ) Q
\\xn\\ ll^^ll
thus A G crm(L ,N ) .  □
In [31], it was proved that if N  is linear and L-compact, p G C, p is not a regular 
value of (L, Ar), then p is an eigenvalue of (L ,N) .  The following result generalizes this 
result.
T h e o re m  3.4.3, Assume that N  is a L-k-set contraction, N  is odd and positively ho­
mogeneous. I f  A G cr(L,N) and |A| > k, then A is an eigenvalue o f ( L , N ) .
Proof: By Theorem 3.4.1, we know that A G crm(T, N).  So, for n G N, there exists xn G E  
such that
||A( /  -  P)xn -  H~l N ( x n)\\ < ( l/n ) ||s „ ||.
Since N  is positively homogeneous, we have
Let A  — U ^i1{.Tri/ | |x n ||}. Then A  is bounded and
w (A H A ) < a { fx(A)) = 0.
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Since N  is a L-k-set contraction and |A| > k, uj(fx) > 0. This implies that a(A) =  0. 
Thus A  has a convergent subsequence. Assume that a;n/||a;n || —> a?0j then ||.t0|| =  1 and
X { I - P ) x o - H - 1N {xo) ^ 0 .
By Lemma 3.1.3, we obtain XLx0 — N x 0 ~  0. Thus A is an eigenvalue of (L, N).  □
It is known that the boundary of the spectrum of a linear operator is contained in its 
approximate point spectrum. In the nonlinear case, the boundary of crfmv( f ) is contained
in ov (/) (see section 1.3). Thus if A G <9<7/mw(/) , then cl(A — / )  =  0 or to(A — / )  =  0. To
prove a similar result in the semilinear case for the boundary of the spectrum, we first 
prove the following result.
P ro p o s itio n  3.4.4. am(L ,N )  and o-w(L, N) are closed sets. Let
U =  {A : A G (<J&(L, N) \  ov(L, N)) and (XL — N  is not onto )},
then U is an open set.
Proof: (1) Suppose tha t An G crm(L ,N )  and Xn —>■ A. We shall show that A G crm(L,JV). 
Otherwise, there exists m  > 0 such that ||/aM II ^  m iWI f°r every x G E. Since
f x n = f x P ( X n - X ) ( I - P ) ,
we have
\ \ h n( x ) \ \ > ( m - \ \ ~ \ n \ \ \ I - P \ \ ) \ \ x \\.
If |An — A| < rnj\\I — Pjj, then An ^ crm(L, N ). We reach a contradiction.
(2) Suppose Xn G crw(T, IV) and Xn —> A. If u>(f\) > 0, then by the following
w ( / A n )  =  w ( / a  +  ( A n -  A ) ( /  -  P ) x )  >  u { f x )  -  | A  -  A n | ,
we obtain that Xn ^ <rw(L, N)  if |A — A„| < to(f\). Thus u ( f \ )  =  0 and A G <rw(L, N).
(3) Suppose tha t A G fl, then A G (crn(L, N ) )c. By (1) and (2), cr^L, N)  is closed. 
So there exists 5 > 0 such tha t for f.i G C with |/i — A| < S , p f  a ^ L ,  N) .  Now assume
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that there exist y n (fc U, fin —> A. Suppose that \fin — A| < 5, then fj,n <rv (L ,N) .  So 
t  vs iL^N)  \  an(L ,N )  implies that y n crs(L,N). Then y nL — N  is regular, hence 
is onto. By Lemma 3.1.3, f ^ n is onto. If y n G as(L, N) \  cfv(L, IV), then f ^ n is also onto 
because (j,n ^  Lb
Therefore, for y G E,  there exist x n G E  such that fnn{xn) = y. Then
\\y\\ =  -  P )xn -  (AB +  K PQ) N x n\\
> \ \ M x n) \ \ - \ ^ n - X \ \ \ I -  P\\\\xn\\
>  m | W I  -  I f i n  -  A11| /  -  P | | | | : c n | | .
Suppose tha t |/in — A| < m /2 ( | | /— P ||) , then ||a;n || < 2||t/||/?ri. Thus is bounded.
Since ||(I — P)®n|| <  | | /  — P||||a;n ||, we have
f \ { x n) = V +  (A -  fJ,n)(I  -  P)(xn) - + y ( n - ±  oo).
Then
aK A )a(U ~  ,{*„}) < a  (A (U~ ,{*„})) <  a(u~ i{A(*n)}) = 0-
Since w(f \ )  > 0, we obtain a(U^L1a;n) =  0. Thus {.Tn}£Li has a convergent subsequence. 
Let x nk —> a'o, then f \ ( x nk) —> f \ ( x 0) = y. We have shown that f \  is onto, so XL — N  
is onto. This contradicts A G Lb By the above argument, there exists Si > 0 such that 
|y, -  A| <  implies y, G U> thus U is an open set. □
The result for the boundary of the spectrum in the semilinear case is the following 
one.
T h e o re m  3.4 .5 . d a ( L , N)  C { ^ (L , N )} U {A : AL — IV is onto }.
Proof: Suppose tha t A G 0cr(L, N),  Since cr(L, N)  is closed, we have A G <r(L, N).  Assume 
that A ^ ov(L/, N)  and XL — N  is not onto. Then A G Lb By Proposition 3.4.4, there 
exists 5 > 0 such that for every y  G C with |p — A| < <£, ft G Lb On the other hand, there 
exist y n £ cr(L, N)  with (in —> A. When \(.in — A| < 6, we have y n G U. This contradiction 
proves tha t A G ^ ( L ,  N)  or XL — N  is onto. □
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Comparing with Proposition 1.3.3, we can prove the following theorem which gives 
information about the structure of <r(L, N ) when AMs a L-compact map.
T h e o re m  3.4.6. Let N  : E  -y F be a continuous L-compact map defined on an infinite 
dimensional Banach space E. Then
1. crw(L, N)  =  {0} therefore ov(L, N)  =  {0} U crm(L , N).
2. 0 € cts{L ,N )U Y ;{L ,N ) .
3. I f  0 £ crm(L, iV), then 0 is an interior point of as(L, N).
Proof: (1) For A £ C, we have
w(A) = cu(A( I  - P ) -  (An + K pq)N) = |A].
So, if A 0, we have A ^ <rw(L, N).
(2) Since N  is L-compact, (An +  K Pq ) N  is compact. Let B n =  {a; £ E, \\x\\ < rcj.
Then
fo{E) = U^L1(An +  K p Q ) N ( B n ).
Since dim(.E) =  oo, (An -f K Pq ) N ( B u) is compact, so (An +  K PQ ) N ( B n) are nowhere 
dense subsets of E. E  is of second category, hence fo(E) ^  E.  If 0 ^  E(L,1V) and 
0 <£ <r$(L, N ) ,  by Proposition 3.3.4, / 0 would be onto. This proves (2).
(3) Suppose 0 f: <jm(L, IV), then 0 is an isolated point of ^ ( L ,  AT). Hence to prove
(3), it is sufficient to show that for A sufficiently small, f \  is not onto. Assume to the
contrary tha t Xn £ C ,  An —> 0, and f \ n is onto. Then for each y £ E> there exist x n £ E  
such that
An(I  -  P )xn -  (An +  K PQ) N x n = - y .
Hence,
\\y\\ >  II(An +  KPQ)Nxn\\ -  |A„|||/  -  P\\\\xn\\ >  m(/o)||a:„|| -  |An|||J -  P ||||s„ ||.
eo
For |A „ | | | / -  P || < m (/0)/2, we have ||rcn|| < 2 ||y ||/m (/0), so {znlSJLi is bounded. It 
follows that
(All +  R PQ) N ( x n) =  Xn(I — P )xn +  y —>■ y , (n —$■ oo).
This shows that y G USJLi (An +  K p q) N ( B n). So E  = U^Li (An +  K p q ) N ( B n). By 
Baire’s theorem, En = (An +  K p q ) N ( B n) has an interior point for some n. But En 
is compact, this contradicts dim (E) = oo. Thus for A sufficiently small, A e  <7(L ,N) ,  
A ^ <Jir(L, N ). So, we have A G crs(L, N).  □
R e m a rk  3.4.7. If N  is an odd L-compact mapping, we claim that 0 G crm(L, N).  Oth­
erwise by Theorem 3.4.6, 0 would be in interior point of <r$(L, AT). By Theorem 3.4.1, 
each 0 /  A G er(L, AT) is in am(L ,N) .  Since <Jm(L, N) is a closed set, we would have 
0 G &m(L, N).  This contradicts 0 £ crm(L, N).
P ro p o s itio n  3.4.8. Suppose N  is positively homogeneous. Then
<rm(L y N)  \  <Ja,(L, N)  C {A : A is an eigenvalue o f ( L , N)}  C <j m(L, N).
Proof: Let A G um(L, N) \  <tw(L, N).  Then there exist { t ti} C E , ||Tnj| =  1 such that
||A( /  -  P ) x n -  (An + A>0 )iV(i-„)|| < t  -► 0 ( n  -> oo).
So, io(fx)a(\J^=1x n) < a ( U ^ f x i x n ) )  = 0. Now A £ au(L ,N )  implies that w ( / a )  > 0. 
Hence a(U ^Lr Tn) =  0 and { rn} lias a convergent subsequence. Suppose tha t x nft —> To,
then | | t o | [  =  1 and / a ( t ’ o )  =  0. By Lemma 3.1.3, A L ( t o )  —  A T ( t ’ o )  —  0. Hence A is an
eigenvalue of (L, AT). The other part of the proposition is clear. □
P ro p o s itio n  3 .4 .9 . C \  (crn(L ,N )  U {A : XL — N  is onto}) C <Js(L,N) \  dcr(L,N).  
Therefore, <r(L, N) \  d a (L , N)  C u5(L, N).
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Proof: Let A £ C \(cq^L , N ) U { \  : XL — N  is onto}), then A ^ oy(L, N)  and XL — N  is not 
onto. So A £ &$(Ly N).  By Theorem 3.4.5, A ^ dcr(L,N). Thus A £ cr§(L,N) \dcr(L, N).
□
3.5 T h e  sp e c tru m  of (L, TV) w hen  N  is a sy m p to tic a lly  
lin ea r or p o s itive ly  hom ogeneous
In this section, we will study the spectrum of (L, N)  where N  is an asymptotically linear 
operator or a positively homogeneous operator. We will use the following symbols. Let 
n (T , N)  =  {A £ C : ||ALa: — ALt|| > ?n||a:|| for some m  > 0 and all x £ dom f} .
4>+(L, N) — {X £ C : there exists a linear operator T  : E  —> F  such that
XL -  N  = T  -f R, (3.7)
where ker(T) =  {0} and im(T) is closed, ||i2(a;)|j/||.T|| —> 0 as ||a;|| —> oo}.
4>o(L, N) = {A £ C : there exists a linear operator T  : E  —>■ F  such that equation 
(3.7) is satisfied, where ker(T) =  {0} and im(T) is closed, ||jR(a;)||/||;c|| —> 0 as ||a:|| —> 0}.
R e m a rk  3.5.1. When T  : D ( T ) C H  —> LI is a linear operator, in a Hilbert space H , 
the field of regularity n(T) of T  is defined (see [10]) to be the set of values A £ C, for 
which there exists a positive constant k such that
||(A/  — T)(ii)|| > &||u|| for all u £ dom(T).
According to this definition, n ( L ,  N)  can be called the field of regularity of ( L ,  N).
L e m m a  3.5.2. 1. I f  N  is an asymptotically linear operator, then
H {L ,N )  C §+ (L ,N ) .  
2. I f  N  is differentiable at 0, then H (L ,N )  C 4>o(T, N).
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In the proof of the above lemma, we will use the concept of reduced minimum modulus 
of a linear operator. Let T  : D(T)  C E  —y F  be a bounded linear operator. 7 (T) is the 
greatest number 7 such that
||Tw|| >  7 dist(ii,ker(T)) for all u G L)(T).
7 (T) is called the reduced minimum modulus of T  (see [41] p.231). If ker(T) =  0, 7 (T) is 
equal to the minimum modulus of T, which is defined as inf ||Tu||/||iz || for 0 7  ^ u G D(T). 
The reduced minimum modulus is useful in proving that T  has a closed range by the 
following theorem.
T h e o re m  3.5.3. ([41] p .231) T  has closed range if and only i f ^ ( T )  > 0.
Proof of lemma 3.5.2:
(1) Suppose A G II(L, N)  and m  > 0 with ||(AL — N)x\\ > m\\x\\ for all x G E. Since 
N  is asymptotically linear, we can write
XL — N  =  T +  R,
where T  is linear and ||i?(a;)||/||.T|| -7 0 as | | t |{ —y 00. Assume that .To G E  and T x 0 =  0. 
If t 0 0 , then
Wrctto)!! ,
Hnxoll
This contradicts | | 1 £ ( t ) | | / | | t || -y 0 as | | t || —Y 00 . Hence ker(T) =  0. For every y0 G E  
with ||2/01| =  1, we have
\\Tny0 +  #(m /0)|| >  mn, so \\Ty0 +  R(ny0)/n\\ > m.
Let n -Y 00 , we obtain ||T(yo)|| >  m - Thus the reduced minimum modulus of T  is 
positive, so by Theorem 3.5.3, im(T) is closed. Hence A G $+(L, N).
(2)Follows by exactly similar arguments to case (1). □  
By using the above lemma, we can prove the following result.
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P ro p o s itio n  3 .5 .4 . Let L : E ~Y F be a Fredholm operator of index 0. Suppose N  is 
an asymptotically linear operator and is a L-k-set contraction. Assume that
N  = 1 -  R,
where I is linear} R is compact and ||i?(.T)||/||T|| -y 0 as | | t || —Y o o . I f  A G cr(L,N) and 
|A| >  k } then A G am(L ,N ) .
Proof: Since |A| >  k , co(\L — N ) > 0, so A ^ o-u(L, N).  Assume that A ^ <rm(L, N ), then 
A G II(L, N ). By the proof of (1) of Lemma 3.5.2, A G $+(L, N)  and
AL -  N  = T  +  R,
where T  — XL — I : E —Y F  is a linear operator, ker(T) =  {0} and im(T) is closed. By 
Lemma 3.1.3,
A( /  -  P) -  H ~lN  = H~1T  +  H ~l R .
fJ_1T : E —Y E  is a linear isomorphism, so H~1T  is (0,£)~epi for some 0 < £ <
(see [65]). Let
U =  { t : H~lT x  +  tH ~ l Rx  =  0 ,t G [0,1]}.
Then U is bounded. Otherwise there would exist xn G E  with ||TnJj —Y oo, such that
f f - 'T C in /l l^ ll)  =  - t nH - \ R ( x n)/\\xn\\) -)■ 0 as (n ->■ oo).
Thus T ( x n/\\xn\\) —Y 0 as 72 —Y oo. This contradicts the fact that im(T) is closed. Hence
for 77 sufficiently large, if x G E  with )]t |[ =  r 1, we have
H - ' T x  + t H - ' R x ^  0.
This ensures tha t H ~1T  +  H ~1R  is (0,e)-epi 011 Bri. Since
(H- 'T  +  H - ' R y ' i 0} -  /^ { O }  =  {0},
we have H ~l T  +  H ~l R  is (0,e)-epi on every ball B r with r > 0. By the definition,
A G p(L jN) .  This contradiction shows that A G crm(L, IV). □
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Corollary 3.5.5. Suppose that N  is linear and is a L-k-set contraction. I f  A £ cr(L,N) 
and |A| > k, then X is an eigenvalue of (L,iV).
R e m a rk  3 .5 .6 . The above corollary extends Theorem 5.3.3 of [70], where L is the iden­
tity  map.
P ro p o s itio n  3.5.7. Suppose that T  is a positively homogeneous L-k-set contraction. 
A £ a (L ,T )  ivith |A| > k. Then there exists t £ (0,1], such that A f t  is an eigenvalue of 
(L, (I  — Q)T).
Proof: Assume that ni( f \ )  = 0. Then there exist {x n} £ E , such that
llA(J ~ PA inV) -  (An + Kp^ T ( t u t ]  I < -  ^  0’ (" -*•
Since |A| >  k, to{fx) > 0. So {^’n/H^nll} has a convergent subsequence. Assume that 
{ ® n / | | » n | | }  ®o, then f \ ( x 0) = 0. Hence
XLx0 =  T x o =  Q T x o +  ( /  -  Q )T x0.
This implies tha t XL xq =  ( /  — Q )T x0. Thus A is an eigenvalue of (L, ( /  — Q)T).  In this
case t =  1.
Now suppose that m(fx)  > 0. Let
S  — {.r £ E  : X x - t X P x —t(ATl-\-KpQ)Tx — 0, t £ [0, l]}.Wehavethefollowingtwocases.
(l)There exist x n £ S  with ||^n|| —t oo. Let yn =  1 | Hj  then
X{yn) -  tnXP(yn) -  tn(An +  K PQ)T(yn) = 0,
where t n £ [0,1]. Suppose that tn —> to £ [0,1], then
A(yn) -  t0XP(yn) -  £0(AII +  I<pQ)T(yn) 
— {tn — to)XP{yn) -f- (tn — t0)(An + Iipq)T{yn).
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So
a({yn}~ iM A / -  t 0X P  -  t 0( A U  +  K p q ) T )
< a y n -  t 0X P y n -  t Q(All +  K PQ) T y n = 0.
Since |A| >  k,  ca(AI  — t 0X P  — t 0( A U  +  K P Q ) T )  > 0. Thus o({y«}£Ti) =  0. So {s/n}£li 
has a convergent subsequence. Suppose that y n x 0. Then we have
Aa;o — t0XPx0 — i0(AII T K Pq ) T xo =  0.
Since U&oll =  1, to 7^  0- Then
X(I — P )xq — LqA Pq TXg =  toXPxo — XPx0 +  toATlT xq G ker(T).
But A( /  — P)xo — toKPgTxo  G E\  D dom(T), so we have
X { I - P ) x 0 =  t 0L ^ { I - Q ) T x 0.
Thus
( X / t 0) L x 0 -  (I  -  Q ) T x o =  0,
and X / t 0 is an eigenvalue of (L, ( /  — Q)T).
Now assume that there exists R  > 0 such that S  C B r \ 8 B r . Then for every a: G 
we have
A® -  *AP(a:) -  i(AII +  I<PQ)T{x) ^  0, t  G [0,1].
By Property 1.4.7, X I  — X P  — (All -f K P q ) T  is (0,e)-epi for some e > 0 on 1?#. By our 
assumption, m ( f \ )  > 0. Thus f \  is (0,e)-epi on every B r with r  >  0 . Hence v ( f \ )  > 0. 
This shows that f \  is regular and A G p(T ,T ), which contradicts A G <j ( L ^ T ) .  The above 
arguments complete the proof. □
The following corollary is obvious.
Corollary 3.5.8. S u p p o s e  T  is  a p o s i t i v e l y  h o m o g e n e o u s  L - k - s e t  c o n t r a c t i o n .  I f  the  
e igen va lues  o f  (L, ( /  — Q ) T ) are  b o u n ded} then  cr (L^T)  is bounded.
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P ro p o s itio n  3.5.9. Suppose T  — B -(- R, where B  is a linear operator, either 0
as ||t | | oo or as 11m11 —!► 0. I f  A is an eigenvalue o f ( L ,B ) ,  then A £ cr(L,T).
Proof: Let .To G E, xq ^  0 be such that ALx0 — B x 0 =  0. If | | A ( t ) | | / | | . t || -> 0 as ||.t || —>- oo, 
then
AL(nTp) -  T(nxp) 
n
Thus m (XL,T)  = 0, and A G cr(L,T). If ||i7(a;)|[/||.Tj| 0 as ||t || —> 0, then
XL(x0/ n ) - T ( x 0/n)
  — 0, (n oo).
1 jn
Hence A G cr(L,T). □
3.6 A p p lica tio n s  o f th e  sp e c tra l th e o ry
By applying the spectral theory for semilinear operators, we can extend some existence 
results for semilinear operator equations. The first theorem in this section generalizes 
Corollary 1 in [45], which has been widely applied to the study of differential equations. 
In [45], the mapping A  was assumed to be linear and L-compact, and N  was L-compact.
T h e o re m  3.6 .1 . Let A  : E  —^ F be an odd and positively homogeneous operator, which 
is a L-ki-set contraction on the unit closed ball of E  and such that ker(L — A) =  {0}. If  
0 G H and N  : fl —* F is a L~k2~set contraction with
Lx  ^  (1 — t )Ax  +  t N x  for all t G [0,1], x G dom(T) fl <9fl,
then the equation
Lx = N x
has at least one solution in dom(L) fl fl provided that 2k\ T k2 < 1.
Proof: Since ker(L — A )  =  {0}, 1 is not an eigenvalue of (L ,A ). By Theorem 3.4.3, 
1 G p ( L , A ) .  Theorem 3.4.1 and Remark 2.2.5 imply that f i  = ( I  — P) — (A n  + K p q ) A
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is (0, s) -epi on S7 for every 0 <  e < 1 — ky. So by Proposition 3.3.3, L — A  is (0, L, c)-epi 
on H for every 0 < e < 1 — ky. Let h : [0,1] x fi —> F  be defined by
h(t, x) =  I Ax  — t N x , t G [0,1].
Then /i(0, a) =  0, h is a L-(ky -f &2)-set contraction and for all x G dom(L) n<90, f G [0,1],
— Ax  +  h(t, x) ~  Lx  — (1 — t)Ax  — tN x  ^  0.
By the Property 3.2.5, L — N  is (0, L,e)-epi for 0 < e < 1 — 2kx — k2> So there exists 
x q  G Lt such that Lxo =  N x q . □
Suppose that T  : E  -G F  is a fc-set contraction and is asymptotically linear. It was 
proved in Lemma XI.3 of [31] that if 0 < k < lj(L) and B  is the asymptotic derivative of 
T, and im(T — B)  C im(L — B ), then Lx — T x  =  0 has a solution. In the following, by 
using a different method, we obtain a different condition for the existence of a solution 
of equation A Lx  — T x  =  0.
T h e o re m  3,6 .2 . Suppose that T  is an asymptotically linear operator and a k-set con­
traction with constant k, B  is the asymptotic derivative of T . Let A G C with |A| > 
3 k/io(L). Then A Lx — T x  =  0 has a solution provided that A is not an eigenvalue of 
(L , B ).
Proof: Suppose tha t A is not an eigenvalue of (L, B). Since T is a k-set contraction, B  is 
also a &-set contraction with a(B) — k < |A|n;(L) [66]. So AL — B  is a Fredholm operator 
of index zero [31]. Let P  : E  —> ker(AL — B)  be the projector, J  : Fi —> ker(AL — B ) be 
the linear isomorphism, where F\ is a subspace of F  with Fy ® im(AL — B) ~  F.  Suppose 
tha t T  = B  +  R  and let
S  = {x  : A Lx -  B x - J - ' P x  + t l J - ' P x - R i x ) ]  =  0 ,t G [0,1]}.
Case (1). Assume that there exist x n G S  with ||£n|| Let yn — a;n/]jrcn|| and
tn G [0,1] be such that
ALyn B y n — J  Pyn T inL Byn y 0, (n Y oo).
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Since J  1P  is compact, we can assume that
J  P]Jn irt.J Pyn  ^ £/0 C Pi,  ^ Oo).
Then
ALyn -  Bijn ->■ j/o, (n -> oo).
Since |A| > a(B) /u j (L ), we obtain w(AL — B) > 0 and <a({yn}£Li) — 0- Suppose that 
Unk ~^ x 0. Then ||rc0j| =  1 and
A Ly nk —>■ yo +  B(x  o).
Since L is a closed operator, XLxq — B xq =  yo £ Fi. This ensures that XLxq — B xq =  0. 
Hence A is an eigenvalue of (L, 13). This contradicts our assumption.
Case (2). Suppose that there exists r > 0 such that for all x £ d B r we have
A Lx — B x  — J ~ l Px  +  t[J~xPx  — jRrr] ^ 0 ,  t £ [0,1].
Since XL — B  — J ” 1/ 3 is one to one and J ~ l P  is a linear compact operator, by Theorem 
3.4.3, 1 £ p{XL — 13, J ~ l P). Thus XL — B  — J _1P  is regular. Let L\ =  XL — H, and
h ( x )  = (I  -  P)x  -  (An + K p q )J ~ 1 Px.
By Theorem 3.3.9, / i  is (0,e)-epi for any e < u>(/i) =  1. Also by Proposition 3.3.3, 
L\ — J ~ l P  is (0, L i,e)-epi for every e < 1. Let
H (x , t )  = t [ J ~ 1P x - R ( x ) ] ,
and note that a(H)  < a(R).  Since |A| > 3/c/u>(L), we have
a(R)  =  a ( T  -  B) < 2k < |A|w(L) - k <  |A|w(L) -  a(B)  < co(XL -  B) = tj(L i).
Hence H  is a Li-k-set contraction with k =  a(R)/u)(Li)  <  1 [31]. Now suppose that
a(R)/u>(Li) < £\ <  1, then Li — J ~ l P  is (0, Li, £i)-epi . Again by Property 3.2.5, we
obtain that
LiX -  J ~ xPx  +  H(x,  1) =  AL - T
is (0, Li, e)-epi for some e > 0 on B r. Hence there exists £0 £ E  such tha t XLx0 — T x 0 =  0. 
We are done. □
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Corollary 3.6.3, In Theorem 3.6.2, i f T ( 0) -=f 0; then either X is an eigenvalue o f ( L , B ) 
or X is an eigenvalue o f ( L ,T ) .
Theorem  3.6.4. Let N  : E  — F be L-compact and A  : E  —^ F be an odd, positively 
homogeneous operator which is L-compact. Suppose that
1. ker(L A)  — {0}.
2. S  — { A t — N x , x  E E }  is bounded.
Then L +  N  maps dom(L) onto F.
Proof: Since ker(L +  -A) =  {0}, 1 is not an eigenvalue of (L ,/l) . By Theorem 3.4.3, 
1 E p(L, A). Thus there exists e > 0 such that L +  A  is (0, L,e)-epi on every ball B r and 
A)) > 0. Let h : E  —)■ F  be a bounded, continuous L-compact map, and assume 
that the support of h is bounded. Then there exists a ball B r D supp(h). So h(x) =  0
for x E 8 B r. By the definition of (0,L,e)-epi mappings, the equation Lx  +  Ax = h(x)
has a solution x E dom(L) fl B r. By Theorem 3.1.5, L T A  is L-stably solvable. For any 
y E F,  let
hi(t, x) = tAx  — tN x  +  ty.
Then hi is a L-compact map. Let
So =  E E  : Lx  +  Ax  =  hi(t, x) for some t E [0,1]}.
Since ||/ii(L ^)|| < ||Ax — iVa;|| +  ||y||, we obtain that (L +  A)(S'0) is bounded. Theorem 
3.1.7 ensures that there exists t 0 E dom(L) such that
Lx  o +  A to =  A x 0 — N x  o +  y ,
thus L +  IV is onto. □
In [46], Mawhin gave some existence theorems of Leray-Schauder type. The following 
theorem generalizes Theorem 2.2 of that paper.
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T h e o re m  3 .6 .5 . Let SI be an open bounded connected and convex subset of E  and 0 E SI. 
Let N  : Si F be a L-k\-set contraction. Let A  : E  —> F be a linear L-k2-set contraction
and h : SI F  be a L-compact map such that
(1) h(dSl) C (L +  A)(dom(L) fl SI).
(2) ker(L +  A) = {0}.
(3) Lx  +  (1 — £)(At — hx) +  t N x  0 for x E dSl n  dom(L) and t E (0,1).
(Jj.) k\ 2k2 <  1.
Then the equation Lx  +  N x  = 0 has at least one solution in dom(L) ft SI.
Proof: The condition ker(L + A) = {0} implies that 1 E p(L, A) since A  is a linear L-k2-set 
contraction with k2 <  1. So by Corollary 3.3.10, L -f A  is (0, L, &)-epi for every k < co(f),
where f  — ( /  — P)  — (All -j- K pq)A  and <n(/) > 1 — k2. Let h\( i ,x )  =  th{x). Then
hi(t, x) : [0,1] x SI —} F  is a L-compact map. Assume that there exists To E <9S7ndom(L) 
such that
Lto +  Atq — toh(xo) =  0.
Then
L t0 +  A t0 =  t0h(xo) — t0(L +  A )ti,
where Ti E dom(L) Pi SI. Thus t 0 = t0T1; t0 E [0,1]. This contradicts the connectedness 
and convexity of SI. Hence for x E dSl fl dom(L), we have
Lx  -f A t th(x).
By Property 3.2.5, we obtain that L +  A — h is (0, L, k)-epi for every k < m(f)  on 
dom(L) fl SI. Let h2 : [0,1] x SI —> F  be defined by
h2(t , t ) = t( A t  — h(x)) +  tNx.
Then h2 is a L-(k2 +  k\)-set contraction and k2 +  ki < 1 — k2 < w (/). The assumption (3) 
and Property 3.2.5 imply that L + N  : dom(L) fl SI —> F  is a (0, L,e)-epi for some e > 0. 
Hence there exists To E dom(L) fl SI which is a solution of the equation Lx  +  N x  =  0.
□
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R e m a rk  3 ,6 .6 , In Theorem 3.6.5, let ki — k2 — 0, h : 0  —> F  be defined by h(x) 
with z  £ (L +  A)(dom(L) fl ft). Then this Theorem reduces to Theorem 2.2 of [46].
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C hapter 4 
Surjectivity results for nonlinear 
m appings w ithout oddness 
conditions
The results in this Chapter follow the work of Fucik, Necas, Soucek and Soucek in [12]. 
Much of this is joint work with J.R.L. Webb and has been published in [21].
The authors of [12] gave theorems for operators of the form XT — S  of Fredholm 
alternative type under the assumptions that T  is an odd (iF, T, a)-homeomorphism and 
S  : X  —»■ Y  is an odd compact operator. Furthermore, they showed that the existence of 
a solution of the nonlinear operator equation
XT{x) -  S(x) = /  (4.1)
for each /  6 Y  provided A ^  0 if T  is an odd a-homogeneous and S  is an odd h-strongly 
quasihomogeneous with a > b (the definitions will be given later). In the case a < b they 
proved the same assertion in finite dimensional spaces but said it was unsolved in the 
infinite-dimensional case.
In this chapter, we shall obtain some surjectivity results on the mapping XT — S  
under weaker conditions. One of the theorems generalizes the result of existence of a
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solution of (4.1) in case a < b to the infinite-dimensional case. These results seem not 
to be able to be proven by their methods. We conclude with some examples of ordinary 
differential equations to which by applying the theorems some conditions for the existence 
of a solution can be obtained.
4,1 S u r jec tiv i ty  th eo rem s
Given any continuous map /  from a complex Banach space X  into a Banach space V, 
let C X  be a bounded set and let a(Ll)> a ( / ) ,  w (/), d(f)  and | / |  be defined as in 
Chapter 1. We will also make use the spectrum cr/mw(/) , which was introduced in 1.3 of 
Chapter 1. The authors of [12] studied operators T  that are (If, T, a)-homeomorphisms, 
where a (not necessarily linear) map T  : X  —» Y  is said to be a (/F, L t a)-homeomorphism 
if
(a) T  is a homeomorphism of X  onto V, and
(b) there exists real numbers K  > 0, a > 0, L > 0 such that
L H a < ||T(®)|| < I<\\x\\a for each x e  X .
Theorem 1.2 of [12] and its generalization Theorem 1.2' of [6] contain an error which 
makes part of their results false. The following is a correct version of their results.
T h e o re m  4.1 .1 . L e tT  be an odd (K, L , a)-homeomorphism of X  onto Y  and S  : X  —^ Y  
be an odd compact operator. Let
a v H^ll j o r • t \ \ S x \ \A  := limsup ------ ana B  Iimmf - —rr~.
y  c c ||—YOQ I l l ' l l  I l l ' l l 0
(A and B  can be +co). Then for  |A| ^ [B/K , AfL)  U {0} the operator XT — S  maps X  
onto Y .
Proof: By Theorem 1.1 of [12], to prove the assertion it is sufficient to show that 
11AT® — 5®|| —>■ oo as ||®|| —»■ oo if |A| > A j L  or |A| < B / K .
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Suppose tha t there exist ||s n || -» oo with ||ATsn — S x n\\ bounded. Then
lA| | j r ,n | ] _ M  
K l l “ I M “ ( ]
Now
L < -1 y , < K , for every n € N,
so when |A| > A /L ,
ll^ n ll r  |A | | |T ^ |U  m r  „l im su p -— rr- =  lim su p —r.— -—  > \X\L > A,
n —t o o  i n —)■ o o  S n  I
a contradiction. Similarly when j A | < B  j K ,
lim inf Ir—rm- < IAI A" < B ,
n _ > ‘0 0  \ \ x n \ \ a  _
another contradiction. When B  =  oo, ||5 'snj[/j|sri||a -> oo and (4.2) is contradicted for 
every A. □
R e m a rk  4 .1 .2 . Theorem 1.2 of [12] claims the same result if |A| ^ [A/K, A/L]  U {0}. 
The following simple examples show that this is incorrect and that the estimates j A | < 
B / K  and |A| > A / L  are sharp.
E x am p le  4 .1 .3 . Let T  and S  : C —» C be defined by
T(z)  = z } S(z) = z ( l /2  -j- (1/2)| sin a; |), wher e z  = x~\-iy.
Then a = 1, K  = L = 1, T  and S  are both odd. Also A = 1, B = 1/2, A, T  are compact 
maps. Let A =  1/2 = B / K  < A / K .  Then XT — S  is not onto since z /2  — S ( z ) =  i has 
no solution. Otherwise there would exist z such that z\ s in s | =  —2i, so z must be totally 
imaginary. But then s in s  =  0 so we have the impossible equation 0 =  2i.
E x a m p le  4 .1 .4 . Let T  be as in example 4.1.3 and let S(z) =  z ( l /2  +  (1 /2 )| cos x\). 
Then a, K, L, A, B  are as in example 4.1.3. Let A =  1 =  A/L .  Then AT — S  is not onto 
since z( 1 — | cos x\) =  2i has no solution.
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R e m a rk  4 .1 .5 . Theorem 1.2' of [6] claims that if A  =  oo, then XT — S  is surjective
for every A ^  0. The next example shows that this is not true and that the estimate
|A[ < B f K  is also sharp in the case A  =  oo.
E x am p le  4 .1 .6 . Let T  be as in example 4.1.3 and let S(z) — z +  \z\z{l — cosx). Then 
A  =  oo and B  — 1. Let A =  1 =  B f K .  Then XT — S  is not onto since |^|^(1 — cos a;) =  i 
has no solution.
The next result generalizes Theorem 4.1.1 by allowing more general operators.
T h e o re m  4.1 .7 . Let T  : D(T)  C X  Y  be an operator satisfying the following condi­
tions:
1. T  is one to one, onto and T ~ l : Y  — D(T) is continuous;
2. There exist real numbers L > 0, a > 0 and b > 0 such that
||T(.t)|| > L\\x\\a -  b for every x G D(T)-
3. T  is bounded, that is, maps bounded sets into bounded sets.
Let S  : X  —> Y  be bounded, continuous and suppose that
ll-SWIi ,limsup —-—- =  A.
x£D(T) ,  ||a,'||->-oo ll^lp
Then XT — S  maps D ( T ) onto Y  under any one of the following conditions.
1. |A| > m a x { f , 2(f)}*
2. S  is compact, and |A| >
3. Y  is a finite dimensional space, and |A| >
4- S  is compact, A  — 0, and A ^  0.
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Proof: Clearly it suffices to prove case 1. Also it is clear that XT — S  maps D {T ) onto Y  
if I  — F  maps Y  onto Y  where F  : Y  —> Y  is defined by F(y)  =  S T ~ 1(y/ A).
For every bounded set 0  C Y , we have
a(F{Q,)) = 
< a i S T - ^ a i Q / X )  
1 Cx[S)
Therefore,
[If S  is compact or F  is finite dimensional, then ct(F) = 0.] 
Also we have,
|F | =  limsup ||F (y )||/||y ||
=  lira sup ||5 T “ 1(t//A )||/||j
| | y | | — > c o
Writing x — T ~ 1( y / A), we have T x  = y / A, and we obtain
|F | =  limsup g y j l
| | T a ; | | — > - o o  |A|||1 ‘Cl
=  i im su p  JLfWII
®eD(T),| |a; ||-j-oo |A |
< lim sup 
TIMi
< 1.
Txjl
iis (*:
«eD(T),imi-kjo -  (»)
A
|A |  L
Hence, by theorem 1.3.2, 1 £ p(F)  , in particular I  — F  maps Y  onto Y.  □
R e m a rk  4 .1 .8 . A result similar to Theorem 4.1.7 was obtained in [69], where a different 
method was used.
We recall the following concepts from [12].
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D efin itio n  4 .1 .9 . Suppose that a > 0.
(a) A map F q : X  —> Y  is called a-homogeneous if Fo(tu) =  t aF0(u) for every t > 0 
and u £ X .
(b) F  : X  —> Y  is said to be a-quasihomogeneous relative to Fq if Fq : X  —> Y  is 
a-homogeneous and
tn \*  0, U n  tiQj t^F^Un/tn) Q £ Y
together imply that g — Fo(«o)* [Here un —^ u0 denotes weak convergence.]
(c) F  : X —> Y  is said to be a-strongly quasihomogeneous relative to F q  if
tn \  0, un u0 imply that t l F ( u n/ t n) -4 F0(u0) £ Y.
It is known [12] tha t in case (c) F0 is a-homogeneous and also must be strongly 
continuous, tha t is un u0 implies F q u u —)• To'Uo
By applying Theorem 4.1.7 instead of Corollary 1.1 of [12] , we obtain the following 
generalization of Theorem 4.1 of [12], where we can dispense with the assumption that 
T, S  are odd maps.
T h e o re m  4.1.10. Let X  be reflexive and let T  satisfy the conditions of Theorem f.1.7.  
Let S  : X  —^ Y  be a compact b-strongly quasihomogeneous operator relative to S q and 
suppose that a > b. Then for  A ^  0, XT — S  maps D{T) onto Y .
Proof: By Theorem 4.1.7 part 4, it suffices to show that
limsup S  = 0.
Ijxji-^ oo^ -e-DCT1) IM r
This was proved in Theorem 4.1 of [12] but we include the proof for completeness. If this is 
false, there is a sequence with ||.rn|| -4 oo and e > 0 such that ||5'a;n||/ | |^ n||a > e, for 
all sufficiently large n. Letting un =  £n/||a;n|j and in =  l/||.Tnj| we have, for a subsequence, 
that
<S'(:£n)/||£n||i’ 'S'o(^o)
Since a > b this gives 5'(aq1)/||.Tn||a —Y 0, a contradiction. □
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R e m a r k  4 . 1 . 1 1 .  The authors of [12] say that the case a < b seems to be unsolved in 
the infinite dimensional case. We shall give an answer below, see Theorem 4.1.16.
We introduce the following extension of the concept of stably solvable maps (see 1.1 
of Chapter 1) which is appropriate to our needs.
D efin itio n  4 .1.12. A continuous map /  : D (f )  C X  —} Y  is said to be a-stably-solvable 
for some a > 0 if the equation
f ( x )  =  h(x)
has a solution x G D ( f )  for any continuous compact map h : X  —>■ Y  with
\h\a : = l i m s u p J l ^ d  =  0.
Imi
L em m a 4 .1 .13. Suppose T  : D(T)  C X  —> Y  is as in Theorem f . l . 7. Then T  is 
a-stably-solvable.
Proof: Let h : X  -4 Y  be a compact map with | / z | a  =  0 .  Then a (T ~ l h) = 0 ,  and
||T -V (.r) || \ \T-lh(x)\\ f ||/z (V )ll\“lim sup -— —  ------  =  lim sup 1 1
\ x  H - o o  \ \ t l {i(x)\\° 
lim sup (  y 'j
llarM—fco \i-jJ
< i m s u p l i v M A o .
r j | )-o o
Therefore, |T -1/i| =  0 .  This implies that 1  G p(T~1h ), so that I  — T ~ xh is onto, that is,
there exists x G D(T)  such that x =  T ~ l h('.r ) ,  that is, T x  = hx. □
L e m m a  4 . 1 . 1 4 .  (The Continuation Principle for a-stably-solvable maps)
Let f  : D ( f )  C X  —± Y  be a-stably-solvable , h : X  X  [ 0 , 1 ]  — Y  be continuous,
compact and such that h(x, 0 )  =  0  for all x G D (f) .  Let
U =  g D ( f ) t f ( x )  = h(x ,t )  for some t G [ 0 , 1 ] } .
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Then, if  f (U )  is bounded, the equation
f { x )  = h{:c ,l)
has a solution.
Proof: Let Or — -[y G Y, ||y|| <  r}, and let r > 0 be chosen so tha t f (U )  C Or. Let 
<f : Y  [0,1] be continuous and such that
( 1, for y G f ( U ),
T{y) =
0, for ||y|| >  r,
and let tt be the radial retraction of Y  onto B r = Or. Then the equation
f ( x )  =  7rh(x,ip(f(x))) 
has a solution £o G D (f )  since 7vh is compact and
iim =
INKoo \\^\\a
If ||/(*o)|| >  r, then <p(f(xo)) = 0, and f ( x 0) =  7rh(xo,0) = 0, a contradiction. Thus 
\ \ f(x0)\\ < r, and f ( x 0) = h(xo,<p(f(xo))), which shows that xq G U and therefore 
f ( x 0) = h(x o, l).  □
Theorem 3.1 of [12] gave theorems of Fredholm alternative type for the couple (T, S ) 
when T, S  were both odd. Recall that A is said to be an eigenvalue for the couple (To, So) 
if there is a;o ^  0 such that AT0:co — SqXo =  0. Using Lemmas 4.1.13 and 4.1.14 we can 
give the following result when neither T nor S  is odd.
T h e o re m  4 .1 .15 . Let X  be a reflexive Banach space, and let T  be as in Theorem f l l . 7  
with D(T) = X  and also a-quasihomogeneous relative to T0. Let S  : X  —f Y  be a 
compact a-strongly-quasihomogeneous operator relative to So. I f  A ^  0, and for every 
t G (0,1], A f t  is not an eigenvalue for the couple (To, So), then XT — S  maps X  onto Y .
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Proof: For arbitrary y £ 7 ,  let
U = {x G X,  XT(x) = h{x,t)  =  t[S(x) P y f t e  [0,1]},
We show that U is bounded. If not, there exists x n C U, ||.t„|| —>• oo, such that
AT(a:n) =  tn[S(xn) +  y), tn G [0,1],
so that
A T ( x n) = f  S ( x n) y
| | * n | | a " V l l ^ n l h  | |®n|
\X n \ \ a \  1 / | | ^ | |  /  | k n | | “
W ithout loss of generality we assume that a:„/||a:n|| —^ To, G  t0 G [0,1]. Then there
exists a subsequence such that
“ ► W?o(*o),X ! / ! !  x nk
~ <o5o(:Co)'
Since T  is a-quasihomogeneous relative to To, we obtain
ATo(tfo) =  to'Sof^o)-
However,
i i y - r ) i > w _ - a r > 0 ,
r  a — 1 1 T  a ’
for ilk sufficiently large so that ||to5'o(®o)|| > 0. Hence t0 0, and 5o(^o) /  0.
From the definition of a-strongly-quasihomogeneous operator it is easy to show that 
So(0) — 0. Thus .tq 0 , and Af t 0 is an eigenvalue of (To, So), a contradiction. Thus U is 
bounded. By Lemma 4.1.13, AT : X  —> Y  is a-stably-solvable. So by Lemma 4.1.14, the 
equation AT (a;) =  S(x)  -f y has a solution x G X ,  that is AT — S  is onto. □
The next two results extend Theorem 4.2 of [12] to the infinite dimensional case.
T h e o re m  4.1 .16 . Let X  be a reflexive Banach space. Let T  be a bounded, odd mapping 
satisfying the following conditions.
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1. T  : D(T)  C X  ~G Y  is one to one, onto and T  1 : Y  -G D(T) is continuous.
2. There exist real numbers K  > 0, a > 0 and q such that
||T ( t) || < K 1 a? j ja +  q for every x G D(T).
Suppose that S  is odd, continuous and b-sirongly quasihomogeneous relative to So, and 
that inf{j|a:||=i}||So(*'c)|| > 0 -  I f  a < b, then, for every A with |A| > a(S)/co(T),  XT — S  is 
a-stably-solvable.
Proof: First we show that there exists R  > 0 such that Xx — T ^ S x  7^  0 whenever
||a;]| > R. If there exists {Tn} C X , ||&n|| oo such that
Xxn — T ~ 1S (x n) = 0
we may assume that  ^ tq. Then we have
| | g ( x „ ) | |  | | T ’( A a ; „ ) | |  | A | / < ' | | s „ | | tt +  <y
ll-'Knll6 | | a : „ | | l  “  | | x , , | | ‘
Since S  is 6-strongly quasihomogeneous relative to So, we have
1 ,n,/ \ 1 n ( a:n/\\xn
U V i r  l | ^ n | | 6 ^  V  i / l l ®bS (x n) -  . nbS  I -77777—77- j -G 5o(a;o).
As So is strongly continuous we also have So ( p j j )  ~G £o(*o)- Since infpu-! ||5o(a:)|| > 0 
it follows tha t Sb(£o) 7  ^ 0, this contradicts the above. Let Or — {x  G X,  | |t | | < r }, where 
r > R. Then < |A| and the topological degree d ( I  — T ~ lS/X, Or, 0) is odd,
hence nonzero (see, for example, [7]). For a compact operator h : X  ~G Y  with h =  0 for
M l  =  r >
d ( /  -  T ^ S / X  -  T - 'h /X ,  Or, 0) 7  ^ 0
because of boundary value dependence of degree.
For each u G N  let an be continuous, 0 <  an < 1 and such that
Then, if h : X  —> Y  is a compact operator with \h\a =  0, for every n > R j 2, the equation
AT(x) -  S(x) — an(x)h(x)
has a solution x n E D(T).  If for all n, we have ||a;nj| > n, then
AT(.t„) -  S (x n) an(xn)h(xn)
I M P  "  I W P  ’
Assume tha t $n/||a:n|| —^ x0. Then from
\ T ( x )  -  S{x„)  ^  _ g o ( a ; o )  +  Q
| |®n| |
and
O (iT n ) H{x . , h ( x n } | | ^ n | |  n  /  \
— i m p —  =  ik ii» ik- p  ~*°H  ^II II Tl|[ II l^i
we reach a contradiction. Hence there exists n, such that ||a;n || <  n, and then
AT(a:n) -  S (x n) =  h(xn), 
and we are done. □
T h e o re m  4 .1 .17. Let X  be a reflexive Banach space, T ,T \  : D(T)  —f Y  and S , S i : 
X  —> Y  be of the form T  = T\ +  R, S  =  Si  +  R!, where Ti satisfies the same conditions 
as T  in Theorem 4-1X6, Si is odd, continuous and b-strongly quasihomogeneous relative 
to So, and R ,R '  : X  —> Y  are compact operators with |i2|a =  |i£'|a =  0 . Suppose that 
a < b, and that inf{||a,j|=i}||5o(^)|| > 0 . Then XT — S  maps D(T) onto Y  for every A with 
|A|  >  a(S)/io(T).
Proof: For y E Y ,  let h(x) — —AR(x)  +  R'(x)  T y, so that h is compact and \h\a =  0. By 
Theorem 4.1.16, the equation
ATi(.t) — 5i(a;) =  h(x)
has a solution a,’o E D(T).  Hence
AT(.to) -  S (x 0) =  y,
that is AT — S  is onto. □
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R e m a rk  4 .1 .18. The author of [6] claims that if T  is an odd (K , T, a)-homeomorphism, 
S  is an odd, compact and 6-strongly quasihomogeneous relative to So, So jk 0 and a  < 6, 
then XT — S  is surjective for all A ^  0. His proof contains an error. In our theorem 4.1.16, 
we are only able to prove the result under the stronger condition infq|a.||=1}||5o(^)|| > 0 .
4.2 A p p lica tio n s  of th e  th eo rem s
The following applications are examples of situations that can be settled by the theorems 
in section 4.1, but apparently cannot be handled by the results in [12].
E x am p le  4 .2 .1 . We consider a nonlinear Sturm-Liouville problem on an unbounded 
domain, namely the following nonlinear differential equation:
-(p (.T )« '(a :)) ' +  g(a:)«(a:) =  A{tt(tf) +  s(aO /(u(.i:))} ,
(4.3)
for x E (0,oo), and u(0) — 0.
In [66] it was shown that certain eigenvalues A are asymptotic bifurcation points. Under 
the same assumptions we will show that if v is continuous, the equation
- ( p ( x ) u f(x)Y +  q(x)u(x)  =  X{u(x) +  g(x) f(u(x) )}  + v(x) 
for x E (0,oo), and rt(0) =  0.
has a solution when A is not one of these eigenvalues.
We recall the assumptions made in [66].
1. p : [0 ,oo) —»■ K. is continuous and continuously differentiable on (0 ,oo), with p' 
bounded and 0 < P\ < p(x) < P2 < co for all x E [0, 00).
2 . q : [0, 00) —y K. is continuous with
0 < Qi <  q(x) <  Q2 < 00 for all a: E [0, co).
3. /  is a continuously differentiable function from R into itself, and there exist positive 
real numbers P  and K  such that |/(p ) | < K\p\r for all p > P , for some r <  1.
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4. g E #<5(0, 00).
For u : [0 , oo) —^ R and x >  0 let H  be defined by (Hu)(x) = g(x)f (u(x)) .  Let 
A  : Hq fl W 2,2 —)■ L 2 be the self-adjoint extension of the operator A q defined by
A 0u = ~(p(x)u'(x)Y  +  q(x)u(x)
with domain the set of twice continuously differentiable functions with compact support 
in (0, oo). Then A  is a positive self-adjoint operator in L 2 and its positive square root 
Az  is a linear homeomorphism of Hq onto L2, where Hq is the closure of C£° in W 1'2 and 
CS° is the linear space of all infinitely differentiable, real-valued functions with compact 
support in (0 ,oo) (see [66]).
We claim (and will show below) that for 0 < |A| < Q lim inf^oo and A not 
an eigenvalue of A, the operator
u u — AA~1u -{- AA~1/2H A ~ 1/2u
from L 2 —> L 2 is onto. Assuming this, it follows that the equation
Au — Xu +  A Hu  +  v
has a solution u E Hq fl W 2'2 for any v E L2 ([66], Lemma 4.18). Hence if v is continuous, 
using the same arguments as in Lemma 4.20 of [66], it follows that the equation (4.4) has 
a solution.
We now establish the claim made above. Let p — 1/A, and let T , S  : L2 —> L2 be 
defined by
Tu  =  pu  — A- 1u, Su ~  A ^ ^ H A ~ lt2u.
Suppose tha t |/x| > ce(A_1) =  1 /Q  ([66], Theorem 4.23), and that p is not an eigenvalue 
of A " 1. Then T  is a bounded linear operator, which is one to one, onto, and has a 
continuous inverse. So it is a (K , L, l)-homeomorphism of L2 onto L2. Furthermore, T  is 
1-quasihomogeneous relative to T  since it has continuous inverse. It has been shown that 
S' is a compact operator and the quasinorm |S| =  0 in the space L2 ([66], Lemma 4.17). 
Assume tha t there exist un E L2 with un u0, tn \  0 such that
tn\\S (un/ tn ) || > £o > 0 .
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Then { ||u„ /f„ ||2} is unbounded. If Ip f^ /G jh  —> oo, (n^ oo), then we have
IIf C(u U A || — H1^ (Unk/^nk) [I2 1 n q\UnkHnk) 112 — n || / ||2 ~^ U,
II 112 / ^ nfi
a contradiction. Thus we have shown that S  is a 1-strongly quasihomogeneous operator
relative to So = 0 in the space L2. For any t E (0,1],
(1 / t ) ( p l  -  A” 1) ^ )  =  0 = »  u = 0 ,
so I f t  is not an eigenvalue of the couple (T, 0). By Theorem 4.1.15, T  — S  maps L 2 onto
L2. Thus we have reached the conclusion.
The following second-order m-point nonlinear boundary value problem has been stud­
ied recently by Gupta, Ntouyas and Tsamatos ([25], [29], [30]):
x"(t) — f ( t , x (£), x f(t)) +  e(t) 0 < t < I,
(4-5)
s ( 0) =  0 , * (l) =  E £ l 2 ais(£f)-
It was shown that the problem of existence of a solution for the BVP (4.5) can be 
studied via the three-point boundary value problem
x"(t) = / ( i ,  :»(*), s '(i)) +  e(t) 0 <  t < 1,
(4.6)
x(0) =  0 , x(l )  = ax(r]):
where 77 E  (0,1) and a E  R.
Some conditions for the existence of a solution for the BVP (4.6) were obtained in 
[29] using the Leray-Schauder continuation theorem. Their results suppose that a  <  1/ 77. 
By using Theorem 4.1.7, we obtain the following result which gives a different condition 
for the existence of a solution for (4.6) under the more general hypothesis a  ^  l/r] .
We shall use the classical spaces C [0 ,1], C'1[0,1], G2[0,1] and Lp[0,1]. We denote the 
norm in Lp[0,1] by || ■ ||p. We also use the Sobolev space VF2,1(0 ,1) (see [34]) which may 
be defined by
W 2,1(0 ,1) =  {a; : [0,1] —» R : 35, x are absolutely continuous on [0,1] with x" E £*[0, 1]}
with its usual norm.
We also recall the following definition.
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D efin itio n  4 .2 .2 . A function /  : [0,1] x E 2 —y R  satisfies Caratheodory’s conditions if
1. For each (x ,y )  G E 2, the function t G [0,1] -4  f ( t , x , y )  G E is measurable on [0,1];
2. for a.e. t G [0,1], the function (x,y)  G E 2 f ( t , x , y )  G E is continuous on E 2, and 
for each r  >  0, there exists gr G Z/1 [0,1] such that
\ f ( t , x ,y ) \  < br(*)l
for a.e. t G [0,1] and for every (x^y) G E 2 with \Jx2 +  y2 < r.
T h e o re m  4.2 .3 . Let f :  [0,1] x E 2 -> E  be a function which satisfies Caratheodory’s 
conditions. Assume that there exist functions p , q , r  in L1(0,1) such that
|/(A  ®i» *2)| <  pWI*iI +  +  r (i)
for a.e. t G [0,1] and all (£ i,£ 2) G E 2. Also let y G (0,1), a  > 0, a ^  l / y  be given. Then 
for any given e G X1 (0,1) the boundary value problem (f.6) has at least one solution in 
Z71 [0,1] provided that
(1 - a r j ) / 2 ,  i f  a t )  < 1 ,
i +  IMIi <  { . (4-7)
(ay — l ) / 2m/, if ay  > 1.
Proof: Let X  denote the Banach space C 1[0,1] with the norm
I N I  =  m a x d l n ’ H o o ,  H z ' H o o } .
Let Y  denote the Banach space ld (0 ,1) with its usual norm.
The linear operator L : D(L)  C X  -» Y  is defined by setting
D(L)  =  {x G TT2,1(0 ,1) : .t(0) -  0, x(l )  -  ax(y)}>
and for x e  D(L),
Lx  =  a".
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For x £ X ,  let
(Nx)( t)  = f ( t , x ( t ) ,x ' ( t ) ) ,  t e  [0,1],
Then N  is a bounded map from X  into Y.  It can be shown that L : D(L)  C X  —Y Y  is 
one to one and onto when a  ^  l / y .  In fact, L~l — K , where K  : Y  —> D(L)  C X  is the 
linear operator defined by
r i  r y t  p i  r  r y
(Ky)(t )  =  /  ( t -  s)y(s) ds +     / (y -  s)y(s) ds -     /  (1 -  s)y(s) ds.
Jo 1 — ay Jo 1 — ay Jo
For y G K, we have
» i .  4 + ^  ihi,
where \\y\\i is the norm of y in the space L1(0 ,1). Also
ll(A'y)'iU S (1 + y ^ j ) Wi-
Thus we have
Let T  = I  and S  — K N .  Then a(S)  = 0 by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. Also we have
\\S{x)\\A  = lim sup —-—-—
\ \ x \\
\ \KN(x) \ \— limsup
j p i | — > - o o  I l l ' l l
x - t - o o  \  |1 — ay\J  ||a;||
l^lloo +  Ik ll i l l^ l loo +  Ik l l i  
II re 1
<  b  +  ^ - ± l )  l im  s u p  M i
\  P  a r } \ J  I h l l - s - o o
<  f 1 +  ^ V im5u p ( M 1 + .l l f P ± ..IHk
V  I 1 - " 7? ! /  | | :| a r | | ~ f o o  I l l ' l l
i G y i H l i  +  IMIi) for ocq < 1
S p rd b lli  +  Iklli) for <«? > 1
By the assumption (4.7) we see that A  < 1. Hence, from Theorem 4.1.7, the operator 
T  — S  — I  — K N  maps X  onto X .
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Hence, given any e G TL(0 ,1), there exits x G C^O, 1] such that
x { t ) - { K N x ) ( t )  = K e ( t ).
Thus x =  K N x  +  K e  G D{L) and
Lx — N x  = e.
This proves that the BVP (4.6) has at least one solution in C^O, 1]. □
R e m a rk  4 .2 .4 . When arj < 1, the condition (4.7) gives a better result than Theorem 
4 of [29] in case a ( l  — ?/) > 2 since their condition demands [jp||i -f ||<? 
worse in the case ct(l — 77) < 2 . Also our result can be applied when at] > 1.
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C hapter 5
Solvability o f ra-point boundary  
value problem s for second order 
ordinary differential equations
Much of this chapter is joint work with J.R.L. Webb and will be published in [18], [22] 
and [23].
In this chapter, /  : [0 , 1] x R 2 R will be a function satisfying Caratheodory’s 
conditions (see definition 4.2.2) and e : [0,1] R be a function in _b1(0 ,1), cq E 1R with all
of the ciiS having the same sign, £  E (0,1), i — 1,2, ...,m —2, 0 < < £2 < • •• < (m-2 <  1-
We consider the following second order ordinary differential equation:
=  /(*>zW>s'CO) +  eW  t E (0,1), (5.1)
with one of the following boundary value conditions:
m  —  2x\0) =  0, ar(l) =  J2 “;*(&)> (5-2)
i = l
r n — 2
a;(0) =  0, x( l)  = CLix{(i)- (5.3)
i = l
It is known that the problem of the existence of a solution for the boundary-value 
problem (5.1), (5.2) and (5.1), (5.3) can be studied respectively via the existence of a 
solution for equation (5.1) subject to one of the following three-point boundary-value
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conditions (see [29] [30]):
£;(0) =  0, .t(1) =  ax{i7), (5.4)
a;(0) =  0, «(1) =  ax(rj)j (5.5)
where a  £ R and 77 £ (0 , 1) be given.
In this chapter, we will study the existence and uniqueness results for the above 
problems. The work in this chapter is related to the recent work of Gupta, Ntouyas, 
Tsamatos and Lakshmikantham [24]-[30].
5.1 T h re e -p o in t  b o u n d a ry  value p rob lem s a t  reso ­
nance
In [30] the authors studied the problem (5.1), (5.4) in the case that a  ^  1 and in [29], 
under the assumption that a  < they obtained some results for the existence of a 
solution of (5.1), (5.5). In both cases above, the linear operator L defined in a suitable 
Banach space is invertible. Also, they always assume that /  has a linear growth. In this 
section, we shall prove the existence results for problem (5.1), (5.4) with the condition 
a — 1 and (5.1), (5.5) with the condition a = ~. In these cases, L is non-invertible, so 
the Leray-Schauder continuation theory can not be used. Our results makes use of the 
following coincidence degree continuation theorem of Mawhin [46].
T h e o re m  5 .1 .1 . (see [46], p.84)
Let L : E  F  be Fredholm of index zero and let N  be L-compact on O. Assume that 
F  =  im(_L) 0  Fq and the following conditions are satisfied.
L  Lx  +  XNx  /  0 for each (s, A) £ [(D(L) \  ker L) n dO] x (0,1).
2. N x  £ im(L) for each x £ ker(L) fl <90.
3. deg(QA!|kerLj ^  O ker(T), 0) /  0, where Q : F Fq is a continuous projection.
I l l
Then the equation Lx  +  N x  = 0 has at least one solution in D (L ) Pi Cl.
We also, in this section, assume that /  has a linear growth. Later we will weaker this 
considerably, see sections 5.3 and 5.4.
T h e o re m  5.1.2. Let f  : [0,1] x R 2 —^ R be a continuous function satisfying the following 
conditions:
1. There exist functions p ,q ,r  in L1[0,1] such that
the Banach space (571 [0,1] with the norm ||.t|| =  max{||a;||00, H^Hoo}, and Y  denotes 
the Banach space i 1 [0,1] with its usual norm. Define L to be the linear operator from 
D(L) G X  to Y  with
\ f ( t ,u ,v ) \  < p(t)M  +  q(t)\v\ +  r(t) for a.e. t £ [0 , 1] ( i j , u ) e K 2;
2. There exists N q £  BL, N q > 0 such that for all u £ R with |u| > No, one has
\ f ( t , u , v ) \ > l \ u \  — n\v\ — M  for all t £ [0,1] (u,v) £ M2,
where I > 0 , M  > 0 , n >  0;
3. There exists R >  0 such that for all |u| > R  either
■uf(t,,u, 0) > 0 for a.e. t £ [0 , 1]
or
u f ( t , u ,  0) < 0 for a.e. t £ [0 , 1].
Then the BVP(5.1), (5-4) with a = 1 has at least one solution in C 1[0 , 1] provided
(5.6)
To prove the theorem above, we need the following lemmas. We shall denote by X
D(L)  =  {.t €  W 2-1(0, 1) : x' (0 ) =  O.sfl)  =  31(17)}
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and for x £ D(L),
Lx  =  x".
Also let N  : X  —y Y  be the nonlinear operator defined by setting 
N(x)( t)  =  --/(£, rr(f),:F(£)) -  e(t), t £ [0,1], 
so that iV is a bounded map under our hypotheses.
L em m a  5.1.3. Suppose L is as above, then L : D(L) C X  —¥ Y  is a Fredholm operator 
of index zero. Furthermore, let X  — ker(Z) ® Ad, the linear operator K  : im(Z) 
D (L ) H X i  defined by
(Ky){t)  =  f (t -  s)y(s) ds for y £ im(Z)
Jo
is such that
K  =  L p ,
w h e r e  L x  = L \ d ( l ) nAV w e  h a v e  t h a t  ||Ab/|| < \\y\\i f o r  y  £ \m(L).
Proof: It is clear that ker(L) =  {&'(£) = c, c £ E}. Also we have that
im(Z) =  £ Z.1 [0 , 1] : J  Y ( r ) d r  =  0 , where IF(t) =  J  y(s)t7s.j
=  jy  G Z ^O ,1] : J  (1 -  s)y(s) ds +  (1 -  rj) y(s) ds =  oj . (5.7)
(5.7) can be shown as follows. For y £ im(Z), there exists x £ D(L)  such that x" =  y.
Then
Y (r )  — [  x"(s) ds — x ' ( t ) — ^(O) =  x ' ( t ) ,
Jo
f  T (r)  dr — f  x ( r )  dr =  a;(l) — x(i]) = 0 .
Jrj Jr
On the other hand, for y £ Z^O, 1] with Y(r )  dr — 0, letting
x(t) = / / y ( s )d sd r ,
Jo Jo
we have x £ D(L)  and Lx  =  y. Thus we have shown that (5.7) holds.
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Suppose that y £ L [0,1], let
Qy  = 1 2 2 /  T(r)dr, 
i -  t  A
and let yx =  y — Qy. It can be proved that yx £ im(Z), so Y  =  im(A) +  E. Also 
E fl im(A) =  {0} , hence Y  =  im(A) ® E  and dim(ker(Z)) =  dim(E) — 1, and L is 
a Fredholm operator of index zero. Now we define the projection P : X  —> ker(A) by 
setting (Px)(t)  =  rc(0). Let X x = {.t £ X ,  .t(0) =  0}. Then for x £ D (L ) fl X x,
(KLix ) ( t )  =  Kx"(t)  — f  [  x /,(s )dsdr  =  [  x '(r)dT — x(t),
Jo Jo Jo
and for y £ im(A),
(L1Kiy)(t) = Q  y ( r ) d r j  =  y(t),
thus K  =  L r 1. We also have 
||AT/1| <  ||y||i since
||A"y||oo <  /  f  |f/(s)j ds dr < ||yjji,
Jo Jo
and
(A:y)’( t ) =  I y ( s )d s , so IKA^yCOlU < ||y(*)||i.f 0
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.3. □
L em m a 5.1.4. Let
U± — £ D(L)\kev(L) ,  Lx +  AN x  = 0 for some A £ [0,1]},
then Ui is a bounded subset of X .
Proof: Suppose that x £ Ux, and Lx  =  —ANx.  Then A /  0 and Q N x  — 0, so that
[  f  f ( t , x ( i ) , x ' ( t ) )d td T  — — f  f  e(t)dtdr.
Jt) Jo Jrj Jo
Hence there exist £ £ (f?, 1) and ( £ (0, f) such that
/(C »s(0 , ^ ( 0 )  =  1 v  /  f  e{ t )d tdr ,(1 -  ?])£ Jn Jo
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so we obtain
l / ( C ,* ( 0 .* '( 0 ) l< 77
Also for x € Z (Z) \  ker(Z), by Lemma 5.1.3 and condition (1),
| |( /  -  P H I  =  \ \KL(I -  P).r|| <  | |£(7  -  P)a.'||i =  ||£* ||i
<  l l ^ l k  < M i lk lU  +  M . M c o  +  IMIi +  M l
If for some t 0 E [0,1], |a;(to)| <  N o  then writing
x ( d )  =  x ( t o )  —  [  x ' C t )  d t ,
Jo
we have
K O J I ^ ^ o  +  M l r ^ ^ o  +  M leo.
On the other hand, if \ x ( t ) \  > N q  for all t  E [0,1], then by condition (2),
\ f ( t ,x(t ) ,x '( t )) \  > /|a(£)| -  n\x!(t)\ -  M.
In this case from (5.8) and (5.11), we obtain
CSince x (0) = .t(() ~  Jo x '(t) dt, we have
. . . .  M  IIall 1 ( n  \  .. ...
l x m - T  + l £ + {l  + 1 ) l | a :  1 | c c '
From (5.10) and (5.12), we see that in every case we have the inequality 
||P x || =  |s(0)| < max +  M i , ^ }  _j_ ^  +  ^  Wx'Woo. 
From (5.9) and (5.13), we obtain 
ll&’Hoo <  ||a;||
<  ||(7 — P)($)|| +  ||Pa:||
where C =  ||r|(i +  ||e||i + m a x { j  +  A^ o}. Thus
i I ,  ^  , , - J i  +  1  +  f  I ,  / M  , c  /K1 / l N
N l“ -  l - i l *  | l | U  +  i - H i '  ( *
From (5.9) we know that
\\x "\\i =  ii^(a;)lli ^  Ibllilklloo +  M iM lo o  +  IMIi +  INIi-
By (5.14),
Iblli +  Iklli +  ylbll 
1  -  I I p I I i
where C\ =  ||r*||j. +  ||e||i T j^ jj^  • For each t G [0,1], x'(t) = x"(s) ds and hence
i //n ^  llPll m rllPlli M /I, , „
f  Hi <  i— f n  If  ll°° +  c i>W i
M<*> < M i l .  (5.15)
Therefore
n  / / n  ^  I b l l i  +  i k l l i  +n/l\\p\\iu / / I I  , ^
II" II* ^  II" II* +  c -
Let Cpq =  ■> so that Cpq <  1 by our assumption. Then we have that
||aT||i <  iSc~  an<^  so ll^lloo <  i - c pq ‘ Bence using (5.14) we obtain
II II <  M 1 +  T +  1 Ci + ___ £ ___
| | a | | “ -  1 - I I p I I ,  l - C vq 1 - | I p I I i  '  i V l ’
so that ||a;|| =  max{||.'c||00, ||-'r/||Co} < Wl- We have shown that U\ is bounded. □
L e m m a  5.1.5. The set U2 =  € ker(L) : N x  G im(L)} is bounded.
Proof: Let x G U2 so that x(t)  =  C and Q N x  ~  0 and therefore
[  [  f ( s ,  C, 0) ds dr — — f  f  e(s)dsdr.  
J 7] JO Jf} Jo
Hence there exist £1 G (77,1) and (1 G (0,£i) such that
1 r1 r
■f ^ c ' V = «(*)**-■
Therefore
■klli
v
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It follows that
\C\ <  max |iV 0, — ■ +  |  •
For otherwise, we have |(7j >  N q, by condition (2),
> |/(<fi, C1!,0 ) | >  l\C\ -  M,
V
hence \C\ <  y- +  a contradiction. This gives us
U 2 C G
□
L e m m a  5.1 .6 . I f  in the condition (3), we assume that there exists R  > 0 such that for  
all |«| > R, uf(t ,U) 0) <  0, for a.e. t G [0,1], and let
Us =  {x G ker(L) : II(x,  A) =  \ J x  +  (1 -  A)QNx  =  0, A 6 [0,1]},
where Y  = im(L) ® Y\ and J  : ker(T) -> Y\ is the identity isomorphism, then Us is 
bounded.
D(L)  : ||®|| <  N 2 = max l^ o ,  y  +  j  •
Proof: Assume that Cn G Us and j|C,n>|| —> oo as n —¥ oo. There exist \ n G [0,1] such that
\ nCn +  (1 — An)(QAr)(Cfn) =  0.
{An} has a convergent subsequence, for simplicity of notation we suppose tha t \ n —> Ao- 
We also can get that A0 /  1 since otherwise we would have
and from
\ \ (QN)Cn\\  < H0MW(C„)||:
<  I I O I K I b l l i l Q . l  +  I I H l i  +  M i }
\Cn\
I I Q I I I M I i  +  I I Q I I M i< 1 1 0 1 1  - \ \p\u + I c,
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where \\Q\\ denote the norm of the 1-dimensional linear projection Q , we obtain
( i  -  ^  ° (n w ) ’
this contradicts Xn 1. So for n sufficiently large, 1 — An yf 0, and therefore
T\ - C n = Q ( f ( t ,C „ ,0) + e(t)),
-L An
that is,
A. .  2 / ' / .  f a g . 0) d,  + 2 ^  / ■ / • « ( » ) *
1 — An 1 — ?y Jr) Jo On Gn(l — ) Jt? «/0
Since IC^I —> oo, we may assume that |C7n| > max{A/0, R}- Then for n sufficiently large 
we obtain
./( f ,C n ,0 ) . M I
1 c„  1 -  |C„| -  2 ’
We are assuming that Cnf ( t , (7n,0) < 0 for a.e. £ G [0,1], therefore
f ( t , C n,0) _l_
Cn ~  2 ’
Hence, using Fatou’s Lemma we obtain
ETW o o { f  r  A f iO W )  dsdr  + ± r r  e ( s )d s r f d
 ^Jrj JO Lsn U n Jrj JO J
f r i k X X l d sdT
Jrj  J o  U n
< f  f  lim ^co ds dr < - ~ ( l  - t f ) .
Jrj  JO  U n  4
This contradicts An/1 — An > 0. Hence Us is bounded. □
The proof of Theorem 5.1.2 is now an easy consequence of the above lemmas and 
Theorem 5.1.1.
Proof: Firstly, by the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, it can be shown that the linear operator 
K  : im(L) —> D (L) f]X i  in Lemma 5.1.3 is a compact operator [45], so N  is an L-compact
mapping. Let fl be a bounded open set containing Uf=iUi, then by the above lemmas, we 
have verified the hypotheses 1 and 2 of Theorem 5.1.1. Let H{x,  A) =  A J x  +  (1 — A)QNx,  
with J  as in lemma 5.1.6. By the homotopy property of degree,
deg(QN|kerlo ^  Fl ker(Zr), 0) =  deg( J, fl O lcer(L), 0) yf 0.
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Thus by Theorem 5.1.1, Lx  +  N x  =  0 has at least one solution in D(L)  fl 0  so that 
BVP(5.1),(5.4) with a = 1 has a solution. □
R e m a r k  5 . 1 . 7 .  In the condition ( 3 )  of Theorem 5.1.2, if we assume tha t there exists a 
R > 0 such tha t for all \u\ > R ,
u f ( i , u ,  0) > 0 for a.e. t  G [0,1],
then in Lemma 5.1.6, we let
Us =  {® G ker(L), H(x,  A) =  —AJ x  +  (1 — X)QNx  =  0,A G [0,1]}.
Exactly as in Lemma 5.1.6, we can prove that Us is bounded, so in the proof of Theorem
5.1.2, we have that
deg(Q!V|ker(L), fl fl ker(L), 0) =  d eg (-J , fl 0  ker(T), 0) /  0.
The other part of the proof is the same.
The next theorem deals with the BVP (5.1), (5.5).
T h e o r e m  5 . 1 . 8 .  Let f  : [ 0 , 1 ]  x R 2 —Y R  be a continuous function satisfying the following 
conditions:
1, There exist functions p ,q ,r  in ZA[0,1] such that
\ f ( t ,u ,v ) \  <  p(i)M  +  g(l)M  + r(t) for a.e. t G [0,1] ( u , v ) e R 2]
2. There exists N q G IR, No > 0 such that for all v G M. with |u| >  N 0) one has
| / ( f , u ,v)\ > — l\u\ +  ?r|u| — M  for all t G [0,1] (w,u) G IR2,
where I >  0, M  > 0 ,n  > 0;
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3. There exists R  > 0 such that fo r  all |u| > R  either
v f ( t , v t , v ) >  0 for a.e. t G [0,1]
or
v f ( t , v t , v ) <  0 for a.e. t G [0,1].
Then the BVP(5.1), (5.5) with a  =  -  and with e continuous on [0,1] has at least one 
solution in (71[0,1] provided
2(IN |i +  M i )  H—  < 1 - (5.16)n
In the following proof, we denote by L the linear operator from D (L ) C X  —> Y  with
D(L)  =  i e  W 2'‘(0 ,1) : x<0) =  0, s ( l )  =  - x ^ )
I  V
and for x G D (L ),
Lx = x".
L em m a  5.1.9, Suppose L is as above, then L : D (L ) C X  —> Y  is Fredholm operator of
index zero. Furthermore, the linear operator K  : im(L) —> D(L)C\X i which is as follows:
(I<y)(t) = [  f  y ( s )dsdr  for y G im(L)
Jo Jo
is such that
K  = L f \
where L\ — L\d (l )c\Xi - Also we have that ||Ah/j| <  \\y\\i f or V £ im(L).
Proof: It is easy to show that ker(L) =  {ct : c G M.}. We shall show tha t
im(L) =  G L^O, 1] : J  Y ( t ) d t ~ J  Y(rjt) dt, where Y( t )  — J  y(s)ds^ .
For y G im(L), y =  x" with x G D (L ), therefore we have
J  Y ( t )d t  =  j  (x'(t) — ® ' ( 0 ) )  dt =  ®(1) — a/(0),
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[  Y(rjt) dt ~  f  (x\i]t) — a;'(0)) dt — -x(rj)  — ®'(0),
J o  J o  rj
since ®(1) =  ^^(77), thus Jg1 Y(t)  dt = fg Y(?]t) dt. On the other hand, suppose y E L! [0,1] 
is such that f g Y ( t ) d t  =  fg Y(yt)  dt. Let x(t) =  fg Y (s)d s , then x E D (L ) and x" =  y, 
thus y G im(T).
For y G 1], let
2  f 1 [*
Qy = z / / y(s)dsdt,1 — T] Jo  Jrjt
and let yi = y — Qy- Then Ti(t) =  fg y(s) ds — (Qy)t, where Qy can be rewritten as
= T ~ ^ y { !  L  y(s ) d s d t ~ J 0 Jo y(5) ^ 5 ^ } ,
f  J  y { s ) d s d t - ^ Y  = J  J  y { s ) d s d t - r j r ~ ,Jo  Jo  I  Jo  Jo  I
so that
f  Yi(t)dt = [  Yi(rjt)dt.
J o  Jo
This shows that y± G im(T), and therefore Y  — im(L) +  EL Also K. fl im(L) =  {0} , 
hence Y  = im(L) ® K. and dim(ker(L)) =  dim(E.) =  1, and L is a Fredholm operator of 
index zero. Now we define P  : X  —> ker(L) by setting (Px)(t) = x f(0)t. Let X \  =  {® G 
A > '(0 ) =  0}. For x G D(L) fl X u
(KLix ) ( t )  =  K x ”(t) = f  [  x"(s )dsdr  =  f  (x'(r) — ®7(0)) dr =  x(t)  — ®(0) =  ®(i).
Jo Jo Jo
And for y G im(L),
(LJ<y){t) = (fQJQ y{s)dsdT^j =  y(t),
thus K  =  L i~ x. Since
\\I<y\\oo < IMIi,
and
\(Ky)'{t)\ = | f  y(s)ds\ < ||y ||i,
Jo
we obtain <  ||y111.
□
In the following, the mapping N  : X  —>■ Y  is defined as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2.
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Lemma 5.1.10. Let
Ui =  E D ( L } \ ker(L), Lx  T  A N x  = 0 for some A E [0,1]}, 
then U\ is a bounded subset of X .
Proof: Suppose that x E U\, and Lx  =  — AN x,  then A =£ 0 and Q N x  =  0. Therefore
f f { fi t ,  x{t), x'(t)) +  e{t)) dt dr =  0 ,
J O  J t j T
and hence there exists 7  G (0,1) such that
|/(7,® (7),® /(7))| =  |e(7 )| <  Helloo. (5.17)
Also for x G D{L) \  ker(L), by Lemma 5.1.9 and condition (1) of Theorem 5.1.8,
| |( /  -  P ) x II =  IIK L { I  -  P ) x II < IIL(I  -  P)x||, =  ||L(a)||,
<  W * ) h  <  I b l l i l k l U  +  I M U M l e o  +  \\r\\i +  | | e | | i .  ( 5 . 1 8 )
If for some tQ E [0,1], |;c'(to)| < N0 then
|®'(0)| -  |®'(t0) -  f  x "it) dt\ < N 0 + ||®"||i; (5.19)
Jo
If for all i G [0,1], ^ ( t ) !  > Ar0, by (5.17) and condition (2) of Theorem 5.1.8, we get that
so
| x ' ( 0 ) |  =  | x ' ( t )  -  f  * " ( * )  d t \  <  l |e | l< ”  +  M  +  l | l x | | o o  +  M i l .  ( 5 . 2 0 )
Jo n n
By (5.19) and (5.20),
Thus from (5.18) and (5.21), we have
I K I l o o  ^  I N I
<  I I ( / - P ) ( * ) I I  +  I I P * I I
<  ( w i  +  W i  +  ^ ) m »  +  I I * " I I i  +  c ,
where C = ||r ||i +  ||e||i +  max { lleli” +Jtf} jY0}. By our assumption, ||p||i +  ||^r||i +  ~ < 1. 
Let
Ci =  i -  iblli -  iklii - 1 .n
Then
We have the following inequalities:
M l i  =  M i l l  <  I M I l i  <  I W I i l | * I U  +  I k l l i l k ' I U  +  | | r | | ,  +  I N K
^  ( I b l l i  +  I k l l O l l ^ l l o o  +  I M I i  +  l l e l l i
< h ! k ± M i | | a.''||1 +  c 2j
Li
where C2 =  f6Hp^ ylhlh) | | | x _(_ Hej^. By condition (5.16), ||p||i +  ||g ||i <  CV So
r  Iblli +  M il „ , C3 -  £  < 1.
Thus H a l!  <  ^ r .  By (5.22),
|M|co < M'lloo < + Qi >
and so
Ut C {x  6 D(L),  ||x || < iVi}.
where Ah - c^i-Cg) c [ * ^
L e m m a  5.1.11. Let f/2 =  {.r G ker(L) : N x  € im(L)} , then U2 is bounded.
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Proof: Suppose tha t x E U2 and therefore x(t) =  Ct,  where C is a constant, and Q N x  — 0. 
Thus
[  [  f { t , C t , C ) d t d r  = — f j e(t)dtdr.
J 0  J i ) T  J O  J r j r
So there exists £ E (0,1) such that
| / ( £ , C f , C ) |  =  | e ( f l l < l | e | | « » .
It follows that
\r*\ <r /  at ^  IHI00 jo j <  max < j/Vq, n — I
For otherwise, we have |(7| > Nq. By condition (2),
Woo >  - l \C£\  +  n\C\ — M  > - l \C \  +  n\C\ -  M. 
Hence |C | <  , a contradiction. This gives us
U2 C j *  €  D(L)  : ||x|| < N 2 =  m ax ( N0 M  +n -  I
□
L em m a 5.1.12. I f  in the condition (3) of Theorem 5.1.8, toe assume that there exists 
R  >  0 such that for all \v\ > R, v f ( t , v t , v )  < 0 ,/o r a.e. t E [0,1], letting
U3 =  {x  E ker(L) : H(x,  A) =  AJ x  +  (1 -  X)QNx  =  0, A E [0,1]},
where J  : ker(T) —> Y\, defined by J{Ct)  =  C for Ci E ker(L), is the linear isomorphism, 
then U3 is bounded.
Proof: Assume that x n(t) = Cnt E U3 and HCh^ H =  |Ch| 4  00 as n —> 00 . There exist 
Xn E [0,1] such tha t
AnCn T (1 — \ n ) ( Q N ) ( C nt )  =  0.
{An} has a convergent subsequence, we just suppose that An —> Aq. We also have Ao 7  ^ 1 
since otherwise we have
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From
l l ( Q j V ) C „ f l l  , ,  n o i l  • | l j V ( C „ < ) | | 1  r  | | Q | | { M i | g „ |  +  I k l h l C n l  +  1 H I .  +  H e l l . }
<  I I Q I K I I p I I i  - H k l l i )  +
w h e r e  11Q j  d e n o t e  t h e  n o r m  o f  t h e  1 - d i m e n s i o n a l  l i n e a r  p r o j e c t i o n  Q ,  w e  o b t a i n
( 1  -  A,,.) —  - +  0 ( t w  o o ) .
[O'nl
This contradicts An —» 1. So for n sufficiently large, 1 — An ^  0, and thus
r V c ,  =  Cnt, Cn) +  e(f)),
1  ^ n
l \  = r u f f  f { S ' Cc ' Cn) ds dt + - J 2 n - f f  e(s)  ds dr.
1  —  A n  1  —  T f J O  J r ) T  O n  —  T j j J o  J - q r
Since \Cn \ —$■ oo, we may assume that \Cn\ > max{Aro,i2}. Then for n sufficiently large
we have tha t
/ ( i ,  Cnt, Cn) M  n - 1
> n — i — t—-t  >
Cn 1 -  |Cn| ~  2
By our assumption, Cnf ( t , Cnt ,C n) <  0 for a.e. t E [0,1], so that
f { t ,  Cnt , Cn) < n -  /
-  2 ■
Also by our condition (1) we know that
s  m  +  q{t) +  r g )  6  i l [ 0 i  1L
L/n lb
Hence, by Fatou’s Lemma, 
lim ^oo { /  /  ds dr  +  f  f  e(s) ds d r j
<  r  r  j (s ’c "s ’c ^  ds dr
J O  J r ] T  ( s n
<  I 1 r i i ^ e f f i * ’ C T S , C d  d s  d r  < -  ( 1  ^  ^I  f  l i l . ™  „  _</0 J7JT 4
This contradicts >  0. Thus f/3 is bounded. □F — A tt.
By using the above lemmas and the method in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2, the proof 
of Theorem 5.1.8 now follows easily. We therefore omit it.
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5.2 U n iq u en ess  resu lts
In this section, we shall prove uniqueness of solutions to the BVP (5.1), (5.4) and the 
BVP (5.1), (5.5) under stronger hypotheses than previously.
T h e o re m  5.2.1. Suppose that the conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 5,1.2 are replaced 
by the folloiuing conditions respectively:
1. There exist functions p,q in Zy1 [0,1] such that
| jf ( j^ U\y V \ ) -  f ( t , u 2, v 2)\ < p(t) |ui -  u21 +  <?(0K -  V2\ 
f o r t  e  [o ,i] ,(« i ,v i) ,{u2,v2) e  e 2;
2. There exist I > 0, n > 0 such that
|ff t^UiiVi)  -  f ( t , u 2, v2)| > /|ui -  u21 -  njui -  v21 
f o r t  G [0,1] and (i l i , v i) , (u2,v2) G I&2.
Then the BV P  (5.1), (5.4) with a  =  1 has exactly one solution in C71 [0,1] provided
(2  + j)  IIpIIi + Nli < 1.
Proof: Let X , Y, L , Q , P  be as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.2. The existence of a solution
for the boundary-value problem (5.1), (5.4) with a = 1 follows from Theorem 5.1.2.
Now suppose that x i , x 2 E C71 [0,1] are two solutions of (5.1), (5.4) with a  = 1. Then
-0'(0 =  /(O aK O ^K O ) +  e(0>
and ®J-(0) =  0,3*(1) =  Xi(rj),i — 1,2.
Write x =  aq — x 2, so tha t x satisfies the equation
x"(t) =  / ( f , xi(t),  x[{t)) -  f { t , x 2(t), 33CO)- (5.23)
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Hence
Q{f(i,zi{t),v[{t)) 2 ( 0 . 4 ( 0 ) )  =  ° >
and therefore
/ f (/( a^qCO^ KO) -  /(L^(0:4(0)) = 0-
J n  J O
It follows tha t there exists f  G (0,1) such that
*!(£)) -  0 )  =  o-
By our hypotheses (2), we have
0  =  -  / ( W f ) , 4 ( f ) ) I  >  / | * ( f ) |  - n | * ' ( f ) | ,
from which we obtain
l * ( f ) l  <  y l * ' ( f ) l  <  y l k ' I U .
Hence we have
||P*|| =  |S(0)| < H f ) |  +  I f Q x \ t )d t \  <  { y  +  1} Ik'lloo.
Next by Lemma 5.1.3 and (5.23) we have
||(/ -  P)*|| < IILrll, =  ||.r"||i < IIpIMI-tIU + Ikllilk'lloo.
This gives
N i c e  <  N i l  <  ||p *|| +11(7 -  p )*|| <  { y  + 1  +  M l }  NHco +  M , N |
so that
. , < Mi±i±X|u'i 
1 "c° -  1 - 1 *  IM
Again from (5.23) we obtain
N l i  <  M ilW lco +  IM IiN 'IU
and using (5.24) this gives
N i k  <
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(5.24)
By our assumption the coefficient on the right is less than 1 so we have =  0. Hence
by (5.24)
IMIcO -- 1 1 OO — 1 ||l ““ 0 5
and since x is continuous, x(t)  =  0 for all t G [0,1], that is nq =  x 2. □
We also have a uniqueness result for the second set of boundary conditions.
T h e o re m  5 .2 ,2 . Suppose that the conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 5.1.8 are replaced
by the following conditions respectively:
1. There exist functions p,q in .Zv1 [0,1] such that
\ f ( t , u u vi) -  f ( t t u2, v2)| <  p(t)\ui -  u21 -f g(*)K  -  u2| 
for t G [0,1], (tii, ui), («2, v2) e R 2;
2. There exist I > 0 ,n  > 0 such that
| / ( ^ i , r > i )  -  f ( t , u 2i v2)\ > - l \ u i  -  u21 +  n\vi ~  v2\ 
f o r t  G [0,1] and (u i , v i ) , ( u 2, v2) G M2.
Then the BV P  (5.1), (5.5) with a = -  has exactly one solution in (S'1 [0,1] provided
2 ( M i + M li) +  l < i .n
Proof: Let X, Y, L,Q,  P  be as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.8. The existence of a solution 
for the boundary-value problem (5.1), (5.5) with a = L follows from Theorem 5.1.8.
Now suppose tha t x \ , x 2 G C 1[0,1] are two solutions of (5.1), (5.5) with a  =  and 
write x =■ xi  — x 2. Then
x"(t) = /(A aq(t), x[(t)) -  f ( t , x 2(i), * '(*)), (5.25)
and .t(0) =  0,.t(1) =  ^x(r}). Also
Q ( f { t , v lCO^’iW ) 2{t),x'2(t))) =  0,
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therefore
f  f  (t)) ~  f ( t , x 2{ t) ,x /2(t)))dt,dT  =  0.
JO J T)T
Hence there exists (  £ (0,1) such that
/ ( C . * i ( C ) . * i ( C ) )  -  / ( C , ® a ( C ) > * i ( 0 )  =  0 -
By our hypotheses (2), we have
0 >  - / | a : ( C ) |  +  ^ | ^ ( C ) | ,
and so
k'(C)l <
Hence
||P a || =  |*'(0)| <  W ( 0 \  +  I [  *"W  *1 < ^ I k l l -  +  ||*"|
Next by Lemma 5.1.9 we obtain
| | ( / - P ) a ; | |  <  W i | | * l | o o  +  | | g | | i | K I | „ .
This gives
IMloo < 11*11 < ||-P*II + \\{i -  ^)*ll < j — + Iblli + Ikllij Ib'IU
so that
|* '||«  < bji**!!,,
where (7 =  1 — £ — |b l|i — ||g||i. Since rc(0) =  0, we have IbUco <  \\xl\
M i l  < IbllilMU + IMMb'IU < (Iblli +  lklli)M<
This yields
i +  IMIi i i „ / / *IK Ili <  I b l i -
|.tw||i =  0, by our assumption. Hence we also have
M U  = Halloo -  IM'ili = 0
and uniqueness is shown.
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i-
+  I b l l i ,
and therefore
□
R e m a rk  5.2.3. The uniqueness of solutions to the BVP (5.1), (5.5) with a < I / 77, was 
proved in [29] under weaker conditions,. Theorems 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 treat the resonance 
cases for BVPs (5.1), (5.4) and (5.1), (5.5), but the assumptions are stronger than that 
assumed in [29].
5.3 T h re e -p o in t  b o u n d a ry  value p ro b lem s w ith  n o n ­
linear  g row th
In this section, we shall study the BVP (5.1), (5.4) and BVP (5.1), (5.5) under the 
assumption tha t /  has a nonlinear growth. We shall treat both the non-resonance case 
and the resonance case. We do this by imposing a decomposition condition for /  and by 
showing tha t the growth of certain nonlinear terms is not restricted provided they satisfy 
a sign condition. Some examples will be given to show that there exist equations which 
can be treated by our results but the results of [24], [25], [29], [30], [61] cannot be applied. 
This section is joint work with J.R.L. Webb and to appear in [23].
5.3.1 N on-reson ance resu lts
In our first result we show that the growth of certain nonlinear terms is not restricted 
provided they satisfy a sign condition. This idea is similar to, but different from, one 
used in [4].
T h e o re m  5.3.1. Assume that / :  [0,1] x R 2 - > R  is continuous and has the decomposi­
tion
/(£, x,p)  =  g(t>x,p) + h(t, a;, p)
such that
1, pg(t ,x ,p)  <  0 for all (£,aqp) E [0,1] x K2;
2. |h(t, aqp)| <  a(i)|a:| +  6(t)|p| +  u (t) |.r |r -f- n(t)|p |fc +  c(t) for all (£, aqp) E [0,1] x M2, 
where a , 6, it, u, c are in T^O, 1] and 0 <  r, k < 1.
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Then, fo r  1, there exists a solution x  E C^O, 1] to B V P  (5.1), (5.4) provided that
I M | i  +  \\b\\i <  I / 2 * / “  <  o?
( S I N i  +  ll&lli < 1/2 i f  a > I , (5.26)
27 C y i|a||i +  [Hli <  1 /2  : / 0 < a < l .
Proof: Let X  denote the Banach space C^O, 1] and Z  denote the Banach space L^O, 1], 
We define a linear mapping L : D(L) G X  —> Z by setting
D(L) — {(c E IV2’1 (0,1) : a/(0) =  0, .t(1) =  cue^)},
and for x E D(L),  L(x) — x".
Let N  : X  —> Z  be the nonlinear mapping defined by
(Nx) { t )  = f { t , x , x ' ) ,  t €  [0, 1).
Since a ^  1, L is a one-to-one linear mapping. Let K  L~l so that K N  : X  —> X  is 
compact by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. By the Leray-Schauder degree theory, to obtain
the existence of a solution for BVP (5.1), (5.4) in (171 [0,1] it suffices to prove the set of
all possible solutions of the following family of equations
x"(t) = Af ( t ,  x , x f) +  Aeft), t E (0,1), (5.27)
z'(0) =  0, x( l)  =  ax(p)  (5.28)
is bounded in (71[0,1] by a constant independent of A E [0,1].
To do this, suppose x  is a solution of (5.27), (5.28), so that x E D(L)  and
x rx n ~  X x f { t , x , x f) +  Xx'e.
An integration shows that:
-.V2(i) =  A [  x'g(s, x, x 1) ds +  A f  x'h(s, x, xr) ds -\- A f  x ,e(s)ds  
2 J o  J o  Jo
< [  \x'h(t, x,  ®;)| dt T f  |.r/(t)||e(i)| dt
J o  Jo
<  H a l l o o  { i M M M l o o  +  M i l M U  +  I M W M L  +  I M I i l M I l  +  l l c l l i  +  l l e l l i }  •
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Suppose M c o  7  ^ 0, otherwise we are done since a  /  1 implies tha t x ~  0. Then we have 
the inequality
( 1  -  M I I O I M L  <  I M W M U  +  M I I . M I L  +  W l i l l ^ ' l l l  +  M i  +  M l . -
(5.29)
Case 1. Assume that a  <  0. Since <t(1) and x[rj) have opposite signs in this case, there 
exists f  E (77,1] such that a;(f) =  0. Therefore for each t E [0,1], we have
\x(t)\  = \ f  x > ( 8 ) d s \ < \ W\ \ m
and so |]a?j|oo <  ||^ /||oo- Since ||a ||i +  ||6||i < 1/2, from (5.29), we obtain
-  M i l .  -  M I I O M ' I L  <  I M U M L  +  M I I . M I L  +  I k l l i  +  M M
This implies that there exists M\ > 0 such that H^ 'Hoo <5 Mi, hence also H^ Hoo < M\.  
Case 2. Assume that 1 /  a  >  0. By (5.4) and the mean value theorem there exists 
f  E (77,1) such that
XM  = a  — 1
([30], Lemma 2.2). Thus for every t E [0,1],
't x ' ( s )d s+  1 ~ V - 1
'V
and hence
| cc — 1| +  1 — 77 ,
:(*) =  j  )ds - ----j x ' ( f ) ,
J11 ex — 1
x | CO  _<  J---------- r - L - E l — ' M I L -  (5-30)a
By our assumption (5.26),
From (5.29), we obtain
( 1  -  c ) M l l = =  <  M i l .  ( | a   ^ M I L  +  I M I . M I L  +  M i l l  +  M I M -
Hence max{||a:||0O, l^'Hoo} <  M2. □
We will need the following simple lemma to deal with the second set of boundary 
conditions.
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L em m a 5.3.2. Let x G C 1[0,1] satisfy s(0) =  0, s ( l)  =  cex(rj), where 77 G (0,1), and 
a > 1, a =£ I / 77. Then there exist (  and Co G (0,1) such that x'(() ~  C q x ( 1 ) .
Proof: If ai] > 1, let Co = 1 /(ctrj). There exists (  G (0 , 77) with
If ai] < 1, let Co = (or — l ) / ( a ( l  — 77)). There exists £ 6 (77, 1) with
□
R e m a rk  5.3.3. If a  <  1 the lemma holds with Co =  0 (see [29], Lemma 2). For, if 
a  < 0, x( l )  and ^ (77) have opposite signs so there are at least two zeros of x. The case 
a — 0 is simple, the case a  =  1 follows from the mean value theorem and for 0 < a  < 1, 
x has either a positive maximum or a negative minimum in (0 , 1).
T h e o re m  5.3.4. Assume that the mapping f  satisfies the condition:
for all (L x,p)  G [0,1] x 1R2, where a , 6, u, u, c are in Ld[0,1] and 0 <  r, k <  1. Then there 
exists a solution x G O1 [0,1] to BVP (5.1), (5.5) with a  ^  I /77 provided that
| / (T a ,p ) | <  a(t)\x\ +  6(i)|p| +  u(t)\x\r +  v(t)\p\k +  c(t)
a ||i +  P ||i  < 1/2
(5.31)
INK +  P ill < K 1 “  1 /(o:2??2)) i f $ < a .
Proof: By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.1, it suffices to show that 
all possible solutions of the following family of equations
x"(t) =  A /(t, x, x f) +  Ae(t), t G (0,1), 
®(0) =  0 , a?(l) =  a s  (77)
(5.32)
(5.33)
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are bounded, in tT [0 ,1] by a constant independent of A G [0,1].
Suppose tha t x is a solution of (5.32) and let (  be as in lemma 5.3.2, or remark 5.3.3 and 
write C = ||c||i +  p | | i .  Multiplying both sides of equation (5.32) by x' and integrating, 
we obtain
+  I M U H i l M l o o  +  | | 6 | | i | | * ' | | »  +  I M I i l b l l «  +  I M I i M «  +  c )
=  \ c l x ( l f  +  |b'||oo(lblliNI°° + IblUb'llcc + IMIilblL + li l^li ll '^llto + C).  
By (5.31),
ll«lli + Iblli < 1(1 -  Cl) .
Since Halloo <  IMloo, if 1M U  ^  Ch we have
( l ( i  -  c 02) -  (Iblli +  Iblli)) Ib'IU < Iblli lb'L + Ibllilb'lll +  Iblli +  Iblli-
This implies that H^Hoo is bounded since 0 <  r, k < 1, that is, there is M  > 0 such that 
Plloo <  ll^llco < M,  This completes the proof of the Theorem. □
R e m a rk  5.3.5. The assumptions of Theorem 2.3, Theorem 2.4 of [30] and Theorem 3, 
Theorem 4 of [29] are special cases of our Theorem 5.3.1 and Theorem 5.3.4 when 
g(t ,x ,p )  =  0, u(t) =  0 and v(t) =  0. But their results allow \\a\\i -f ||h||i < 1 and 
our results above, in these special cases, need j|aj[i +  ||6||i < 1/2.
R e m a rk  5.3.6. Equation (5.1) subject to the boundary condition
®(0) -  M(l) =  0 (5.34)
can be considered as a limiting case of the boundary conditions a:(0) =  0 ,.t(?7) =  x( l)  
when 77 1. Hence we have the following result.
C o ro lla ry  5 .3 .7 . Assume that the mapping f  is as in Theorem 5.3.4• Then there exists 
a solution x G C71 [0,1] to BV P  (5.1), (5.34) provided that
In order to compare the above results with the results obtained in [24], [25], [29], [30], 
we consider the following simple examples.
E x am p le  5.3.8. The equation
x" =  - z /2n+1 -  x r2m+1x 2 ln (l +  x'2) +  sin(t)
subject to the boundary condition (5.4) (a  ^  1) has a solution by Theorem 5.3.1. Since 
we cannot find p>q>r 6 L x[0,1] such that
\ f { t , x , p )| =  | ~ p 2n+l - p 2m+1x 2ln(l  +  p2) +  sin(tp)|
< p(t)\x\ +  q(t)\p\ +  r(i), for all ( t , x ,p )  € [0,1] x R 2,
(take t0 6 [0,1], as =  0, and let p —» Too) we cannot apply the results of [30].
E x am p le  5.3.9. Consider the equation
subject to the boundary condition
rr(0) =  0, ®(1) =  as(1 /2) or ®(0) -  0, x'(l)  =  0.
The existence of solutions followings Theorem 5.3.4 or Corollary 5.3.7. But it is obvious 
that the results of [24], [25] and [29] cannot be applied.
5.3 .2  R esu lts  at resonance
In the following, we shall prove existence results for BVP (5.1), (5.4) with the condition 
a — 1 and BVP (5.1), (5.5) with a  =  l / p  under the assumption tha t /  has a nonlinear 
growth. In these cases, BVPs are the following:
=  /(*> e  (°> !)> (5-35)
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subject to one of the following conditions:
,V(0) =  0, z ( l)  =  *(>?), (5.36)
a’(0) =  0, =  x ( r j ) .  (5.37)
T h e o re m  5.3.10. Let f  : [0,1] x R 2 —^ R be a continuous function and suppose f  has 
the decomposition
f ( t , x , p )  = g(t ,x ,p)  +  h(t ,x,p).
Assume that
1. There exists a constant M  > 0 such that
x [ f ( t , x ,  0) +  e(<)] > 0, for |jc| > M ,t  G [0,1];
2. pg(t ,x,p) < 0 for all ( t ,x ,p)  G [0,1] x [—M, M] x R ;
3. |h ( i,a ,p ) | <  a(£)|ai+&(t)|p|+u(£)|.T|r+ u (t) |p |fc+c(i) for {t ,x,p)  G [0,1] x [—M, M] x 
R, where 0 <  r, k < 1 and a, 6, u, u, c G
Then the BV P  (5.35), (5.36) has at least one solution in C'1[0,1] provided that ||6|[i < | .
Proof: Let X  and Z  be the Banach spaces as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.1. Define L to 
be the linear operator from D(L) C X  to Z  with
D(L)  -  {x  G W ^ O . l )  : x'{0) =  0, m(l) =  x(i/)}
and Lx = x " , x G D(L).  We define N  : X  —> Z  by setting
N(x)( t)  -  —f ( t ,  x(t), x'(t)) -  e(t), t G [0,1].
Then L : D(L) <Z X  —> Z  is Fredholm of index zero (see [22]) and the continuous 
projections P  : X  —> ker(T) and Q : Z  —»■ Z\ can be defined by
(Px)(t)  =  *(0)
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where ker(L) and im(L) are described in section 5.1. We shall prove that the conditions
of Theorem 5.1.1 are satisfied. Let
U, = {x £ D(L)  : Lx  +  XN{x) = 0, A e  (0,1)}.
Suppose x £ Ui, and let to £ [0,1) be such that |rc(i0)| =  max^op] k'WI- Assume that 
|a:(t0) | >  Af. Then we have the following two cases,
Case 1: to ^  0.
If a;(to) > Af, then a/(io) =  0,.t"(£o) <  0, so we have
t small enough. Thus x(t) is increasing, contradicting .t(0) =  maxfG[o,i] |^(^)|-
If #(0) <  —M , then a similar argument shows that x is decreasing and a contradiction 
is obtained. Thus we have shown
0 > x(to)x '( t0) =  \ x ( t o)[f(to,x(to} ,0,) +  e(t0)] > 0
a contradiction. If x(to) < — M , then x'(t0) =  0^x"(to) >  0, we have
0 > x(t0)x"(to) = Xx(to)[f(to,x(to) , 0) +  e(t0)] > 0,
a contradiction again.
Case 2: t0 = 0. If #(0) > Af, then by condition (1),
.tT(0) =  A[/(0,x'(0),0,) +  e(0)] > 0.
This implies tha t x'(t) is increasing for sufficiently small t. Since ad(0) =  0, xr(t) > 0 for
IMloo < A/, x £ Ui. (5.38)
This implies tha t, for every t £ [0,1],
2 J0 Jo Jo
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Assume that HadHoo ^  0, then (5.38) ensures that
^ ' l l c o ^ W i l k ' I U  +  W i l M I ^  +  C!,
where C\ =  ||a ||iM  +  ||u ||iM r +  ||c||i +  |M |i. By our assumption ||6||i <  so
f i - M i )  M U  < IM U M lT  + CV
As 0 <  k < 1, there exists M t >  0 such that H^ 'Hoo 5-- Mi.  Hence
ll^ll =  max{||.T||co, Halloo} <  m ax{M ,M i},
and we have proved tha t U\ is bounded.
Let U2 =  € kerL : N x  G im(L)}. Suppose that x G U2 and x = Cq for t G [0,1].
Then Cq > M  implies that
/  [  (/(A  Co; 0) -f e(£)) dt dr > 0  
Jt] Jo
and Co < —M  implies that
[  [  (/(A C o ,0) + e ( t ) ) d t dr  < 0 .
Jj] Jo
In both cases, N(Co) =  /(A 6 o ,0 ) T e(t) £ im(L). Therefore ||rr||oo =  |Co| <  M.
Next let U 3  ~  {&’ G ker(L) : H ( x , / j , )  =  f x Q N x  +  (1 — j . i ) x  —  0, / j ,  G [0,1]}. For 
a; =  Co G t/3, we have
1 ^  2 f f ( f { s ,C Qi0) +  e( s ) )dsdT = - ( I - f i ) C Q.1 —  J-q Jo
If /.f — 0 , then Co =  0. If /.a >  0, suppose C0 > M, then
/ ( s ,  C0, 0) +  e(s) > 0 for all s G [0,1],
contradicting —(1 — j-t)Co <  0 . On the other hand, if Cq < — M , then
/ ( s ,  C0, 0) +  e(s) < 0 for all s G [0,1],
contradicting —(1 — fi)Co >  0. Thus,
U3 C {x  G ker(L) : ||.x|| < M}.
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Now, writing X  =  ker(L) © X i ,  Z  =  im(L) © and Li =  L|D(L)nAq> ^he operator 
K  = L i~ l : im(L) —> D(L) fl Ah is the linear operator defined by (see section 5.1)
(I<y)(t) =  [  (t -  s)y(s) ds for y G im (L).
Jo
By the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, it can be shown that K  is compact [45], so N  is L-compact.
Let 0  be a bounded open subset of X  such that U?=1 Ui C H. The above bounds show
that the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1.1 are satisfied. Hence Lx © N x  =  0 has at least one 
solution in D (L ) fl H, and the BVP (5.35), (5.36) has a solution. □
If we let rj —^ 1 in Theorem 5.3.10, as in Corollary 5.3.7, we obtain the following result:
C orollary 5 .3.11. Let f , g , h  be mappings as in Theorem 5.3.10. Then for every e G 
Zd[0,1] j  the following Neumann boundary value problem
x"(t) =  / ( t ,  x(t), x \ t ) )  +  e(t), (5.39)
®'(0) =  V (l) =  0, (5.40)
has at least one solution in C71 [0,1] provided ||6||i < 1/2.
R em ark 5.3.12. Comparing Corollary 5.3.11 with Theorem 2.1 of [61], we can see that 
these two results concerning Neumann BV problems are very different. Neither contains 
i the other. The following example shows that there exist equations which can be treated
by our Corollary 5.3.11 but their Theorem 2.1 cannot be used.
E xam ple 5 .3 .13. Consider the boundary value problem
x" =  —x ,2n+1x 2m +  x  © sin(t) +  cos(t), (6-41)
a/(0) =  x'(l)  =  0, (5.42)
Let g(t ,x ,p )  =  — x ,2n+lx 2m, h(t>x,p) =  x +  sin(t) +  cos(t), then corollary 5.3.11 ensures 
tha t there exists a solution x G 1] to (5.41), (5.4-2). But, it is easily seen that
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Theorem 2.1 of [61] does not apply to the above problem. Moreover, by Theorem 5.3.10, 
for rj E (0,1), equation (5.41) subject to the following boundary conditions:
a/(0) =  0, x(l )  = x{p),
has at least one solution in C ‘ [0 , 1].
We now treat the boundary condition (5.37). In the following, we assume that the 
mapping N  and the linear operator L are the same as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.10 and 
let
D(L)  =  { , 6  i r p O . l )  : *(0) =  0, ^ ( 1 )  =  *(77)}.
T h e o re m  5 .3 .14. Let f  satisfy the following conditions:
(1) There exists M\ > 0 such that, for x E D(L), if\x'(t)\ > Mi for all t E [0,1], then
f  [  ( / ( t ,  x{t),x'(t))  +  e(t)) dt ds ^  0;
J 0  J tj s
(2) There exists M2 > 0, such that for all v € M. with |w| > M2 one has either 
(2a) v ( f ( t , v t , v ) - \ - e ( t ) )>  0 for a.e. t E [0,1],
or
(26) v ( f ( t , v t , v )  + e( t ) )<  0 for a.e. tE  [0,1];
(3) \ f{ t ,x ,p)\  <  a(i)|a;| +  T( ' ) "  +  u(t)\x\r +  v(t)\p\k +  c(t) for ( t , x ,p)  E [0,1] x 
[—Mi, Mi] x R, where 0 <  r, k < 1 and a, 6,u, u, c E L x[0,1].
Then the BV P  (5.35), (5.37) has at least one solution in C71 [0,1] provided that
h h  + \ \ b \ U < (
Proof: Let
U± = {x  E D{L) : Lx  +  XNx  =  0, A E (0,1)}.
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^
Then for x E U\, N x  E im(L). By the characterisation of im(L) (see section 5.1),
[  [  (f ( t , x(t), x'(t)) -f e(t)) clt ds = 0.
JO Jr j s
So, by our assumption (1), there exists f E [0,1] such that |;U(£)I ^  ^ i -  By a similar 
argument to that in the proof of Theorem 5.3.10 we have
(0  < ” ^/2( 0  +  Halloo f  \ f { t , x ,x ' ) \d t  +  ||a'|UIMIiI  Jo
< 2 -^i2 +  1 1 oo ( 1 Ot 1111 j] oo + llfellllk'lloo + IMMMlJio + IMMI I^loo + liel|l)- 
Since a:(0) =  0 , ||.'c||Co <  H^Hoo, we obtain
( |  -  N i l  -  M i )  \ \ A «  <  +  | K | | «  +  lblMl.r'11^1 +  H a ' I U H e l l , .
This implies that there exists M0 > 0 such that \\x\\oo < jj^lloo < Mo.
Now, let
U2 — E ker(L) : N x  E im(L)}.
For x E U2, it is easy to see that x =  Cot for some Co E R. N x  E im(Z-) implies that
/  /  (/(C  C0t, C0) +  e(t)) dt ds -  0.
J o  Jr j s
By our assumption (1), j|a||co =  IC^ol < Mi. Under the assumption (2a), we let
U3 =  {.t =  Cot E ker(L) : f.iQNCo +  (1 — p)Co =  0},
and under the assumption (2b), we let
U3 -  {x  =  C0t E ker(L) : pQNCo  -  (1 -  p)C0 =  0}.
Using (2), it is easily proved that Us is bounded. So, following the same argument as in
the proof of Theorem 5.3.10, the proof of Theorem 5.3.14 is completed. □
5.4 Q u a d ra t ic  g row th
In this section, we shall prove an existence result for the BVP (5.1), (5.4), thus the 
following problem
a"CO =  / ( 0  z(0> x \ t ) )  +  e(t) t E (0 , 1), (5.43)
x'(0) =  0, x( l)  = ax(fj), (5.44)
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with |a | <  1 and /  has a different nonlinear growth from that in section 5.3. As a special 
case, we allow /  to have quadratic growth. Moreover, as a corollary of our theorem, we 
obtain a result on the Neumann BVP which generalizes one of the results of [57]. We 
also prove a similar result for the BVP (5.1), (5.2) when | B £ i 2 a*| <  1.
5.4 .1  B oundary value problem  (5 .43), (5.44)
T heorem  5.4.1. Let f  : [0,1] x R 2 -> R be a continuous function and have the decom­
position
f{t>x,p) = g{t,x,p)  +  h(t ,x,p).
Suppose the following conditions hold:
1. There exists a constant M  >  0 such that
x [ f ( t , x ,  0) 4- e(£)] > 0 for  |.t| > M, t £ [0,1];
2. pg(t ,x,p)  <  0 for all ( t , x ,p )  G [0,1] x [— M, M] x R.;
S. There are continuous functions A, B  : [0,1] x —» R + such that
\h ( t ,x }p)\ < A(t ,x )p2 +  B ( t ,x )  for p G R.
Then the B V P  (5.43), (5.44) with | ck| < 1 has at least one solution in C'1[0,"1].
Proof: Let X  denote the Banach space (WfO, 1] with the norm
II® II =  max{||.T||00,||.T/||co}.
Let L, V , P  and Q be the operators defined in section 5.1. Again, we shall prove that 
the conditions of Theorem 5.1.1 are satisfied. Let
Ux =  { a :  G D(L)  : Lx  +  AN{x) = 0, A G (0,1)}.
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Suppose x £ Ui, then | a |  < 1 implies that there exists t0 G [0,1) such tha t ls(to)|  = 
maxtgp.i] A s 'm  ^ ie proof of theorem 5.3.10, we obtain that
||.T(t)||oo < M  for all x G U\. (5.45)
Since .V(0) =  0, each t £ [0 , 1] for which xJ(t) 0 belongs to [/i,7 ] such tha t x'(t)
maintains a fixed sign 011 [/i,7 ] and = 0. Assume that x '(t) >  0 on [/i,7 ], let x G U \ ,  
then
x x" — \ x '  g{t, x\ x 1) +  A x'h(t, x, x )  +  \ x '  e{t)
< A xh{ t ,  x , x1) +  A x'e(t)
< x ' (Axa + B),  (5.46)
where
and
Therefore,
Hence we have
and so
A — max{]A(A^)l :  ^ ^  [0 , 1], |.t| <  M }
B  =  m ax{|5(A ^)l +  ||e||oo : t £ [0,1], \x\ < M}.
r* 2Ax ,,x l , , f l
/ ~ d s < 2AV A x '2 +  B ~  JiL
l^^t)! <  Mi  for some Mi > 0 .
If, on the other hand, x'(g) = 0 and x \ t )  <  0 on [/i£, 7 ], similarly we get
x ’x" < - x ’{Ax ' 2 +  B ),
from which, as before, we obtain the bound Mi  on x ' . Hence for each x G t/i,||n '|| < 
max{M, Mi}.
If a  ^  1, P  =  0, Q =  0, and also A" is a T-compact operator [22]. Condition (2) and
(3) of Theorem 5.1.1 are trivial. Hence the existence of a solution for BVP (5.43), (5.44)
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follows from the boundedness of U\. Now, suppose that a  — 1, as in the proof of theorem 
5.3.10, let
U2 =  E kerL : N x  E im(L)}
and
U3 = {;c E ker(L) : H(x>g) =  p Q N x  +  (1 — g)x = 0, g E [0,1]}.
By the same arguments as that in the proof of that theorem, we obtain that C/2 and U3 
are bounded and then again, the existence of a solution follows from Theorem 5.1.1. □
R e m a r k  5 . 4 . 2 .  In Theorem 5 . 4 . 1 ,  taking g(t)X,p) =  0 ,  gives a result which allows /  to 
have quadratic growth.
In Theorem 5.4.1, let a  =  1, then there exists £ E (77,1) such tha t £;(£) ~  0. So, 
accordingly, we can consider equation (5.43) subject to the following Neumann boundary 
value condition
s'(0) -  ^ (1 ) -  0. (5.47)
The following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 5.4.1 when 77 —> 1.
Corollary 5.4.3. Assume that the mappings f , g , h  are as in Theorem 5.4-1- Then the 
BV P (5.43), (5.47) has at least one solution in C'1[0,1].
R em ark 5.4.4. In Corollary 5.4.3, letting g(t ,x ,p)  =  0, we obtain Corollary 3.1 of [57] 
for the boundary condition '^(O) =  ^ ( l )  =  0 (condition 1 of [57]). By the same method 
used in the proof of Theorem 5.4.1, we can prove that the result of Theorem 5.4.1 is also 
true for the other boundary conditions studied in [57],
E xam ple 5.4.5, Consider the following equation:
x"  =  —rc'2 n + V m +  x'2 + x +  P s i n ( i ) ,  f  € [ 0 , 1 ] ,  ( 5 . 4 ? )
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where n , m  are natural numbers. The existence of a solution for the BVP (5.48), (5.44) 
(respectively BVP (5.48), (5.47)) can be obtained by Theorem 5.4.1 (respectively Corol­
lary 5.4.3). But, it is easy to see that the results of [30] and [57] can not be applied to 
the above problems.
5.4 .2  M -point boundary value problem
Now, we prove an existence result for the following ??r-point boundary value problem:
x"(t) = f ( t , x(t), x'(t)) +  eft) t 6 (0,1), (5.49)
m — 2
s'(0) =  o, x( l )  = ^ 2  0^ ( 6 ), (5.50)
Z — 1
with nonlinear growth term.
T heorem  5,4.6. Let f ,  g } h satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 5. 4- 1 and suppose that 
| ai\ <  h  Then for each bounded function e : [0,1] —> K., the B V P  (5.49), (5.50) 
has at least one solution in C Mo. i].
Proof: Let Banach spaces X , Y  and the bounded nonlinear map N  be as in the proof of 
Theorem 5.4.1. Let L m  : D ( L m ) C X  —^ Y  be the linear operator with
m —2
D ( L m ) =  U  S i ^ y o ,  1) : s'(0) =  0 ,z ( l )  =  £  <*.•*(£)},
i=l
and for x  E D ( L m ) ,  L m x  =  x H. We note tha t a; E C 1^ , 1] is a solution of (5.49), (5.50) if 
and only if x  E D ( L m ) and
L m x  +  N x  - 0.
Let U m i  =  {a; E D ( L m ) : L m ( x )  +  AN ( x )  =  0,A E (0,1)}. Suppose tha t x  E U m i } 
then x  E W 2,1(0 ,1) with ^'(O) =  0, a?(l) =  Z)Sa2 a*®(fi)' This implies tha t there exists
r) E [^i,^m-2]5 depending on x ,  such that a; is a solution of the boundary value problem
x"(t) — A f ( t ,  x(t), x'(t)) — A eft) = 0, (5.51)
a/(0) ~  0, ®(1) =  a®(77), (5.52)
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where a — Yff=\‘ ai-> an(i so \a\ <  1. Note that in the proof of the boundedness of U\ in 
the proof of Theorem 5.4.1, we obtained that U\ C {x E X  : \\x\\ < max{M, Mx}} and 
Mi  only depends on M, A  and B , so the bound of I f  does not depend on rj. Thus by 
the proof given there, if x is a solution of (5.51), (5.52) then ||.t|| < max{M, Mi}. Hence 
Umi is bounded.
First, suppose that EIL}2 ai /  b  then Lm is an invertible linear operator. The linear 
operator K m : Y  -* D (Lm) defined by
I<my(t) = f  ( t -  s)y(s) d s p C ,  y E h ,
Jo
where C ( l  — E £ f 2 ai) = E E f 2 a* Jo*(6  -  s)?/(s)ds ~  JoU — s)7/(s)ds, is such that 
K mL m ~  I  and L mK m ~  I. Also, by Arzela-Ascoli theorem, K mN  : X  —»■ X  is compact, 
thus N  is a Tm-compact map. By Theorem 5.1.1, the existence of the solution follows 
from the boundedness of Um
Now suppose that Yfi)Xi ai — 1- Then ker(Lm) =  E C X  and we can prove that 
Y  — R ® Vi, where
f  m - 2  r i , T )
Hi =  im (L m) =  j y  E L^O, 1] : a*' J Q ld ( s ) d s d r  =  °J  ’
hence Lm is Fredholm of index zero. Let P : X  —> ker(Lm) and Q : Y  M. be the 
projections defined by
2 ra —2 n 1 n-}-
P x  =  .r(0), and Qy =  _2  TIT £  «■' /. y { s )d sd T.
Ei=i ai(l ) i—i A*
Let A"i =  ( /  — H)A and let K m : >i —»• D(Lm) D be the linear operator defined by
(I<my ) { t ) ^  f  f  y(s) ds dr.
J  o Jo
It is easy to check tha t K m — (Lm iD(Lm)nAq)” 1- Also, by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem,
K m{I -  Q )N  : X  D (Lm) fl Ah
is compact. So, N  is jLm-compact. Let Um2 and Um3 denote the following subsets of X:
Um2 = {x  E ker(Lm) : N x  E im(Lm)}, Um3 =  {g Q N x  +  (1 -  g)x = 0, g E [0,1]}.
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Then by Theorem 5.1.1, to prove there exists a solution for BVP (5.49), (5.50), we only 
need to prove Um2 and Um3 are bounded. By the assumption tha t all a; have the same 
sign and by similar arguments to those given in the proof of the boundedness of U2 and 
U3 in the proof of Theorem 5.4.1, we can obtain that for all x 6  Um 1 and all x £ Um2, we 
have 1 a: 1 <  M.  This completes the proof. □
R e m a rk  5.4.7. For our results it is important that all the a^s have the same sign and 
our result for the ?n-point BVP makes use of the estimates obtained in the proof for the 
three point BVP. Gupta [27] has considered a different ra-point boundary value problem 
where the aCs do not have the same sign and the above technique cannot be used.
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C hapter 6
T w o-point boundary value problem s
Let /  : [0,1] x E 2 -> R  be a continuous function. The purpose of this chapter is to 
establish some new existence results on the solvability of second order ODE’s of the form
x" =  f { t , x , x ' )  (6.1)
subject to one of the following boundary conditions:
.t (0) =  x{l)  =  0, (6.2)
s'(0) =  ®'(1) =  0, (6.3)
x(Q) =  *(1), *'(0) =  s '( l) ,  (6.4)
z(0) =  —a*(l), V(0) =  - x ' { l ) .  (6.5)
The solvability of (6 .1) subject to the above Dirichlet, Neumann, periodic and antiperi- 
odic boundary conditions has been extensively studied by many authors (see[3], [4], [32],
[54]-[63]). In a recent paper [4], a decomposition condition for /  is imposed to ensure 
the solvability of (6.1) with the boundary condition (6 .2). In this chapter, under the 
assumption tha t /  can be suitably decomposed, we shall apply the abstract continuation 
type theorem of W .V.Petryshyn on A-proper mappings to prove approximation solvabil­
ity results for (6.1) with the boundary conditions (6.2)-(6.5). Approximation solvability 
includes the classical Galerkin method. One of our theorems includes the result of [4]. 
When /  is independent of our results generalize the results of [60], [61] and show that
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certain restrictions imposed in [60], [61] are not needed in this case. Some examples show 
that our theorems permit the treatm ent of equations to which the results of [4], [32], [57] 
do not apply. The work in this chapter has been submitted in [19].
6 . 1  D irich le t b o u n d a ry  value p ro b lem
The proof of the following theorems make use of the continuation theorem on A-proper 
mappings (see theorem 1.6.3 and section 1.6 for definitions and references).
We shall call equation (6.1) subject to the boundary conditions (6.2)-(6.5) (P1)-(P4) 
respectively. Our first three theorems deal with the simple case (P I).
T h e o re m  6 .1 .1 . Let f  : [0,1] x R 2 —>- R  be continuous. Consider the following BVP:
=  /(£ ,£ , a;'), .t (0) =  z (l)  =  0. (P I)
Assume that f  has the decomposition
f{ t , x ,p )  =  g{t,x ,p)  +  h(t ,x ,p)
such that
1. [  x g ( t , x , x f) dt > 0 for all x E C 2[0,1] with .r(0) — rc(l) =  0,
Jo
2. |h(t, x, p)\ <  a\x\ +  b\p\, where a > 0, b > 0 and a +  bir < 7r2.
Then (PI) is feebly a-solvable in C 2[0,1].
Proof: Let X  =  C q  =  {a: E C 2[0,1], a:(0) =  ®(1) =  0} endowed with the norm
||.r|| =  max{||a;||00, ||P||oo, Halloo}, where \\x\\oo = max*6[0)1] \x(t)\. Let || • ||2 be the usual 
norm of P2(0 ,1) and let L : X  -» C[0,1] be the linear operator defined by
Lx  =  x" for x E X.
Define N  : C^O, 1] —> C [0 ,1] to be the nonlinear mapping
Nx(t)  = f ( t ,x ( t ) ,x ' ( t ) ) .
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Let J  : Cq -G Cfl[0,l] denote the compact natural embedding. Since N J  is compact, 
L — X N J  : Cq -g C[0,1] is A-proper for each A G [0,1], [54]. Also, L is invertible, so by 
Theorem 1.6.3, the a-solvability of (PI) follows provided there exists an open bounded 
set G C Cq such tha t
Lx  — X N J x  /  0 for (re, A) G (Cq n dG) x (0,1].
This is equivalent to proving the following subset of Cq is bounded:
U =  {x G C02, Lx  -  X N J x  =  0, A G (0,1]}.
Let x G U, then
x" = X(g(L x , re') -f h(t, x, re')).
Applying W irtinger’s inequality [35]: ||re||2 <  ( l / 7r)||re'|j2 we obtain
x 12 I XX Jo
=  —A / n\(/(L re, re') dt — X xh(t, ;e, re') oft 
Jo Jo
< —A [  rch(t, re, re') dt 
Jo
r  w 2 d i +& Q 1 h 2 d ? j5 ( ^  i s f  * )<  a
<
7T
By our assumption, a +  677 < 7r2, s o  re' =  0. Since x G Cq, re ~  0. This completes the 
proof. □
R e m a rk  6,1.2, In the case g(t, re, re') =  r(re)re', where r  is continuous and r(re) G C x[0,1], 
the condition 1 of Theorem 6.1.1 is always satisfied, since Jq1 rer(re)rc' dt =  0 for all re G Cq.
We will use the following condition A  (see [4]) and condition B  for a continuous 
function g : [0,1] X  I 2 G  R.
C o n d itio n  A: |g(£,re,p)| <  A(t,x)u>(p2) for all (t ,x,p)  G [0,1] x R 2, where A ( t , x )  is
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bounded on each compact subset of [0,1] x E , w G C(R, (0 ,+co)) is nondecreasing and 
satisfies
f+°° ds 
/ ~ T \  =  °°*Jo  ( j ( s )
C o n d itio n  B: \g(t,x,p)\ < Y)i=i Bi(tjx)tOi(p) for all ( t ,x ,p)  G [0,1] x R 2, where Bi( t ,x)  
is bounded on compact subsets of [0,1] x R  and co-;(p) are functions such that
/  |x \ t ) \ 2d t < M  implies [  dt < M0,
Jo  Jo
where M, M q are constants, M 0 may depend on M.
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1 of [4].
T h e o re m  6 .1 .3 . Let f  have the decomposition
f ( t , x , p )  =  g(t ,x ,p)  +  h(t ,x,p).
Assume that
1. /o xg(t, x , x') dt > 0  for all x  G Cq/
2. |h(t, x , p )| <  a\x\ +  b\p\ +  1 Ci\x\ai +  dj\p\h,
where a > 0,6 >  0, 0 < cxi,pj <  1;
3. g ( t ,x ,p )  satisfies condition A  or condition B.
Then (PI) is feebly a-solvable in C 2[0,1] provided that a +  bn < 7r2.
Proof: By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 6.1.1, we only need to prove 
tha t the set
u =  {x e  Cl, Lx -  X N Jx  =  0, A g (0,1)}
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is bounded. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1.1, for x G U,
^ f  \xh(t ,x,x')\cl t  
Jo
r i  (  n  m  \
< / |rc| I a\x\ +  b\x'\ +  I
\  »=i j=1 /
< a||a;][l + frlMblMb + XGlb’lb (j[ k|2“') + jtdi\\xh(f0 kG ’) 2
* f e  +v) IIGI^  + E^IGWI-r + EjlM W I^\  7r z 7r  /  7T . - 7r\ / 2~1 Z=J
< ( i  + 3  \ W \ \ l  +  I p t W A 1^  +
Suppose tha t |Jcc/ ||2 /  0, since otherwise a; — 0. By our assumption (a +  6?r)/ 7r2 < 1, we
have
f1 -  M b  <  +  l E d i i M i ? .
\  7T /  7T . : 7T ,\ / i=l j = l
If —> oo, we will have a contradiction since 0 <  a;,/?; < 1. So there exists a constant
M  > 0 such that \\x'\\2 <  M.  This implies
Halloo <  f  W \dt  < Ilm'Hs <  M.Jo
Suppose that g satisfies condition A, then
m
|s" | <  A w (z '2) +  C +  6|x'| +  E ' t V A
i=l
where A1?(7 are positive constants. Since
|tT'|A < I ( i  _|_ |^ | 2^ )  < 1 +  |a /|2,
we have
|s"l <  Ano ix '2) +  C  +  d(l  + |z'|2)
<  A {u(x '2) + 2 4- |x'|2), (6 .6 )
where A =  max{Ai, C, d}. As in the proof of Theorem 1 of [4], (6.6) implies that \x'\ is 
bounded (for completeness, we give the proof here). Each t G [0,1] for which x'(t) /  0
belongs to some interval [sl552] C [0,1] with x '(t) /  0 on (si,-s2) and ^ '(s i) =  0 or
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£;(*s2) =  0. Suppose that x'(si) = 0 and x'(t) > 0 on ( s i ,s 2). Define z(t) — x'{t), t  G 
[s i,s2]. Then (6.6) implies that
2 z(t)z'(t)  , .
a,(**(t)) +  **(i) +  2 -  2A" ( i ) ’ 4 6  [Sl’"2)-
By integrating this inequality we obtain
Jo u(s) + s + 2 - 4 A M ’ t e { S l ’S2)'
The assumption to G C(R, (0, Too)) is nondecreasing and satisfies
M00 ds
Jo w(s)
implies (see [3]) that
=  oo.
ds
=  CO.
ao cu(s) f - s  +  2
This ensures there exists a constant Mi > 0 such that |ad(t)| <  Mi, t G [s i,s2]- Consid­
ering all the possible cases, we obtain there exists a constant Mi such tha t H^Hoo < Mi, 
Let
M2 — sup \ f { t , x , p ) l
te[o,i],M<Af,ip|<Afi
then ||a:|| <  max{M, M iM 2}. Hence, U is bounded.
If g satisfies condition B , then there exists A2 > 0 such that
\P'\ < A2 lcA'(a;/)l T l^l2 ~b
Hence
£  \x“\ dt < A 2 ( p  £  P(a:')| dt + J  \x’\2 dt +  lj  <  A 2{ tM 0 + M  +  1) =  Af„.
Suppose that £ G [0,1] is such that ad(£) =  0. Then x'(t) = x"(s) ds , and hence
M o o  <  | |® " | | i  <  m 3 .
It follows tha t U is bounded. d
R e m a rk  6 .1 .4 . Theorem 1 of [4] is the special case of our Theorem 6.1.3 when a = 
0, b =  0 and n =  m = 1.
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E x a m p le  6.1.5. Consider the following boundary value problem:
x" =  x 2n+1x'2 +  x f — x a +  1 +  sin(t), rc(0) =  a ( l)  — 0,
where n is a natural number. Let
g(t, x,p) = x 2n+lp2 and h(t, x,p)  =  p — x* -{- 1 +  sin(t).
Then by Theorem 6.1.3, this BVP is feebly a-solvable in (72[0,1] and in particular it has 
a solution in C
Obviously, Theorem 1 of [4] can not be applied to it. Also, we can not find constants 
M  > 0 and a, b G R such that
x > M  / ( t ,  x } 0) > a while x <  —M  =>■ / ( t ,  x, 0) < 6
since /(£, x, 0) —> ~~oo as x oo and f ( t ,  x, 0) —> oo as x —> —oo. Hence Theorem 4.1 of
[32] and Theorem 2,1 of [57] can not be applied.
6.2 N e u m a n n , p e rio d ic  an d  an tip e rio d ic  b o u n d a ry  
value p ro b lem s
Now, we consider (P2), (P3) and (P4). These are resonance cases, since the linear part 
is noninvertible. In the following, let
Xi — G C^O, 1] : x satisfies the boundary condition (1 a), i  =  2,3 or 4}.
and
Ut =  {x G X { : x n = \ f ( t ,  x, s ') , A G (0,1]}.
T h e o re m  6.2 .1 . Let f  : [0,1] X K. -» R be continuous. Assume that
f { t , x , p )  =  g(t ,x ,p )  +  h(t ,x,p),
and f , g and h satisfy the following conditions:
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1. There exists a constant M0 > 0 such that x f f t ^ x ,  0) > 0 for |:r| >  M0;
2. (a): g satisfies Condition A or
(b): g satisfies Condition B and xg(t, x, x') dt > 0 for all x G X{ ;
3. \h ( t ,x ,p) \  < C ( t , x )  +  D(i,.T)|p | 2 +  E “=i d j ( t , x ) \ p \ ^ ,
where C(£,;c), D(t,x) ,  and dj(t , x) are bounded on compact subsets of[0, l ] x R  and
0 <  f t  <  2.
Let M  =  max*£[0li],|a:|<Mo \D(t ,x)\} then (Pi) is feebly a-solvable relative to V provided that 
M0M < 1.
Proof: Let L : > C[0,1] be the linear operator defined by Lx =  x". Then it is easily
seen that L is a Fredholm operator of index zero and ker(L) =  R. Let N x  = f ( t , x , x ' )  
be the nonlinear map from C 1[0,1] to C [0,1] and : X{ C 1[0,1] be the compact 
continuous embedding. Then L — AN f i  is A-proper for each A G [0,1]. Moreover, let 
Qy =  JjJ yd t  be the projection and
[y,a*] =  f y(t)x( t)dt  
Jo
be the bilinear form on C [0 ,1] X X{. For any x =  c G ker(X-), if c > M0, then by 
assumption 1, / ( i ,c ,  0) > 0 and if c < —Mo, then / ( i ,c ,  0) <  0. Hence ||.t|| =  |c| > M0 
implies Q N f ic  0. Assumption 1 also ensures tha t [QNJiC.c] >  0 for any c G ker(L) 
with |c| > M0. So, by Theorem 1.6.3, to prove (Pi) is feebly a-solvable, we only need to 
prove Ui is bounded.
Suppose that x G Ui, the lemma 2.2 of [57] implies tha t j|a:||oo <  Suppose g
satisfies (2a), then by assumption 3, we obtain
\x"{t)\ < A(i, x)to((x'(t))2) +  C (t, a;) +  D{t, a;)|a:'(i)|2 +  dfit,  aOkCOI/h
3  =  1
< Aio;((a;/(^))2) +  Ci +  M \ x \ t ) \ 2 -f ^  +  1)
j=i
<  A 2 ( w ( a / ( i ) ) 2 +  2 A  |a?/(t)  |2) ,
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where Ai = maxie[0,i],|a;|<Mo l^(A *)]} are defined similarly and A 2 is a constant.
As above, there exists Mi > 0, such that HadHc© < Mi. This implies tha t Ui is bounded. 
Suppose tha t g satisfies (2b), then
A ||2 =  — /  xx" dt
J o
dt
= — A f  xg(t ,x ,  x') dt — A [  xh(t ,X)x' )d t  
Jo Jo
< J  |&'|\h(ty x, ad)j dt
< M0£  +  +
<  M0C + M0M f 1 |VI2 dt +  V  d/ f  \ x f ’ dt.
do i= 1  Jo
Since M0M  < 1, and by Holder’s inequality,
j f  i » ,if t * < ( / 01 \ * r  d t f 3 = \w\£\
so
(1 -  M0M )||V ||2 <  M0C‘ +  Y^ dj'Wx'Wl1.
3 = 1
This implies tha t there exists M2 > 0 such that Hadji2 <  M2 for 0 <  (3j < 2. Since g 
satisfies condition B, we obtain
f 1 \x"(t)\dt < A  I '  |w(a;')| dt +  C' +  M ^  |ad|2 dt +  f ] d /  f \ \ x ' { t ) \ 2 +  1) <  M3.
Jo Jo Jo ~ l  Jo
x € Xi  implies tha t there exists £ £ [0,1] such that ad(£) =  0, hence
I M U  =  \ \ f  x"(s)ds\\00 < IIV'II, <  Ms.
Thus, we have proved tha t Ui is bounded, which completes the proof. □
R e m a rk  6 .2 .2 . In assumption 3 of Theorem 6.2.1, since |p|^ <  1 +  |p|2, the third term  
is included in the first two terms, but it is convenient to make this split since the bound 
on the |p|2 term  only is important.
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R e m a rk  6.2.3. In [61] the authors obtained the results on the existence of a solution 
to the following boundary value problem:
(u(£)ad)' +  /(A  x, ad, ad') =  y(t), ad(0) =  ad(T) =  0, (6.7)
and in [60] they studied the BVP
+  9i(x)x '  +  f ( t ,  x , ad, ad') = y(t ), a;(0) =  a;(l), ad(0) =  x'(l).  (6.8)
In (6.7), a G C^fO, 71], no =  min{a(i) : 0 <  t <  T} > 0, cq =  max{|ci'(£)| : 0 <  t <  71}. 
When /  is independent of ad', let
h ( t , x , x l) = f ( t , x 1x ' ) - y ( t ) .
Taking T  = 1 (for simplicity), (6.7) can be rewritten in the following form:
x " =  _ a y ) _  f e fO  V(0) =  V (l) =  0. (6.9)
a[t) a(t)
To apply Theorem 6.2.1 to BVP(6.9), let
g{tyx,p) = ~ ^ j P  and h(t ,x ,p) = -•
Then g satisfies Condition A with to(p) = p?, Assume that |/( t ,a ;,p ) | <  A  +  i?ja;| +  C\p\, 
since the condition (H4i) or (H4ii) of [61] implies assumption 1 of Theorem 6.2.1, we 
obtain BVP(6.9) is feebly a-solvable provided (H4i) or (H4ii) of [61] holds. Thus when /  
does not depend on ad', in Theorem 2.1 of [61], the conditions B T 2 T  n T (C  +  Pi) <  ^ 2po 
of (HI) and (H2), (H3) are not necessary.
Similarly when /  is independent of ad', (6.8) can be rewritten as
ad' =  —gi(x)xr — h(t, a;, ad), a?(0) =  a;(l), ad(0) =  ad(l). (6.10)
Let
g{t,x ,p)  =  -g i ( x ) p  and h(t, x,p)  =  - h { t ,  x,p).
Then g satisfies condition B since Jq xgi(x)x'  dt = 0 for any x G X 3. Assume that 
|/(f ,a :,p ) | < A + B \x \  + C\p\, then condition (H4) of [60] ensures assumption 1 of Theorem
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6.2.1. Applying Theorem 6.2.1, we obtain that BVP(6,10) is feebly a-solvable provided 
(Ii4) of [60] holds. Hence in this case, in Theorem 2.1 of [60], the conditions B + ttC < 2tt2 
of (HI) and (H2),(H3) are not needed.
T h e o re m  6.2 .4 . Let f ( t , x , p )  = g(t ,x ,p)  +  h(t ,x ,p).  Assume that
1. There exists M0 > 0 such that x f ( t , x ,  0) > 0 for  |.t| > Mo;
2. pg(t ,x ,p) > 0 or pg( t ,x ,p) < 0 for ( t ,x ,p)  G [0,1] x M2;
3. \h(t ,x,p)\  < C(t, x) +  D(t,  as)jrc'l T Xq=i dy(A aj)|ad|°V where C { t ,x ) ,D { t ,x ) ,  and 
dj( t ,x)  are bounded on compact subsets o /[0 ,l] x K. and 0 <  cq < 1.
Let M  =  maxte[oii]i|a:|<Mo l^(A  x )\> then (PS), (P4) are feebly a-solvable relative to T
provided that M  < 1/4. (P2) is feebly a-solvable relative to T provided that M  < 1/2 if
pg(t ,x ,p)  <  0 and M  < 1/4 i f  pg(t ,x ,p)  > 0.
Proof: By the same argument as that in the proof of Theorem 6.2.1, we only need to
prove Ui is bounded. Let x G Ui, then | | . t | | o o  < M0 by Lemma 2.3 of [57]. Let £ G [0,1]
be such tha t ad(£) =  0, and assume that M < 1/4. Then
1 U T-(ad(t))2 =  A / x'g(s, x, x 1) ds +  A / x 'h (s ,x ,x ' )  ds
2 A A
<  | [  x rg(s, x, x') ds\ +  [  la/Ms, x, ad)| ds. (6.11)
Jo Jo
Since x G so
[  x'x" dt — A [  (x'g(t, x , ad) +  x 'h(t , x, ad)) dt = 0.
Jo Jo
Hence,
—(ad(£))2 <  2 [  |ad/r(,s, a:,x')\ds.
2 Jo
Thus
? (V W )2 <  i | V | u / o f c ( t , * )  +  z ) ( i , x ) i v n - y : d i ( i , x ) i * r i
< IIVi u A '  + miiviu + ^ ' iiviiM
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dt
Assume that H^ 'Hoo 7^  0, then
Q - m )  | |* '| |= o < c ' +  f : < . |M i s .
Since ctj <  1, we obtain there exists M\  > 0 such that ||a/||oo <  Mi. In the (p2) case, if 
pg{t,x,p)  <  0 and M  <  1/2, instead of (6.11), we will have
1 U U- { v f t ) ) 2 — X x'g(S)X)X')ds-\- A / x'h(S)X,xf) ds
2 Jo Jo
<  f  1^ ( 5, as7)[ ds, (6.12)
Jo
So, by the same proof as above, there exists M2 > 0 such tha t H^ 'Uco < M2. Thus in 
every case, Ui is bounded. □
E x a m p le  6 .2 .5 . We study the following equation
x" = ±.C2n+1 +  Q{t,x) + |a T  (6-13)
subject to the boundary conditions (6.3)-(6.5), where n is a natural number and Q(t ,x)  
is a continuous function. Assume that there exists M0 > 0, for which xQ(t ,x )  > 0 for 
|a?| >  Mo- By Theorem 6.2.4, the above BVP is feebly a-solvable since D (t ,x )  = 0. Since 
we can not find A ( t ,x )  such that
| ± p 2n+1 +  Q{t,x)  +  \p\z\ < A( t ,x )p2 +  C(t,:r),
Theorem 2.1 of [57] and Theorem 4.1 of [32] can not be used.
In our last theorem, we impose a condition which is similar to the condition H3 of 
[61 ].
T h e o re m  6 .2 .6 . Let f ( t , x , p )  =  g(t, x,p)  +  h( t t x,p).  Assume that
1, There exists Mi >  0 such that either c /( i, c, 0) > 0  for all |c| >  M± or c /( t , c, 0) <  0 
for  all |c| >  M i/
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2. There exists M 2 > 0 such that Jq f ( t , x , x ' )  dt ^  0 for x E Xi with |a;(i)| > M2 for
t e  [0,1];
S. pg(t ,x,p)  > 0 or pg{t ,x,p)  <  0 for ( t ,x ,p)  E [0,1] x R 2;
4- \h(t, x,p)\ < a\x\ +  b\p\ +  c|a:|" +  d\p\@ +  e, where 0 <  a , (3 <  1, and a ,b ,c ,d ,e  are 
constants.
Then (PS), (Pf)  are feebly a-solvable relative to F provided that a +  b < 1/4. (P2) is 
feebly a-solvable relative to V provided that a +  b < 1/2 if  pg(t ,x,p)  <  0 and a +  b <  1/4 
i fpg ( t ,x ,p )  >  0.
Proof: Let L ,  N , J i , Q  and the bilinear form [y ,  x ]  be as in the proof of Theorem 6.2.1. For 
c  E ker(L), by assumption 2, Q N c  ^  0 if |c| > M2. Moreover, according to assumption 1, 
[ Q N c , c ]  > 0 for all |c| >  Mi or [ Q N c ,  c] < 0 for all |c| > Mi. Hence, by Theorem 1.6.3, 
(Pi) is feebly a-solvable if U i  is bounded.
Let x  E Ui  and £ E [0,1] be such that x ' ( £ )  = 0. By assumption 3 and 4, using the 
same calculation with that in (6 .11) and (6 .12), we obtain that
\ \ W W l  <  I M U  ( « H „  +  6 1 1 ® ' I I -  +  4 1 * 1 1 "  +  d \ W \ t  +  e )
and in the case (P2), if pg(t ,x,p)  <  0,
2 IMIto -  II^IU (n||x’||oo +  +  c||* ||“ +  dWx'W1^  -f ej .
Assume that | | * 1 | o o  ^  0. Since x E X i ,  N x  E im(L), so Q N x  = 0. Assumption 2 ensures 
that there exists f  E [0,1] such that |a;(C)| <  M2. Writing x(t) = f ^ x ' ( s )d s  +  .t(£) gives
||a:||oo <  P l l i  +  M 2 < Halleo +  M2. (6.14)
From the above discussion, we obtain
( 1  -  a -  &) | |. t ' | |„  <  M  +  c(||x '|U  +  M 2)“ +  +  e.
In the case (P2) with pg(t ,x,p)  <  0, a similar inequality is obtained. These imply that 
there exists M3 >  0 such tha t in both cases, Halloo < M3. By (6.14), jj*||oo <  M3. Thus, 
we have proved tha t Ui is bounded. □
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R e m a rk  6 .2 .7 . It is easy to see that in condition 4 of Theorem 6.2.6, c|a:|Q' and d\p\@ 
can respectively be replaced by ]C?=i Ci|®|0fi and ? where 0 <  ct:;, f t  <  1.
R e m a rk  6.2.8. The results can also be proved by applying the coincidence degree theory 
of Mawhin. The difference is that we only can obtain the existence of a solution but not 
the approximation solvability. The latter gives constructive results for the solutions.
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